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Rapidly increasing transistor densities have led to the emergence of richly-
integrated substrates in the form of chip multiprocessors and systems-on-a-
chip. These devices integrate a variety of discrete resources, such as processing
cores and cache memories, on a single die with the degree of integration grow-
ing in accordance with Moore’s law. In this dissertation, we address challenges
of scalability and quality-of-service (QOS) in network architectures of highly-
integrated chips. The proposed techniques address the principal sources of
inefficiency in networks-on-chip (NOCs) in the form of performance, area, and
energy overheads. We also present a comprehensive network architecture ca-
viii
pable of interconnecting over a thousand discrete resources with high efficiency
and strong guarantees.
We first show that mesh networks, commonly employed in existing
chips, fall significantly short of achieving their performance potential due
to transient congestion effects that diminish network performance. Adaptive
routing has the potential to improve performance through better load distri-
bution. However, we find that existing approaches are myopic in that they
only consider local congestion indicators and fail to take global network state
into account. Our approach, called Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA),
improves network visibility in adaptive routers via a light-weight mechanism
for propagating and integrating congestion information. By leveraging both
local and non-local congestion indicators, RCA improves network load bal-
ance and boosts throughput. Under a set of parallel workloads running on a
49-node substrate, RCA reduces on-chip network latency by 16%, on average,
compared to a locally-adaptive router.
Next, we target NOC latency and energy efficiency through a novel
point-to-multipoint topology. Ring and mesh networks, favored in existing
on-chip interconnects, often require packets to go through a number of inter-
mediate routers between source and destination nodes, resulting in significant
latency and energy overheads. Topologies that improve connectivity, such as
fat tree and flattened butterfly, eliminate much of the router overhead, but
require non-minimal channel lengths or large channel count, reducing energy-
efficiency and/or performance as a result. We propose a new topology, called
Multidrop Express Channels (MECS), that augments minimally-routed ex-
press channels with multi-drop capability. The resulting richly-connected NOC
enjoys a low hop count with favorable delay and energy characteristics, while
ix
improving wire utilization over prior proposals.
Applications such as virtualized servers-on-a-chip and real-time systems
require chip-level quality-of-service (QOS) support to provide fairness, service
differentiation, and guarantees. Existing network QOS approaches suffer from
considerable performance and area overheads that limit their usefulness in
a resource-limited on-die network. In this dissertation, we propose a new
QOS scheme called Preemptive Virtual Clock (PVC). PVC uses a preemptive
approach to provide hard guarantees and strong performance isolation while
dramatically reducing queuing requirements that burden prior proposals.
Finally, we introduce a comprehensive network architecture that over-
comes the bottlenecks of earlier designs with respect to area, energy, and QOS
in future highly-integrated chips. The proposed NOC uses a topology-centric
QOS approach that restricts the extent of hardware QOS support to a frac-
tion of the network without compromising guarantees. In doing so, network
area and energy efficiency are significantly improved. Further improvements
are derived through a novel flow-control mechanism, along with switch- and
link-level optimizations. In concert, these techniques yield a network capable
of interconnecting over a thousand terminals on a die while consuming 47%
less area and 26% less power than a state-of-the-art QOS-enabled NOC.
The mechanisms proposed in this dissertation are synergistic and enable
efficient, high-performance interconnects for future chips integrating hundreds
or thousands of on-die resources. They address deficiencies in routing, topolo-
gies, and flow control of existing architectures with respect to area, energy, and
performance scalability. They also serve as a building block for cost-effective
advanced services, such as QOS guarantees at the die level.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past 40 years, the semiconductor industry has delivered continuous
improvements in transistor density, approximately doubling the number of
devices integrated on a die in every technology generation. As a result, starting
with the Intel 4004 single-chip CPU introduced in 1971 with 2300 transistors,
on-die device counts have grown by six orders of magnitude to over 2.3 billion
in the 2010 Intel Xeon Nehalem-EX.
For much of this time, increasing transistor budgets were largely aimed
at boosting single-threaded performance, which improved by as much as 50-
60% per year through the 1990’s [3]. Performance gains were derived through
a combination of increased microarchitectural complexity and higher clock
rates. In the early 2000’s, however, a combination of factors that include
design complexity considerations, growing wire delays, and power limitations
of densely-integrated chips started limiting gains in core-level performance.
Since then, core complexity has remained relatively constant, clock rates have
stagnated, and growing transistor budgets have been devoted to additional
cores, memories, and other on-chip resources.
Today, chip-level multiprocessors (CMPs) and systems-on-a-chip
(SOCs) are commonly found in a broad range of applications. These de-
vices commonly integrate a combination of general-purpose cores, specialized
hardware accelerator engines, caches, software-controlled memories, DRAM
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controllers, and I/O interfaces. Contemporary examples of such chips include
a 16-core server processor from Sun/Oracle [66], an 80-core research prototype
from Intel [77], and a 100-core processor from Tilera [74]. Trends point in the
direction of further integration, and chips containing thousands of cores and
other resources are anticipated in the future.
1.1 Networks-on-Chip
1.1.1 Motivation
Chip multiprocessors place considerable demands on their die-level intercon-
nects. These demands are driven by technology constraints, application char-
acteristics, and market forces. Specifically, on-chip constraints mandate low
area and energy footprints; applications require high network performance;
and businesses demand advanced features such as chip-level service guaran-
tees.
To interconnect the various on-chip resources, early CMPs employed
bus- and crossbar-based interconnect fabrics [46]. While acceptable for chips
with a small number of discrete components, these interconnects proved chal-
lenging to scale to configurations with tens of on-die resources. In response,
researchers proposed structured, packet-based, multi-hop networks-on-chip
(NOCs) [14, 7] that enjoy better scalability properties than buses and cross-
bars. Both research and commercial multicore processors employing ring- and
mesh-based NOCs have since appeared [57, 77, 74].
At a high level, on-chip networks are similar to their off-chip coun-
terparts. Both rely on a distributed interconnect fabric composed of data-
carrying links, also referred to as channels, and routers that provide buffering
and switching functionality. However, significant differences in technology con-
straints necessitate different organizations for on- and off-chip networks. In
the off-chip domain, the primary determinant of network performance and cost
is the available pin budget [15]. Networks-on-chip are free of pin constraints,
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and, thanks to rich wire resources available on a die, enjoy a tremendous
bandwidth advantage over chip-to-chip interconnects. On the other hand, the
design space of NOCs is more constrained relative to that of off-chip networks
due to the limited area and power envelope of highly-integrated CMPs.
1.1.2 Technology-Driven Network Design
To understand the implications imposed by the technology constraints on net-
work design, consider the following case study. Since the late 80’s, a pop-
ular topology for high-performance computer interconnects has been a two-
or three-dimensional torus, successfully employed in supercomputers from the
likes of Cray [64] and IBM [25]. Figure 1.1(a) shows a toy 4x4 network con-
nected via a 2-D torus topology. A salient feature of this network is its low
dimensionality, meaning that each router has few connections to other nodes
(four connections in the case of a 2-D torus and six in a 3-D organization).
From the stand-point of a pin-limited router chip, low connectivity is attractive
as it affords wide interfaces that reduce the packet serialization latency.
One concern with a low-dimensional topology is that it may require
a number of router crossings for packets navigating a large network. Each
router traversal is a source of additional delay, which can negate the latency-
reducing benefits of wide channels. A simple analysis, however, shows that
channel delay in off-chip networks greatly dominates the latency required to
traverse a router. Signal velocity in a copper or fiber optic cable is within two-
thirds of the speed of light in vacuum, or around 200,000 m/s. Assuming a
channel 10 m in length, the wire flight time is 50 ns. In comparison, an Alpha
21364 router designed for a 2-D torus network and operating at 1.2 Ghz had
a pin-to-pin delay of just 10.8 ns [49]. Such a router would contribute under
22% to the delay of a 10 m long wire, which represents a modest performance
overhead.
In contrast, die dimensions of even the high-end chips rarely exceed
25 mm per edge. Typical communication distances are on the order of a
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(a) Torus (b) Mesh
Figure 1.1: Two-dimensional k-ary n-cube topologies
few millimeters, reducing the wire flight time to a few nanoseconds even over
highly-resistive on-chip wires. In substrates with such short communication
distances, routers constitute a significant fraction of network delay and energy
overhead. This attribute reduces the advantages of low-dimensional topologies
in an on-die setting despite their appeal in off-chip networks.
1.1.3 Limitations of Existing NOC Architectures
On-die constraints demand NOC architectures that offer high energy efficiency,
small area footprint, modest wiring complexity, low communication latency,
and good throughput under load. This combination of demands is difficult
to satisfy through existing interconnect architectures that may meet some of
these objectives while failing on the rest.
For instance, a number of existing chips developed in both industry
and academia implement a two-dimensional mesh topology [78, 60, 74, 77],
shown in Figure 1.1(b). The mesh is closely related to the torus and comes
from the same k-ary n-cube family of topologies. It enjoys the same nearest-
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neighbor connectivity as the torus but without the wrap-around links that
double the wire costs. The mesh organization enjoys low router complexity,
short channel lengths, and planar layout that is die-friendly. However, due
to the short communication distances on a chip, even light-weight routers
constitute a significant latency overhead. In addition, each router crossing
carries an energy cost due to the need to access packet buffers and traverse a
switch fabric. These features make the mesh, along with other topologies with
low connectivity, a poor fit in richly-integrated chips that are often sensitivity
to both energy and performance.
One way to improve network performance and energy-efficiency is
through the use of NOC architectures with richer connectivity among the
nodes. By bypassing some number of intermediate routers between a packet’s
source and destination, richly-connected topologies reduce the routers’ contri-
bution to network latency and energy overhead. However, these benefits come
at a price. Specifically, richly-connected networks require significant wiring re-
sources and necessitate complex, high-radix routers that may increase network
area footprint and add delay in near-neighbor communication patterns.
In addition to the considerations above, features such as adaptive rout-
ing and quality-of-service support tend to grow router complexity and may
increase node delay, area, and energy costs regardless of the topology. These
observations motivate scalable NOC architectures that account for chip-level
constraints while leveraging the strengths of an on-die implementation.
1.2 Thesis Statement
This dissertation addresses the design of on-chip networks that satisfy perfor-
mance, efficiency, and quality-of-service demands of highly-integrated CMPs
and SOCs. Specifically, we propose (1) a congestion-aware routing mechanism
that boosts network performance with no sacrifice in efficiency; (2) a richly-
connected topology that reduces network delay and energy overheads at low
router and wiring cost; (3) a quality-of-service architecture with strong band-
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width guarantees at modest efficiency overheads; and (4) a highly scalable
NOC architecture that combines and extends the above techniques with QOS
and flow control improvements to enable kilo-node on-die networks with good
performance, high efficiency, and strong guarantees.
1.3 Dissertation Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions:
Congestion-Aware Routing: We introduce a family of policies and
light-weight microarchitectural support for network-wide congestion notifica-
tion. Our approach, called Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA), enhances
conventional adaptive routers that rely on local-only congestion estimates with
broader knowledge of network state. RCA relies on a specialized reduction net-
work that aggregates local and non-local congestion indicators at each network
routers and propagates the results to adjacent nodes. The reduction approach
scales naturally to large NOC sizes and carries minimal logical and wiring ex-
pense. By disseminating congestion indicators throughout the network, RCA
empowers adaptive routers to make better-informed decisions and improves
the distribution of traffic over NOC links. Our evaluation confirms this claim
and shows that an RCA-enabled NOC can boost throughput and reduce packet
latency over locally-adaptive routers through improved network load balance.
Multidrop Express Channels Topology: To reduce network en-
ergy consumption and communication latency, this dissertation proposes a
low-network-diameter Multidrop Express Channels (MECS) topology. A dis-
tinguishing feature of MECS is its use of point-to-multipoint channels that
enable rich connectivity in a bandwidth-efficient manner. Compared to mesh-
based organizations, MECS reduces the number of router traversals on traf-
fic with limited or no locality. As routers are responsible for a considerable
fraction of network energy and delay overhead, MECS improves both per-
formance and energy-efficiency. Contrasted with existing low-diameter net-
works which require dedicated point-to-point channels between interconnected
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routers, MECS reduces the number of required channels and diminishes router
complexity. These features improve network performance and scalability.
Preemptive Virtual Clock QOS Architecture: Existing CMPs
and SOCs lack a way to enforce priorities, provide isolation, and satisfy QOS
demands in the face of fine-grained resource sharing by disparate threads shar-
ing a substrate. In response, we develop a light-weight QOS scheme called
Preemptive Virtual Clock (PVC). PVC provides performance isolation, strong
bandwidth guarantees, and good performance without the overheads of prior
approaches. PVC features low scheduling complexity and minimizes buffer
requirements through the use of preemption to overcome in-network priority
inversion. By controlling preemption aggressiveness, PVC enables a trade-
off between the strength of the guarantees and network performance. PVC
also simplifies network management through a flexible allocation mechanism
that enables per-application or per-VM bandwidth provisioning independent
of thread count and supports transparent bandwidth recycling among a group
of threads.
Kilo-NOC: A Scalable, Heterogeneous NOC: Finally, to support
the integration requirements of future chips, this thesis proposes and evaluates
technologies to enable networks-on-chip to support over a thousand connected
components (Kilo-NOC) with high area and energy efficiency, good perfor-
mance, and strong QOS guarantees. We identify buffer requirements of low-
diameter topologies and QOS overheads as chief scalability obstacles in kilo-
node NOCs under technology scaling. In response, we propose a lightweight
topology-aware QOS architecture that provides service guarantees for applica-
tions such as consolidated servers on CMPs and real-time SOCs. Unlike prior
NOC quality-of-service proposals which require QOS support at every network
node, our scheme restricts the extent of hardware support to portions of the
die, reducing router complexity in the rest of the chip. We further improve net-
work area- and energy-efficiency through a novel flow control mechanism that
elegantly combines virtual channel and elastic buffer flow control. Together,
these techniques yield a heterogeneous Kilo-NOC architecture that consumes
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45% less area and 29% less power than a state-of-the-art QOS-enabled NOC
without these features.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
the fundamental concepts in interconnection networks, introduces the principal
metrics for evaluating these networks, and describes the baseline NOC router
microarchitecture. Chapter 3 addresses congestion-aware routing with Re-
gional Congestion Awareness. Chapter 4 describes Multidrop Express Chan-
nels, a low-diameter bandwidth-efficient NOC topology. Chapter 5 motivates
the need for on-chip quality-of-service support and introduces Preemptive Vir-
tual Clock, a low-cost NOC QOS scheme. Chapter 6 proposes a scalable NOC
architecture that combines the proposed technologies with several additional
optimizations to efficiency interconnect over a thousand nodes on a die. Chap-
ter 7 summarizes the key contributions of this dissertation and concludes with
thoughts on future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we review the fundamental concepts of interconnection net-
works, describe a canonical NOC router architecture, and discuss the metrics
for analyzing on-chip interconnects.
2.1 Fundamentals of Interconnection Net-
works
Historically, interconnection networks have been classified along three dimen-
sions: topology, routing, and flow control [15]. We define quality-of-service as
the fourth dimension for characterizing on-chip interconnect fabrics due to the
necessity of supporting resource sharing among concurrently executing appli-
cations or virtual machines. Here, we briefly review the chief attributes of
these dimensions and summarize their implications for on-chip networks. A
careful treatment of each topic, along with related prior work, can be found in
Chapters 3 (routing), 4 (topology), and 5 (flow control and quality-of-service).
Topology
Network topology reflects the arrangement of nodes in an interconnection net-
work and the connectivity among them. On a two-dimensional die, nodes are
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naturally arranged in a plane, often in a grid-like fashion. Network diameter
is defined as the maximum number of hops, or router crossings, in a given
network. Topologies with limited connectivity, such as rings and meshes, may
require a packet to cross a number of routers on its way to the destination; such
topologies are said to have a large network diameter. In contrast, low-diameter
networks have rich connectivity that reduce the number of hops for a typical
packet transfer. While rich connectivity is clearly an advantage, low-diameter
networks may require higher router complexity, wire bandwidth, and design
effort as compared to organizations with limited connectivity. The challenge
for NOC architects is thus in designing richly-connected on-chip topologies
that are also complexity-effective.
Routing
The routing function determines the path taken by a packet from its source to a
destination. The choice of a routing function significantly affects network per-
formance and efficiency. One of the simplest routing functions is Dimension-
Order Routing, or DOR. As the name implies, packets under dimension-order
routing traverse the network dimensions in order; for instance, with XY-DOR,
all of the hops in the X dimension are taken before the Y dimension is nav-
igated. DOR is attractive in that is is naturally deadlock-free, features low
design and verification complexity, and has minimal hardware requirements.
One shortcoming of DOR is that it is unable to react to network con-
ditions, such congestion or faults. More sophisticated routing approaches can
often improve network performance by carefully spreading traffic across net-
work links in response to network state. However, such techniques often carry
undesirable side-effects. For instance, packets may be required to take non-
minimal routes to the destination, which carries an energy and delay overhead
that is undesirable in the on-chip setting. Similarly, a carefully orchestrated
communication pattern can be disrupted by myopic routing decisions that lack
a global knowledge of network state. NOCs require adaptive routing techniques
that are sensitive to on-chip energy and delay constraints and that are also
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aware of global network conditions.
Flow Control
The flow control mechanism governs the allocation of resources to packets in
a network. Buffers, switch bandwidth, and link bandwidth are the key re-
sources in the network, although the latter two are often coupled from an
allocation perspective. The granularity of allocation is important, as it deter-
mines the complexity of the allocation task and affects fairness. Packet-level
allocation, as the name suggests, assigns a resource to an entire packet at
once. In contrast, flit-level allocation regulates accesses to a resource one flit,
or transmission unit, at a time. A good flow control mechanism is (a) effi-
cient, in that it does not leave a resource idle when there is demand for it,
and (b) fair, meaning that requesters of equal priority have the same proba-
bility of success in acquiring a resource. In an on-die network, a well-designed
flow control mechanism can be used to reduce network area and energy costs
through smart utilization of fewer resources.
Quality-of-Service
Complementary to the flow control mechanism is the QOS regulator. Whereas
flow control is concerned with fair allocation of resources to contending packets
and flits, QOS seeks to satisfy higher-level objectives. These include guaran-
teeing bandwidth, latency, or jitter bounds to individual flows, defined at the
granularity of a thread, application, or virtual machine.
Historically, parallel machines with an interconnection network have
been closely associated with high-performance computers – a domain with
limited need for QOS support. In the on-chip setting, the fine-grained nature
of resource sharing demands hardware QOS support for performance stabil-
ity and isolation. Traditional network QOS architectures carry a high cost
in terms of buffer requirements and, in many cases, arbitration complexity.
What is needed for NOCs are light-weight mechanisms that can meet the ap-
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plications’ QOS demands without sacrificing either performance or efficiency.
Additional Terminology
node: refers to a network node with an associated router.
terminal: a discrete system resource, such as a core, cache tile, or memory
controller, with a dedicated port at a network node.
virtual channel (VC): a logical buffer which is part of a physical packet memory
at a router port. Virtual channels are commonly used to (a) improve perfor-
mance by avoiding head-of-line blocking and (b) avert protocol deadlock by
segregating packets of different priority classes [11].
2.2 Router Microarchitecture
On-chip constraints demand router designs with low latency and high area-
and energy-efficiency. Figure 2.1 shows the canonical NOC virtual channel
router, first described by Peh and Dally [56]. The router is input-queued and
has five ports, of which four are network ports and one is an injection port.
Key architectural elements of the router include the virtual channel FIFOs,
route computation unit, VC allocation logic, crossbar allocation logic, and the
crossbar itself. The pipeline consists of four stages: route computation (RT),
VC allocation (VA), switch allocation (XA), and crossbar traversal (XB).
In this architecture, a flit enters the router through one of the network
ports and is stored in a VC FIFO, which has been reserved at the upstream
node. If the flit is a header, indicating the start of a new packet, it proceeds to
the routing stage, which determines the output port that the packet will use.
In the following cycle, the header flit attempts to acquire a virtual channel for
the next hop. Upon successful VC allocation, the header flit enters the switch
arbitration stage, where it competes for the output port with other flits from
the router. Once crossbar passage is granted, the flit traverses the switch and
enters the channel. Subsequent flits belonging to the same packet can proceed
12
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Figure 2.1: Canonical NOC router microarchitecture.
directly to switch allocation, skipping the RT and VA stages.
To reduce the impact of router pipeline delay, researchers have devel-
oped route look-ahead, which performs routing one hop in advance and reduces
the required number of stages from four to three [24]. Another latency-hiding
approach is speculation, which allows switch allocation to be overlapped with
VC allocation [56]. If both allocation requests are granted, the latency of
switch arbitration is hidden. When coupled with route look-ahead, specula-
tion reduces the pipeline length to two cycles in the best case. Mullins et al.
demonstrated that additional speculation can reduce router latency to a single
cycle if the crossbar traversal is optimistically initiated in parallel with VC and
switch allocation [50]. The speculation is beneficial only at low loads and mis-
speculation incurs a one-cycle penalty. Another drawback of the single-cycle
speculative architecture is that it requires a long cycle time, which makes it
unattractive for high-frequency designs.
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2.3 Evaluation Metrics
2.3.1 Performance
The performance of an interconnection network is determined by two factors:
throughput and latency [15]. Throughput is the maximum rate at which the
network can accept and deliver the data. Latency is the time taken by a packet
to traverse the network from the source to the destination and comprises two
components: header latency, Th, and serialization delay, Ts.
Th = (dr + dw)H (2.1)
Ts = ⌈L/W ⌉ − 1 (2.2)
T = Th + Ts = (dr + dw)H + ⌈L/W ⌉ − 1 (2.3)
Equation 2.1 shows the header latency as the sum of router delay, dr,
and wire delay, dw, at each hop, multiplied by the hop count, H. The serial-
ization latency (Equation 2.2) is the number of cycles required by the portion
of the packet following the header flit to cross a given channel, computed as
the quotient of the packet length, L, and the channel width, W . The result-
ing expression in Equation 2.3 is known as the zero-load latency. In practice,
contention between different packets in the network can increase the router
and/or serialization delay, leading to higher packet latencies. A good network
organization seeks to minimize latency and maximize throughput.
2.3.2 Area
Traditionally, the cost of interconnection networks has been dictated primarily
by pin constraints of the available packaging technology. In networks-on-chip
(NOCs), however, wiring complexity and die area of routers and communica-
tion channels are the main determinants of network cost.
Channel footprint is affected by the area of wires and repeaters. For
wires, higher layers of the metal stack are preferred to lower-layer metal, as
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upper metal layers offer superior electrical characteristics due to their coarser
wire dimensions, Additionally, channels routed in higher-layer metal can be
run over other logic or memory, which eliminates the wires’ contribution to
network area. In such cases, channel footprint is dominated by the area of
repeaters, which must be inserted at regular intervals to improve the delay
characteristics of highly resistive on-chip wires associated with nanometer-
scale process technologies. Equation 2.4 approximates the channel area as a
product of the area cost per mm of wire, channel width (W ), and the channel
length (l), in millimeters, over the complete set of network channels (C).
Alinks = Awiremm ·W ·
C∑
i=1
li (2.4)
Arouters = (Afifo + Acrossbar + Aarbiters) ·N (2.5)
ANOC = Alinks + Arouters (2.6)
Equation 2.5 calculates the routers’ contribution to network area foot-
print as the product of the area of one router and the number of routers in the
network, N . Our model accounts for three primary components in estimating
router area: flit buffers, crossbar switches, and control logic. Control logic
tends to have a small effect on router footprint [27, 28]. The crossbar, on the
other hand, can be a significant contributor, especially in networks with wide
interfaces and/or rich connectivity. Equation 2.7 approximates the area of
a classical wire-dominated crossbar as a function of the number of input and
output ports (P), port width, and wire pitch. For a symmetric switch, i.e., one
with an equal number of input and output ports, crossbar area is quadratic in
both port width and count.
Acrossbar = (Pin ·W ) · (Pout ·W ) · Pitch
2
wire (2.7)
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2.3.3 Energy
NOC energy for a given workload is a function of the amount of data that
traverses the network, the distance over which the data travels, and the number
of router traversals involved. Here, we derive the dynamic energy for a single
unit of transmission based on the energy dissipated in links and routers.
Link energy is directly proportional to the wire distance and can be
approximated as the product of the energy per millimeter of wire, the channel
width (W ), and the sum of the wire lengths (l) over all hops (H) between
the source and the destination (Equation 2.8). The summation allows for the
non-uniform hop distances found in some topologies.
Elink = Ewiremm ·W ·
H∑
i=1
li (2.8)
Erouter =
H∑
i=1
(Efifo + Ecrossbar + Earbiters) (2.9)
ENOC = Elink + Erouter (2.10)
The main contributors to a router’s energy footprint are the flit FIFOs,
the internal switching logic, and the arbiters. FIFO energy depends on the
number of virtual channels per router port as well as the depth and width
of each virtual channel (VC). Switch energy is proportional to the perimeter
of the crossbar. For a fixed-size transfer, switch energy scales linearly with
the number of ports and their width. Finally, arbiters typically contribute a
small fraction to router’s energy overhead and are included in our analysis for
completeness. As shown in Equation 2.9, the combined router energy must be
scaled by the hop count to yield the full contribution of router energies to the
total network energy.
The total energy required to deliver a single flit is simply the sum of
energy values expended in routers and channels (Equation 2.10). Under this
simplified model, distinct topologies that route a packet over the same Man-
hattan distance would incur the same link energy cost but dissimilar router
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energy as a result of differences in router microarchitecture and hop count.
2.3.4 Quality-of-Service
In addition to the performance, area, and energy metrics necessary for evaluat-
ing on-chip systems, QOS disciplines require dedicated metrics for measuring
their fairness and performance. Key among these are relative throughput, la-
tency, and jitter.
Relative throughput: The fairness criterion dictates that link band-
width should be allotted equitably among flows, in proportion to the specified
rates of service. Given the mean throughput of a set of flows with the same
reserved rate, request rate and measurement interval, relative throughput can
be measured by assessing the minimum, maximum, and standard deviation
from the mean in the flow set. A system provides strong throughput fairness
when each node’s bandwidth consumption is close to the mean.
Latency: The end-to-end latency of a flow should be proportional to
its hop count, reserved rate, and contention from other flows. In the absence of
contention, the delay imposed by the QOS mechanism should be minimal. On
the other hand, when two or more flows with the same specified rate converge
on an output link, the QOS mechanism must ensure equal per-hop delay for
the affected flows. As above, the key metrics are minimum, maximum, and
standard deviation from the mean hop latency for a set of flows sharing a port.
Jitter: The variation in delay for a pair of packets in a flow is commonly
called jitter. Low jitter in the face of contention provides a strong illusion of a
private network for each flow, desirable for performance stability and isolation.
Our metric for jitter is packet delay variation (pdv), defined for IP performance
measurement as “the difference in end-to-end delay between selected packets
in a flow with any lost packets being ignored” [58]. The maximum pdv and
standard deviation from the mean pdv within a flow, as well as across flows,
are more important than the minimum observed jitter value.
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2.4 Summary
On-die interconnection networks of highly-integrated chips must provide high
performance through low latency and good throughput under load. At the
same time, chip-level constraints necessitate network architectures that are
sensitive to energy, area, and wiring costs. Traditional interconnection net-
works evolved without regard to these constraints, most notably the energy
constraint. As a result, NOCs necessitate novel topologies, routing and flow
control architectures, as well as QOS mechanisms that account for limitations
of die-level systems and that also leverage their strengths.
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Chapter 3
Regional Congestion Awareness
Chip-level systems are highly sensitive to network latency, energy, and delay.
Since routers can significantly contribute to all three of these costs, NOCs tend
to favor simple router designs with a limited number of virtual channels, low-
complexity arbiters, and simple routing algorithms. While such cost-conscious
architectures minimize packet latency at low loads, they often do so at the
expense of diminished throughput compared to organizations with larger buffer
pools and sophisticated arbitration and routing schemes.
Adaptive routing is a low-overhead technique for improving network
performance without resorting to area- and energy-hungry large buffer config-
urations or long-latency/high-throughput arbitration schemes. Various adap-
tive routing schemes have been successfully used in commercial multiprocessors
from IBM [2], Cray [64], and Alpha [49]. Adaptive routing boosts performance
by routing packets around congested areas and flattening the distribution of
traffic across the network links. In both cases, the improvement is realized
through increased load balance, which smooths out non-uniformities in the
original traffic pattern. In doing so, adaptive routing reduces contention for
network resources, thus diminishing the need for deep packet buffers or com-
plex arbiters. Adaptive routing requires network path diversity between source
RCA was developed in collaboration with another researcher, Paul Gratz. Portions of the text in this
chapter appear in the published version of the work [29] and in his dissertation [30].
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and destination nodes to facilitate load balance. The availability of network
path diversity depends on the topology of the network, the traffic pattern,
and whether non-minimal routes are allowed. Due to technology constraints,
NOCs tend to employ low-dimensional topologies and favor minimal routing
to reduce energy consumption. These features diminish path diversity and
may reduce the effectiveness of adaptive routing in on-chip networks.
Existing adaptive routers used in computer interconnection networks
perform output port selection for each packet based on locally-available con-
gestion indicators. In this work, we show that reliance on local-only metrics
inhibits performance due to an ignorance of global network state. Myopic
routing decisions tend to upset global load balance on many workloads. In
response, we introduce Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA), an approach
that propagates congestion information across the network in a scalable man-
ner, improving the ability of adaptive routers to spread network load. RCA
aggregates locally computed congestion metrics with those propagated from
neighbors before transmitting them to upstream routers. The aggregation
process naturally weighs contention information by distance from the current
node so that nearby congestion influences routing more than distant conges-
tion. We present three variants of RCA that simplify design by considering
only relevant slices and regions of the network when aggregating congestion
metrics.
RCA matches or exceeds the performance of conventional adaptive rout-
ing across all workloads examined, with a 16% average and 71% maximum
latency reduction on SPLASH-2 benchmarks running on a 49-core CMP. The
performance gains come with a negligible area overhead and no impact on a
router’s critical path. In addition, RCA carries a trivial energy cost, as it
routes all traffic minimally and has negligible hardware requirements. These
features make RCA attractive for NOCs that demand high levels of perfor-
mance with low area and energy footprint.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 summarizes
relevant related work in adaptive routing for both on-chip and inter-chip in-
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terconnection networks. Section 3.2 outlines the design of our baseline router
as a point of reference and describes the new elements required for capturing
congestion metrics. Section 3.3 describes the RCA algorithms and variants
that capture different degrees of network congestion. Section 3.4 presents per-
formance results of RCA along with several sensitivity studies and Section 3.5
concludes.
3.1 Background and Prior Work
A paramount concern for any routing scheme, oblivious or otherwise, is its
ability to balance network loads. Much research has gone into designing
oblivious routing algorithms with provable worst- and average-case behav-
ior [76, 52, 75, 65]. While these analyses typically assume a healthy net-
work and a static load, interconnection networks frequently have non-uniform
(bursty) injection rates and time-varying communication patterns [27], lead-
ing to temporary pockets of congestion known as hotspots. Schemes that
have some awareness of network conditions and offer flexibility in the choice
of routes often provide an advantage over oblivious approaches that are un-
able to adapt to the communication pattern and network state. Non-minimal
adaptive routing has the potential to improve load balance beyond the limits
of minimal routing [13, 67], but at the cost of greater implementation com-
plexity and higher per-packet latency and energy. Due to the sensitivity of
on-chip networks to these parameters, we restrict our evaluation to minimal
routing. However, the general principles presented here could be applied to
non-minimally routed networks as well.
3.1.1 Routing Policies
The routing policy determines the dynamic path taken by a given packet
through an adaptively-routed network. Figure 3.1 presents a taxonomy of rout-
ing policies. Adaptive routing policies can be classified as either congestion-
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of routing policies with respect to congestion avoidance.
oblivious or congestion-aware, based on whether they take output link demand
into account. Given a set of free and legal output ports, random [22] and
zigzag [4] routing policies respectively choose an output direction randomly or
based on the remaining hop count in each dimension, while no-turn [26] seeks
to avoid unnecessary turns by following a dimension until it is either exhausted
or blocked.
Congestion-oblivious routers are inherently unable to balance the load
on many important traffic patterns, because they do not consider the con-
gestion status of available ports. Congestion-aware routing policies seek to
address this shortcoming. Dally and Aoki proposed to use the number of free
virtual channels at an output port as a contention metric, with the routing al-
gorithm favoring the port with the largest number of available VCs [13]. Their
evaluation compared this approach to congestion-oblivious zigzag and no-turn
routing and showed that congestion awareness yields lower latency and com-
petitive throughput. More recently, Kim et al. examined buffer availability
at adjacent routers as a congestion metric [39], while Singh et al. used the
output queue length for the same purpose [67, 68].
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Congestion-aware routing policies can be further classified based on
whether they rely on purely local congestion information or take into account
congestion status at other points in the network. In this context, local in-
formation is defined as information readily available at a given node, rep-
resenting the status of that node or its immediate neighbors. For instance,
GOAL [67] uses the queue length at each output port as its local congestion
indicator during the routing phase, while GAL [68] uses the same metric for
both quadrant selection and routing. A count of available virtual channels or
buffers on the other end of a physical link is also local information, since it is
already maintained for flow control. We define non-local information as orig-
inating beyond a node’s immediate neighbors. To the best of our knowledge,
existing evaluations of adaptively-routed interconnection networks are either
congestion-oblivious or only consider local congestion indicators in their out-
put port selection. Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA) is the first work to
present a comprehensive evaluation of the utility of non-local information for
improving the dynamic load-balancing properties of fully-adaptive minimally-
routed networks.
3.1.2 Congestion Management
Some researchers proposed combining oblivious routing with various conges-
tion management strategies to improve network performance. RECN dynam-
ically allocates separate queues for flows implicated in causing congestion up-
stream, thus avoiding head-of-line blocking due to these flows [21]. Distributed
routing balance (DRB) seeks to distribute obliviously-routed traffic by choos-
ing one of several possible paths for each packet based on the expected latency
of each route [23]. Both of these approaches depend on each packet injected
into the network to follow a predetermined path – a limitation that adaptive
routing does not have.
Finally, injection throttling aims improve the throughput of a network
under high load by limiting injection of new packets [6, 73, 53]. Similar to
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congestion-aware adaptive routing, injection throttling requires knowledge of
network state; however, the type of information and the way it is used is
different from RCA.
3.2 Network-on-Chip Adaptive Routers
This section details the microarchitecture of a minimally-adaptive router start-
ing from a baseline NOC router described in Section 2.2. While we restrict
the discussion to a 2D mesh, this topology is not an inherent limitation of the
design. We also present several router-local congestion indicators available in
the target router microarchitecture.
3.2.1 Adaptive Router Microarchitecture
Given NOC’s extreme sensitivity to latency, any modifications to the router
microarchitecture must minimally affect router pipeline delay. Thus, adaptive
routing is attractive only if it does not increase the per-hop latency. A key
difference between an adaptive router and an oblivious one is that more than
one legal port may be produced by the route computation unit; therefore, port
selection must precede VC allocation. Two challenges complicate this process:
(1) with route look-ahead, a newly arrived packet proceeds directly to VC
allocation, leaving no opportunity to hide the latency of port selection prior to
the VA stage; (2) VC allocation is typically on the critical path, so any major
impact to the latency of this stage is undesirable.
Kim et al. proposed an elegant solution which relies on precomputation
to select the preferred output direction for each packet a cycle in advance [39].
This strategy takes advantage of the fact that in a minimally routed 2D mesh,
every packet travels in one of four quadrants: NE, NW, SE, and SW, with
each quadrant having exactly two possible output directions, excluding the
local port. The output port for each quadrant is computed every cycle for use
on the following cycle based on the congestion status of each port.
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Figure 3.2: Microarchitecture of a two-stage locally-adaptive router.
Figure 3.2 shows the pipeline for a two-stage adaptive router based on
Kim et al.’s design [39] with extra logic required for adaptivity shaded. The
router uses free buffer count at a downstream node for congestion estima-
tion. The counts for each port are updated every cycle and stored in the four
Congestion Value Registers (CVRs). At the beginning of each cycle, Port Pre-
select logic reads the CVRs and computes the preferred output port for each
quadrant via simple pair-wise comparisons between the registers. The port
with more free buffers is the preferred output, and this result is latched in the
Preferred Output Registers (PORs). A single bit in the message header is suf-
ficient to identify the quadrant and choose the preferred output direction, as
each input port in a 2-D mesh belongs to exactly two output quadrants (e.g.:
West input maps to NE and SE quadrants). Once a packet reaches the final
coordinate in one of the dimensions, it becomes ineligible for adaptive routing
and must proceed in the remaining dimension directly to the destination. To
do so, the packet must be able to override its POR value, accomplished via an
override bit in the message header.
This router design can be generalized for any congestion metric whose
value can be rapidly computed. For instance, using free VC count instead of
buffer availability as a congestion metric requires virtually no modification to
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the port preselect logic. Furthermore, the low complexity of the preselect stage
leaves ample room in the cycle for additional useful work. Section 3.3 explains
how this slack can be exploited to integrate non-local congestion knowledge
into the preselect stage to improve dynamic load-balancing properties of adap-
tive routers.
3.2.2 Local Contention Metrics
Any congestion metric suitable for an adaptive NOC router must correlate
well with downstream congestion and be inexpensive to compute. We consider
three atomic congestion metrics: free virtual channels count, available buffer
count, and crossbar demand. All three metrics provide some information about
downstream contention and are readily available in any reasonable virtual
channel router design.
Free virtual channels (vc): The count of free virtual channels was
first proposed as an indicator of congestion by Dally and Aoki, who noted that
fewer allocated VCs implies less multiplexing on a given link [13].
Free buffers (bf): Kim et al. used the count of free buffers in their low-
latency adaptive router [39]. Buffer count indicates the amount of backpressure
that the input port at the downstream node is experiencing.
Crossbar demand (xb): Crossbar demand, a new metric we propose
and evaluate, measures the number of active requesters for a given output
port. Crossbar demand captures the actual amount of channel multiplexing a
new packet is likely to experience. Multiple concurrent requests for an output
port indicate a convergent traffic pattern, a likely bottleneck. In router archi-
tectures that employ speculation, both speculative and non-speculative switch
requests are counted.
Composite metrics: Each of the atomic metrics has strengths and
weaknesses. We propose simple pairings of the atomic metrics to build on
their strengths and nullify their shortcomings. The three combinations of the
atomic metrics are: free VCs and free buffers (vc bf ); free VCs and crossbar
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demand (xb vc); and free buffers and crossbar demand (xb bf ).
We compared the performance of a local adaptive router using these
congestion metrics across a wide range of workloads. Among non-combined
metrics, bf and vc performed similarly, while xb performed slightly better.
The combined metrics generally outperformed the non-combined, with xb vc
performing the best across the widest range of workloads. We examined other
potential congestion metrics, but found none that performed as well as those
discussed here. Interested readers are referred to Gratz’s doctoral thesis for
an extended analysis and evaluation of the different contention metrics [30].
3.3 Regional Congestion Awareness
Adaptive routing is useful whenever oblivious approaches lead to non-uniform
link utilization. Many important workloads exhibit spatial and temporal com-
munication patterns that can greatly benefit from adaptivity. However, cer-
tain traffic permutations, including bit-complement and uniform-random, uni-
formly load links in the network and enjoy a natural global balance under de-
terministic routing. Adaptive routing can disrupt this balance due to greedy,
local decisions that lack knowledge of network state beyond the nearest neigh-
bors. In a 2D mesh, adaptive routing tends to steer traffic toward the middle
of the network, leaving the edge links underutilized and congesting the center
of the mesh. Such behavior destroys the global load balance, a well-known
problem shared by many existing adaptive routers.
We introduce Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA) to overcome the
limitations of conventional adaptive routers, which we term locally adaptive.
RCA is a family of scalable light-weight mechanisms for integrating conges-
tion information from different points in the network into the port selection
process. RCA does not require centralized tables, all-to-all communication, or
in-band signaling that contributes to congestion. Instead, RCA uses a low-
bandwidth monitoring network to propagate congestion information among
adjacent routers. At each network hop, the router aggregates its local conges-
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(a) RCA 1D (b) RCA Fanin
(c) RCA Quadrant
Figure 3.3: Regional Congestion Awareness variants.
tion estimate with that of neighboring nodes. The new congestion estimate is
used for port preselection and is propagated upstream. The aggregation step
weighs contention information based on distance from the current node, reduc-
ing the negative effects of staleness and avoiding interference from non-minimal
paths. The proposed scheme can be trivially integrated into the pipeline of
a conventional locally-adaptive router, with negligible impact on area and no
effect on its critical path.
3.3.1 RCA Variants
We examine three promising RCA variants with different cost-performance
characteristics.
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RCA 1D: This simple design aggregates and propagates congestion
information along each dimension independently. RCA 1D offers excellent vis-
ibility along the axes bounding a packet’s routing quadrant, but provides no
direct knowledge of network status from the middle of the quadrant. Fig-
ure 3.3(a) shows how RCA 1D propagates congestion status in the West di-
rection. While offering only limited visibility into the network, this approach
has the lowest implementation complexity in the RCA design space.
RCA Fanin: The goal of RCA Fanin is to provide more information
about network state than RCA 1D at minimal logic overhead. RCA Fanin
provides a coarse view of regional congestion by aggregating congestion esti-
mates along the axis of propagation with those from orthogonal directions as
shown in Figure 3.3(b). While RCA Fanin encompasses significantly larger re-
gions of the network than RCA 1D’s uni-directional congestion vectors, it also
introduces noise into its estimates by combining information from mutually
exclusive routing quadrants.
RCA Quadrant: Depicted in Figure 3.3(c), RCA Quadrant aims to
maximize the accuracy of congestion estimates by maintaining separate con-
gestion values for each network quadrant. Doing so reduces the noise caused
by combining information from mutually exclusive routing regions that exist
in RCA Fanin while maximizing the coverage as compared to RCA 1D. Since
each port belongs to two different quadrants, two separate congestion values
must be received, updated and propagated at each network interface, incurring
twice the overhead in logic and wiring complexity as either RCA 1D or RCA
Fanin.
3.3.2 RCA Microarchitecture
We modify only the conventional locally-adaptive router’s port preselection
logic in RCA’s implementation, maintaining its simplicity and low latency.
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, port preselection has low logic complexity, per-
mitting integration of additional functionality with no impact on cycle time.
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Figure 3.4: Microarchitecture of an RCA router.
Figure 3.4 shows the modifications to the 2-stage adaptive router for RCA. The
two new modules we add are congestion status Aggregation and Propagation.
Aggregation
In a conventional adaptive router, local congestion estimates serve as inputs to
the port preselect logic. With RCA, the port preselect logic remains unmodi-
fied, but its inputs are generated by the aggregation module, which combines
local and non-local congestion estimates. An aggregation module resides at
each network interface in all RCA variants, although RCA Quadrant has two
such modules per port. Figure 3.5(a) shows the aggregation module in detail.
Inputs to the aggregation module come from downstream routers and the lo-
cal CVRs, reflecting the local congestion estimate. Aggregation logic combines
the two congestion values, potentially weighting one value differently than the
other, and feeds the result to the port preselect logic and the propagation
module.
The exact weighting of local and non-local congestion estimates deter-
mines the dynamic behavior of the routing policy. Placing more emphasis
on local congestion information moves a design toward the locally-adaptive
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Figure 3.5: RCA microarchitectural details.
end of the spectrum. Too much weight on the non-local data increases the
risk of making decisions based on remote parts of the network that may be
unreachable with minimal routing. We performed a detailed empirical evalu-
ation to determine the proper weighting of local versus non-local information,
and found that the simplest assignment of weights, 50-50, is the most con-
sistent performer across a wide set of benchmarks. Thus, aggregation is a
simple matter of finding the arithmetic mean of local and non-local values,
efficiently computed via an add and a right-shift. The 50-50 weight assign-
ment makes sense, since information from nearby nodes is emphasized more
than information from farther downstream in potentially unreachable network
regions.
Routers on the edges of an RCA-enabled network require special treat-
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ment. In a mesh and other non-edge-symmetric topologies, edge-facing router
ports are unconnected and do not receive congestion notifications. In addition,
the local congestion estimates for these ports are meaningless, as no traffic ever
gets forwarded through unconnected interfaces. The end result is that edge
nodes may transmit misleading congestion estimates that can degrade RCA’s
ability to load-balance the network.
To counteract the effect of unconnected ports, we leverage congestion
information from the connected ports in the orthogonal dimension, since those
are the only valid network outputs for packets traveling toward the network
edge. Specifically, we average congestion estimates from connected network
ports in orthogonal directions. For instance, a node on the East edge of the
die would transmit to the West the average of North and South congestion
indicators. On the other hand, a node in the NE corner would only transmit
the S congestion estimate in the West direction.
Propagation
Transmission of congestion information to adjacent nodes is performed by
the propagation module, which combines congestion values computed by the
router’s aggregation units to reflect conditions along a given dimension, quad-
rant, or any other set of ports. The exact function of the propagation module
differentiates the RCA variants from one another.
Figure 3.5(b) details the propagation module for RCA Fanin. At a high
level, a packet arriving at a given input port can leave toward one of two
quadrants. The straight-line path from a given input to an output lies in both
of those quadrants, while a turn corresponds to just one of the quadrants. For
instance, a packet arriving at the East input may route to either the NW or
SW quadrant, so the probability of the West port being a legal output is higher
than either the North or the South. The propagation module for RCA Fanin
accounts for this effect by assigning 50% of the weight to the straight-line
path and 25% to each of the other possible outputs. RCA Fanin’s propagation
logic consists of two adders and two fixed shifters. The first adder-shifter pair
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averages the congestion estimates from the orthogonal directions, while the
second combines this average with the straight-line congestion value, creating
the desired weight distribution.
The propagation module for RCA Quadrant is simpler than RCA
Fanin’s, as it requires only one adder and a shifter to average the aggregated
congestion estimates for a given quadrant. For RCA 1D, the aggregated con-
gestion values from each port are forwarded upstream unmodified, eliminating
the need for a propagation unit.
3.3.3 Status Network Design
All RCA variants must satisfy two conflicting goals: low network bandwidth
overhead and high congestion status resolution. The latter is key to early con-
gestion detection. The averaging step in each router’s aggregation unit limits
the bit-width of a congestion estimate, but also leads to information loss, as
one bit of congestion data is discarded per hop. With N bits of precision in
a congestion estimate, a newly-aggregated value is completely discarded in N
hops. To ensure that congestion information is not phased out too rapidly, the
router normalizes local values by left-shifting them prior to aggregation. Nor-
malization can be accomplished by folding the additional shift distance into
the local weight adjustment in the aggregation module shown in Figure 3.5(a).
The shift amount determines the minimum number of hops that a given con-
gestion value will be “live.” Empirically, we established that a shift distance of
five seems to work well for our baseline 8x8 mesh. While we do not tune this
parameter for any of the benchmarks, different mesh sizes and packet length
distributions could likely benefit from some amount of tuning.
Assuming that a congestion metric can be summarized in three bits,
plus five additional bits for normalization, both RCA 1D and RCA Fanin
require eight bits per link; RCA Quadrant doubles this number to 16 bits.
Given that current NOC designs feature channel widths on the order of 128
bits [27], RCA wire overhead represents just 6% for 1D and Fanin and 12%
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for Quadrant. While NOCs are not generally wire limited, it may sometimes
be necessary to reduce this overhead. One way to lower RCA bandwidth re-
quirements serializes congestion updates. We experimented with a monitoring
network that reduces RCA’s bandwidth demand at the cost of lower update
frequency. Across all of our benchmarks, results show that even bit-serial
status networks (one bit per channel for RCA 1D and RCA Fanin, two bits
for RCA Quadrant) do not cause noticeable performance degradations com-
pared to a full-width RCA design. Thus, low-bandwidth RCA can be deployed
in wire- or pin-constrained environments, provided traffic patterns are stable
enough to tolerate reduced update frequency.
3.4 Evaluation
We evaluated the three RCA variants using both synthetic and application-
based workloads, comparing them to oblivious and locally-adaptive routing
techniques. We also examined RCA’s sensitivity to a variety of network pa-
rameters.
3.4.1 Methodology
We use a cycle-accurate network simulator that models the two-cycle router
microarchitecture from Section 3.2.1. The router model is instrumented to
collect the congestion metrics proposed in Section 3.2.2 and supports all RCA
variants. We measure the performance of three baseline architectures: (1)
DOR, a dimension-ordered oblivious router; (2) Local, a locally adaptive router
that uses the vc congestion metric; and (3) Local Best, which is an adaptive
router that uses our xb vc combined congestion metric. RCA 1D, RCA Fanin,
and RCA Quadrant also use the xb vc congestion metric. Table 3.1 details the
baseline network configuration, along with the variations used in the sensitivity
studies.
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Feature Baseline Variations
Topology 8x8 2D mesh 4x4, 16x16 mesh
Routing Minimal, fully-adaptive, –
reserved VC deadlock avoidance [20]
Router uArch Two-stage speculative –
Per-hop latency 2 cycles in the router, –
1 cycle in the channel
VCs/port 8 2, 4
Flit buffers/VC 5 –
Packet length (flits) 1–6 (uniformly distributed) 1, 1–15
Traffic workload transpose, bit-complement, Permutations,
uniform random, self-similar SPLASH-2 traces
Warmup cycles 10,000 –
Analyzed packets 100,000 200,000; whole trace
Table 3.1: Baseline network configuration and variations.
3.4.2 Workloads
We evaluate regional congestion awareness using four standard synthetic traffic
patterns: transpose, bit-complement, uniform random and self-similar. These
workloads provide insight into the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
different congestion metrics and aggregation techniques. They represent ad-
versarial, friendly, and nominal workloads for adaptive routing algorithms.
Except for self-similar, all synthetic traffic patterns use a uniform random
injection process. The self-similar traffic pattern uses a randomly generated
fractional Gaussian noise distribution with a Hurst constant value of 0.8 for
both the injection process and the source/destination node generation [18].
Permutation patterns, in which clusters of nodes communicate among
themselves for extended intervals, are common in multiprocessor applications.
We evaluate RCA on 100 randomly generated directed communication graphs
at 30% injection bandwidth using the methodology similar to that of Singh
and Dally [67].
Finally, we evaluate RCA on trace driven traffic generated from
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SPLASH-2 benchmarks [70], representing a typical CMP scientific workload.
The traces were obtained from a forty-nine node, shared memory CMP sys-
tem simulator with a 7x7 2-D mesh interconnect model [44]. We configured
our network simulator to match the environment in which the traces were
captured.
3.4.3 Evaluation of RCA Metrics
Standard Synthetic Loads
Load-latency graphs in Figure 3.6 show the latency and throughput of RCA
variants, DOR, and Local routers on a set of synthetic traffic patterns. Satu-
ration bandwidth is measured as the point at which the average packet latency
is three times the zero load latency. As expected, Local provides an improve-
ment in throughput over DOR on transpose and self-similar traffic. Load im-
balances caused by DOR with these traffic patterns are egregious enough that
Local metrics can detect and compensate for them. Also as expected, DOR
outperforms Local on bit-complement and uniform random traffic. These traf-
fic patterns are uniformly distributed with DOR, and Local’s greedy behavior
causes a significant throughput reduction. Local Best performs marginally
better than Local across all traffic patterns, although the variance is under
5%.
The RCA schemes, as compared to Local, show improvement in
throughput across all traffic patterns with no sacrifice in latency. The largest
gain is observed on bit-complement, where RCA shows a 23% throughput im-
provement over Local, although it remains 8% shy of DOR. RCA is unable to
match DOR’s throughput because bit-complement traffic is ideally balanced
under DOR routing. On all other synthetic traffic patterns, including the sta-
tistically balanced uniform random, RCA outperforms both DOR and Local
by detecting transient load imbalances from afar and adjusting its routing
decisions accordingly.
The RCA variants show very little difference across the synthetic work-
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(a) Transpose Traffic (b) Bit Complement Traffic
(c) Uniform Random Traffic (d) Self-Similar Traffic
Figure 3.6: Performance comparison of RCA, locally adaptive, and oblivious
routing.
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Figure 3.7: Average latency for 100 permutations of random pairs traffic at
30% injection bandwidth. Error bars show the 95% confidence interval of the
mean.
loads, although typically RCA Quadrant performs best, followed closely by
RCA Fanin and RCA 1D. The one exception is with bit-complement, in
which RCA 1D outperforms both RCA Fanin and RCA Quadrant. With bit-
complement traffic, load is a direct function of the distance from the bisection
of the network. RCA 1D only considers uni-directional congestion vectors,
enabling it to keep traffic flowing in lanes, similar to DOR.
Permutation Traffic
Figure 3.7 shows the packet latency averaged across 100 random permutations
at 30% injection bandwidth. All adaptive approaches outperform DOR by
dynamically adjusting routing decisions in response to each pattern’s charac-
teristics. RCA schemes do a better job of globally balancing the load than
Local methods, yielding lower average latencies as a result. Among adaptive
schemes, RCA Quadrant performs best, followed in order by RCA Fanin, RCA
1D, Local Best, and Local. Although the absolute latencies are not meaning-
ful due to the arbitrary choice of injection bandwidth, the results show the
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Figure 3.8: Average latency across SPLASH-2 benchmarks normalized to la-
tency of DOR.
relative performance of the different approaches on this workload.
SPLASH-2 Benchmark Traffic
Figure 3.8 shows the average packet latency across eight SPLASH-2 bench-
mark traces,normalized to DOR, grouped into uncontended and contended
categories. In uncontended benchmarks (barnes, ocean, radix, and raytrace)
contention forms less than 15% of the total packet latency. Contention is the
cause of significant packet latency in fft, lu, water-nsquared, and water-spatial;
thus adaptive routing has an opportunity to improve performance. The final
two clusters of bars in Figure 3.8 show the geometric mean across all bench-
marks and across the contended benchmarks.
Although RCA variants provide equal or lower latency than Local
schemes, RCA shows the greatest benefit on water-spatial, with a 71% reduc-
tion in latency. This application’s traffic contains a single, localized hotspot
which RCA detects, allowing it to route packets around it before they en-
counter congestion. On average, RCA provides a latency reduction of 16%
across all benchmarks, and 27% across contended benchmarks versus Local.
All three RCA variants show similar performance on these benchmarks.
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(a) 4x4 Mesh (b) 16x16 Mesh
Figure 3.9: Performance in 4x4 and 16x16 meshes on bit-complement traffic.
3.4.4 Sensitivity to Network Design Point
Individual network implementations are likely to vary from the baseline de-
signs of the previous section, depending on the needs of the system. Here we
present variations that provide insight into the performance of RCA metrics
in different environments. We do not tune RCA to better accomodate various
network configurations. Results are shown only for the bit-complement traf-
fic pattern, an adversarial workload for adaptive routers which offers insight
into RCA’s relative performance against both Local and DOR. The graphs
in this subsection may be compared against the baseline configuration with
bit-complement traffic in Figure 3.6(b). In our experiments with this traffic
pattern, the variance between RCA schemes is under 5%, so only RCA 1D is
shown in subsequent figures.
Network Dimension
On-chip networks are likely to exhibit a great deal of variation in size from de-
sign to design. Figure 3.9 shows load-latency graphs for two different network
sizes: 4x4 and 16x16. The results for the 4x4 mesh, in Figure 3.9(a), show
that RCA performs very well, achieving 25% better throughput than Local and
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(a) Short Packets (1 flit) (b) Long Packets (1-15 flits)
Figure 3.10: Performance with short and long packets on bit-complement traf-
fic.
slightly exceeding that of DOR. On smaller networks, RCA provides excellent
visibility into the congestion state of the network, allowing it to capitalize on
the transient hotspots caused by the random injection process.
Figure 3.9(b) shows the results for the 16x16 network. On this traf-
fic pattern, adaptive approaches do not perform as well versus DOR. The
performance loss of RCA relative to DOR is caused by a reduced visibility
horizon and increased noise in congestion estimates due to a large network
diameter. Network size has a stronger effect on Local than RCA, extending
RCA’s performance advantage to approximately 25%.
Packet Length
Figure 3.10 shows the load-latency graphs for very short (1 flit) and longer
(1-15 flits) packets. Short packets, shown in Figure 3.10(a), represent an
NOC where many small values are transfered, such as in a scalar operand net-
work [72]. Compared to the baseline bit-complement results in Figure 3.6(b),
the gap between the adaptive approaches and DOR is somewhat larger. RCA
continues to perform well relative to Local, showing a 15% improvement in
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Figure 3.11: Performance with four virtual channels on bit-complement traffic.
its saturation bandwidth. Single-flit packets cause highly transient network
congestion which is difficult for adaptive routing to exploit, increasing the gap
between all adaptive routers and DOR.
The larger distribution of packet lengths (from 1 to 15 flits) in the
experiment shown in Figure 3.10(b) are more representative of packet sizes
found in networks for memory traffic. The average packet latencies for both
the adaptive and DOR routers are significantly higher for long packets than for
short, even discounting the latency due to packet length. The increased latency
is a known effect of wormhole routing with long packets, where imbalances in
resource utilization arise because packets hold resources over multiple routers.
RCA capitalizes on this phenomenon to provide an accurate picture of network
utilization and improve routing decisions, almost matching the performance
of DOR.
Virtual Channel Count
Figure 3.11 shows a load-latency graph for a modified baseline configuration
with the virtual channel count reduced to four. RCA continues to perform
significantly better than Local, delivering an improvement of 18% in through-
put, although the performance gap is reduced. Fewer virtual channels, and by
extension fewer flit buffers, reduce the resolution of various contention metrics
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and cause diminished performance in RCA. Another issue is the imbalance in
virtual channel utilization caused by the presence of the escape VCs in the Y
direction. The escape VCs are reserved for packets on the last leg of their net-
work traversal and cannot otherwise be used. Our contention metrics do not
account for the special status of these VCs, and end up providing a misleading
picture of resource availability. The attenuating effect of reserved VC’s on the
accuracy of congestion estimates is amplified as the number of VCs is reduced,
a trend confirmed with experiments simulating two VCs per physical channel.
3.4.5 Discussion
Across a wide range of synthetic and trace-based workloads, the RCA variants
match or outperform existing locally-adaptive routers. RCA performs particu-
larly well when the traffic pattern is highly asymmetric as in the water-spatial
SPLASH-2 benchmark. RCA also performs well on workloads where greedy,
local decisions can hurt global load balance, such as bit-complement traffic.
RCA’s impact is reduced when the network diameter is large, or when
congestion is highly transient. A large network diameter reduces the effective-
ness of RCA designs because, with a 50-50 weighting of local and propagated
contention metrics, small fluctuations in local metrics can outweigh strong
distant trends. To improve performance of RCA in large meshes, one might
consider tuning local versus non-local weights, increasing RCA bit-width for
greater visibility, or using concentration to reduce network diameter [5]. Highly
transient traffic patterns also complicate adaptive routing’s ability to get an
accurate picture of network state, leading to some performance loss. This af-
fects any adaptive router design, although RCA reacts more quickly to network
state transitions than Local.
Among RCA variants, RCA Quadrant generally performs the best, al-
though the simplest RCA variant, RCA 1D, performs best on bit-complement
and water-spatial. RCA 1D shows that less information can sometimes pro-
vide a clearer picture of network state by reducing the noise in congestion esti-
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mates. RCA Fanin performance typically lies between that of RCA Quadrant
and RCA 1D, reflecting the attenuating effects of noise caused by aggregation
of status information from mutually exclusive routing quadrants.
With a locally-adaptive router as a baseline, the addition of RCA carries
a negligible area and energy overhead. Principal hardware additions needed to
support RCA consist of a small number of adders, shifters, and registers, all of
which have a narrow bit width. In fact, our evaluation suggests that RCA can
actually improve the area- and energy-efficiency of an adaptive router through
lower buffer requirements. Across a number of simulated workloads, a 4-VC
RCA design is able to match or exceed the performance of an 8-VC Local
router, thus making RCA an attractive option for cost-constrained on-chip
networks. RCA may also reduce chip-level energy consumption by reducing
the average latency of packets traversing the NOC, in turn reducing the task
execution time and the energy consumed per task.
3.5 Summary
Effective routing algorithms make best use of the link bandwidth and spread
traffic as necessary to balance the load. Ideal adaptive routing algorithms
would accurately predict future congestion and route each message to minimize
the contention. Since such an approach is unrealistic, most adaptive routing
algorithms employ simple local congestion metrics in each router to determine
where to next send any given message.
This chapter introduces Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA) which
exploits non-local and local congestion information. A light-weight monitoring
network aggregates and transmits metrics of congestion throughout the net-
work so that each router has a better picture of network hotspots. We present
three variants of RCA that differ in how routers contribute to the estimate of
global contention.
An evaluation of RCA reveals that it reduces network latency and im-
proves throughput under load as compared to traditional locally-adaptive rout-
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ing approaching. Because RCA routes all traffic over minimal paths, it does
not incur additional energy or delay costs of non-minimal routing policies. Ad-
ditionally, RCA has very modest hardware requirements that result in trivial
area and energy overheads. As a result, RCA can significantly boost network
performance without sacrificing the efficiency demanded by on-chip intercon-
nects.
While we have focused on mesh-based topologies in the context of
NOCs, our approach is applicable to off-chip networks and a variety of topolo-
gies. For example, as noted in Section 1.1.2, tori are a popular choice for high-
performance computer interconnects. A valuable feature of torus networks is
that they are amenable to simple non-minimal adaptive routing algorithms.
Such routing algorithms often include a phase in which packets are routed
minimally within a given quadrant of the network, a phase to which RCA
can be adapted directly. We also expect that RCA can be extended to non-
minimal adaptive routing by simultaneously considering non-local contention
and hop-count toward the destination in each dimension.
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Chapter 4
Express Cube Topologies for
On-Chip Interconnection
Networks
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, on-chip networks are characterized by short
communication distances, lack of pin constraints, and high sensitivity to la-
tency, area, and energy costs. These features argue for NOC topologies that
are amenable to implementation in planar substrates, make effective use of
available wire resources, avoid non-minimal channel spans, and feature low-
complexity routers to maximize efficiency and performance.
Most existing networks-on-chip (NOCs) are based on rings [57] or two-
dimensional meshes [80, 77, 60, 78]. While these topologies have modest design
complexity and map well to planar silicon substrates, their limited connectivity
presents serious scalability challenges as the number of interconnected compo-
nents on a chip grows into hundreds or thousands. Poor connectivity results
in a high average hop count on many workloads, which carries a significant
energy and delay overhead due to the costly router traversals. Topologies with
Parts of this chapter appear in the Proceedings of International Symposium on High-Performance
Computer Architecture, 2009 [31]. The evaluation presented in this thesis has been refined from the published
version to reflect improvements to the simulation infrastructure and has been updated with area and energy
models for 32 nm technology.
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richer connectivity have the potential to improve NOC performance and en-
ergy efficiency. However, richly-connected network organizations necessitate
higher router complexity and may require significant channel resources. Topo-
logical limitations of two-dimensional substrates further restrict the space of
implementable networks.
To address the scalability bottlenecks of existing topologies, we intro-
duce Multidrop Express Channels (MECS) – a new network organization based
on express cubes [10] that is specifically designed to fit the unique advantages
and constraints of NOCs. MECS utilizes a point-to-multipoint communica-
tion fabric that provides a high degree of connectivity in a bandwidth-efficient
manner. We use an analytical model to understand how MECS and several
previously proposed topologies scale when the network size is increased from
64 to 256 terminals. As the network is scaled, MECS maintains a low net-
work diameter and requires only a linear increase in bisection bandwidth to
keep the channel width constant. An evaluation of MECS on a subset of the
PARSEC benchmark suite in a 64-terminal system shows that MECS enjoys
a latency advantage exceeding 9% over other topologies. Scalability studies
with synthetic benchmarks show that the latency benefit of MECS increases
to over 18% at low loads in a 256-terminal configuration. A detailed study
of area- and energy-efficiency of various topologies reveals that MECS has a
modest area footprint and near-best energy profile.
To better understand the space of on-chip interconnects, we propose
Generalized Express Cubes (GEC) – a framework that extends k-ary n-
cubes with concentration and express channels – and demonstrate how vari-
ous topologies, including MECS, can be expressed in it. We evaluate several
GEC-expressible networks that differ in channel count, connectivity and band-
width. Our findings show that in wire-rich substrates, completely replicating
the networks while holding the bisection bandwidth constant can significantly
improve network throughput at a modest delay penalty at low loads. In addi-
tion, replication can reduce router area and power by decreasing the crossbar
complexity.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 surveys
the relevant prior art in on-chip interconnect topologies. Section 4.2 intro-
duces Multidrop Express Channels as a cost-effective and scalable fabric for
NOCs and analytically compares MECS to previously proposed topologies.
Section 4.3 discusses variations on MECS aimed at cost/performance improve-
ments and generalize these to reveal a spectrum of on-chip interconnect topolo-
gies. Section 4.4 presents our experimental methodology, followed by the re-
sults in Section 4.5, and a sensitivity analysis of MECS to network parameters
in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 summarizes the contributions of this work.
4.1 Background
As noted in earlier chapters, most NOC designs that have been manufactured
to date are based on ring and mesh topologies [57, 74]. Despite their low-
cost and low-complexity, simple rings appear to be the least scalable option
since the hop count – and thus, latency and energy – grows linearly with the
number of interconnected elements in a ring. Meshes fare better since the
network diameter is proportional to the perimeter of the mesh and scales in
the square root of the node count. However, a large fraction of the latency
and energy in a mesh is due to the router at each hop, thus motivating the
need for a more scalable topology.
Researchers have tried to address the problem of poor NOC scalabil-
ity. One solution proposed by Balfour and Dally is concentration, a technique
which reduces the total number of network nodes by sharing each network
interface among multiple terminals via a crossbar switch [5]. A mesh net-
work employing 4-way concentration, shown in Figure 4.1(a), leads to a 4x
reduction in the effective node count at the cost of higher router complex-
ity. Compared to the original network, a concentrated mesh has a smaller
diameter and, potentially, a diminished area footprint. While concentration is
an enabling element in the design of scalable networks, it is not sufficient by
itself due to the poor scalability of the crossbar switch fabric. As explained
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(a) Concentrated mesh (b) Flattened butterfly (c) MECS
Figure 4.1: Concentrated Mesh, Flattened Butterfly and MECS topologies in
a 64-terminal network.
in Section 2.3, crossbar area increases quadratically with the number of in-
terconnected elements, a feature which makes many-ported crossbar switches
expensive.
Das et al. explored an alternative router switch fabric design based on
a combination of a bus and a crossbar switch [16]. In the proposed configura-
tion, the crossbar switches only the global network traffic, while the terminals
use the bus to communicate among themselves and access the global network
via a shared crossbar interface. The resulting organization reduces crossbar
complexity but incurs a bandwidth and delay penalty. Since both crossbar-
and bus-based fabrics are difficult to scale beyond a small number of nodes, a
combination of the two is similarly limited in its scalability potential, a point
acknowledged by the authors of this work [16].
Researchers have also attempted to improve NOC scalability through
a low-diameter butterfly architecture used in high-performance off-chip inter-
connects. The proposed flattened butterfly topology maps a richly connected
butterfly network onto a two-dimensional substrate using a two-level hierar-
chical organization [40]. In the 64-terminal network, shown in Figure 4.1(b),
the first level employs 4-way concentration to connect the processing elements,
while the second level uses dedicated links to fully connect each of the four
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concentrated nodes in each dimension.
The flattened butterfly is a significant improvement over the concen-
trated mesh in that it reduces the maximum number of hops to two, min-
imizing the overall impact of router delay at the cost of increased network
complexity. The flattened butterfly also makes better use of the on-chip wire
bandwidth by spreading it over multiple physical channels. Unfortunately, the
topology is not truly scalable, as the physical channel count in each dimension
grows quadratically with the number of nodes in the dimension. In addition,
the use of a large number of dedicated point-to-point links and the resulting
high degree of wire partitioning leads to low channel utilization, even at high
injection rates. Although channel utilization can be improved through the
use of non-minimal paths, this approach requires a more complex routing and
buffer reservation scheme and increases network power consumption [40].
4.2 Multidrop Express Channels
Planar silicon technologies are best matched to two-dimensional networks aug-
mented with express channels for improved connectivity and latency reduction.
While minimizing the hop count is important, as intermediate routers are
the source of significant delay and energy overhead, increasing connectivity
through the addition of point-to-point links leads to unscalable channel count,
high serialization latencies, and low channel utilization. To address these con-
straints, we introduce Multidrop Express Channels – a one-to-many communi-
cation fabric that enables a high degree of connectivity in a bandwidth-efficient
manner.
4.2.1 Overview
Multidrop Express Channels (MECS) are based on point-to-multipoint unidi-
rectional links that connect a given source node with multiple destinations in a
given row or column. The high degree of connectivity afforded by each MECS
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channel enables richly connected topologies with fewer bisection channels and
higher per-channel bandwidth than point-to-point networks with similar con-
nectivity. Figure 4.1(c) shows a 64-terminal MECS network with 4-way con-
centration that reduces the number of bisection channels of the comparable
flattened butterfly by a factor of two. The key characteristics of MECS are as
follows:
• Bisection channel count per each row/column is equal to the network
radix, k.
• Network diameter (maximum hop count) is two.
• The number of nodes accessible through each MECS channel is a function
of the source node’s location in a row/column and ranges from 1 to k−1.
• A node has 1 output port per direction, same as a mesh.
• The input port count is 2(k− 1), equal to that of the flattened butterfly.
The high degree of connectivity provided by each channel, combined
with the low channel count, maximizes per-channel bandwidth and wire uti-
lization, while minimizing the serialization delay. The low diameter naturally
leads to low network latencies. The direct correspondence between channel
count and node count in each dimension allows MECS to be scaled to a large
number of nodes, provided that the per-channel bandwidth is maintained.
4.2.2 Microarchitecture
Router Organization
Figure 4.2 shows a high-level view of a MECS router with 2(k − 1) network
inputs and four network outputs. All inputs from a given direction share a
single crossbar port for a total of four network interfaces. This organization
keeps the crossbar complexity low, minimizing area and delay. The number of
local switch ports depends on the degree of concentration and the degree of
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Figure 4.2: MECS router microarchitecture.
muxing into and out of the switch. While local switch ports are not shown in
the diagram to reduce clutter, a 4-way concentrated router with a dedicated
crossbar port per terminal would require four switch interfaces in addition to
the network interfaces. Arbitration complexity in a MECS router is compara-
ble to that in a concentrated mesh router with an equivalent pin · v product.
Figure 4.3 shows a more detailed view of a MECS router in a 4x4
network. There are three input ports from each direction, some of which
may be unconnected depending on the router’s location in the network. Two-
level distributed allocators first arbitrate among the input ports from a given
direction and then allocate downstream virtual channels and switch bandwidth
to the winners of the first stage.
An important aspect of the router microarchitecture in Figure 4.3 is
the organization of the input ports. In this design, all of the inputs from
the same direction are stacked next to each other in a column-wise fashion.
A uni-directional multi-driver bus connects the ports in each stack to the
crossbar’s input interface. There is a total of four port stacks, one per cardinal
direction, and each stack has a dedicated switch interface. Wires for the
incoming network channels and the switch bus are routed directly over the
ports in a stack. Bus access is granted to the winner of the switch arbitration
stage. Since only one network port from each direction can access the switch in
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Figure 4.3: Detailed MECS router microarchitecture.
a given cycle, the granted input gets to use the switch and the bus. Compared
to the organization in Figure 4.2, the stacked layout reduces wire lengths,
eliminates the need for a mux at every switch interface, and yields a more
compact router layout. In general, a number of variations and optimizations
to this design is possible, such as varying the number of virtual channels or
adding extra crossbar ports. We explore several options in Section 4.6.
Drop Interface
MECS channels integrate drop interfaces at each router along the span of
the channel, as shown in Figure 4.2. The drop interfaces are responsible for
steering the flit into the router input port if the associated node is the packet’s
destination. Otherwise, they act as repeaters and propagate the flit to the next
router along the channel.
We design the drop interfaces as repeaters augmented with light-weight
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   CMesh Flattened Butterfly MECS 
N
et
w
o
rk
 Network size  64 256  64 256  64 256 
Network radix, k  4 8  4 8  4 8 
Concentration, c  4 4  4 4  4 4 
Network diameter )1(2 −k  6 14 2 2 2 2 2 2 
B
W
 
Bisection BW, BB  4,608 18,432  4,608 18,432  4,608 18,432 
Row/col channels 2 2 2 2/2k  8 32 k  4 8 
BW/channel, w  576 1152  144 72  288 288 
R
o
u
te
r 
Input ports, pin 4 4 4 )1(2 −k  6 14 )1(2 −k  6 14 
Output ports, pout 4 4 4 )1(2 −k  6 14 4 4 4 
Crossbar complexity 
( )2)( wcpout ⋅+   21.2e6 84.9e6  2.1e6 1.7e6  5.3e6 5.3e6 
VCs per pin, α   8 8  1 1  1 1 
VC depth, β  
 5 5  10 15  10 15 
Buffer size, bits 
 βα ⋅⋅⋅ wpin  
 
 
92,160 184,320  8,640 15,120  17,280 60,480 
Pe
rf,
 
En
er
gy
 Avg hops/packet, H 
(random traffic)  2.7 5.3  1.7 1.8  1.7 1.8 
Avg latency/pkt, cycles   13.2 24.2  11.7 17.6  10.7 14.1 
Avg energy/pkt, nJ 
routerslinks EE +  
 0.26 0.31  0.21 0.22  0.21 0.23 
 
Table 4.1: Comparison of Concentrated Mesh (Cmesh), Flattened Butterfly,
and MECS topologies.
logic that examines the flit’s destination field and determines whether the flit
should be repeated or steered into the local node. To conserve channel power,
flits steered into a router are not propagated downstream.
4.2.3 Analysis
Table 4.1 compares characteristics of the concentrated mesh (Cmesh), flattened
butterfly, and MECS topologies using several metrics. For each topology, the
first column (in gray) provides analytical expressions for computing param-
eter values. The second column for each topology quantifies the parameters
for a 4-ary mesh with 4-way concentration (64 terminals), and the third col-
umn repeats the analysis for a 8-ary mesh also with 4-way concentration (256
terminals). A few trends are worth highlighting:
Network diameter: Maximum hop count in a concentrated mesh
grows in proportion to network perimeter, while remaining constant in both
MECS and the flattened butterfly.
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Bandwidth: We keep the bisection bandwidth constant across all net-
works. To derive the per-channel bandwidth, we divide the total bisection
bandwidth by the number of bisection channels in each topology. Thus, topolo-
gies that have fewer channels feature wider links, while the opposite is true in
networks with a large number of channels. Going from 64 to 256 terminals,
we grow the bisection bandwidth to match the doubling in network radix.
As the network radix doubles from four in a 64-terminal network to
eight in a 256-terminal configuration, the number of bisection MECS channels
in each row/column doubles from 4 to 8, while in the flattened butterfly it
quadruples from 8 to 32. Doubling the row/column bandwidth for the larger
network keeps constant the channel width in MECS but halves it in the flat-
tened butterfly.
Crossbar: We approximate crossbar size as (switch ports · BW
port
)2. This
value is highest for Cmesh and lowest for the flattened butterfly. While cross-
bars in the flattened butterfly have significantly more ports than those in
other topologies, their area is small because crossbar bandwidth in the flat-
tened butterfly is only a fraction of the bisection bandwidth. MECS topologies
have considerably higher per-channel bandwidth than the flattened butterfly,
but since the number of crossbar ports in MECS routers is low, the MECS
crossbar area is only modestly higher than that of the flattened butterfly and
significantly lower than that of Cmesh. Both MECS and the flattened butter-
fly are amenable to crossbar optimizations that can further reduce complexity
by eliminating unnecessary switch ports from the routers.
Buffering: To estimate the buffer requirements, we assume that the
Cmesh requires multiple VCs per port to avoid head-of-line blocking [5]. Both
the flattened butterfly and MECS topologies can tolerate one VC per packet
class per port, mitigating the adverse effects of head-of-line blocking through
multiple ports. This organization also keeps arbitration complexity manage-
able in NOC high-radix routers. The depth of each VC is set to cover the
maximum round-trip credit return latency. In practice, the depth could be ad-
justed for each router port based on the router’s location and channel length.
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This type of customization could yield a reduction in buffer area and power
at the cost of higher design complexity. To keep the analysis and evaluation
simple, we do not exploit such an optimization. Thus, both the flattened but-
terfly and MECS require greater buffer depth than the Cmesh to cover the
wire delays associated with longer channels.
With these assumptions, the Cmesh requires the most buffer space,
followed by MECS and the flattened butterfly. The flattened butterfly has rel-
atively low buffer requirements because only a fraction of the bisection band-
width reaches each router due to the high degree of channel partitioning. As
the network is scaled to a larger number of nodes, the per-channel bandwidth
shrinks as the port count grows, leading to a slower growth in buffer require-
ments. In contrast, the amount of per-channel bandwidth stays flat in MECS.
As a result, in the larger network, each MECS router requires more buffering
than in the smaller system to accommodate the increase in the number of
input ports.
Energy and Latency: To estimate the energy requirements and per-
formance potential of each topology, we assume a uniform random packet
distribution and employ energy models for wires and routers described in Sec-
tion 4.4. The bottom rows of Table 4.1 show the expected latency and energy
of a single packet in an unloaded network, based on the average number of
hops in each topology.
With 64 terminals, the Cmesh experiences a higher transmission latency
than the low-diameter topologies due to its higher hop count. MECS, on the
other other hand, observes the lowest latency, as it enjoys the same low hop
count of the flattened butterfly and a decreased serialization cost due to wider
channels. Scaled to 256 terminals, the latency for Cmesh nearly doubles due
to the larger network diameter, while latencies for the flattened butterfly and
MECS increase by 50% and 32%, respectively. The gap in per-packet latency
between MECS and flattened butterfly widens to 3.5 cycles as a result of
increased serialization in the flattened butterfly topology, giving MECS a 20%
latency advantage.
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Energy results track our analytical estimates of complexity and show
that the Cmesh is the least efficient topology, consuming nearly 24% more
energy than MECS and the flattened butterfly in the 64-terminal network.
The latter is the most energy-frugal topology of the three, a direct result of
small hop count and low crossbar complexity. The efficiency gap between the
Cmesh and the low-radix networks increases to 35-40% in the 256-terminal
configuration. In the larger network, MECS is roughly 5% less efficient than
the flattened butterfly due to wider channels that dissipate more energy in the
switch fabric.
4.2.4 Multicast and Broadcast
Parallel computing systems often provide hardware support for collective op-
erations such as broadcast and multicast [63, 25]. MECS can easily be aug-
mented to support these collective operations with little additional cost be-
cause of the multipoint connectivity. A full broadcast can be implemented in
two network hops by first delivering the payload to all of the network nodes in
a single dimension connected to the MECS channel. Each of those nodes then
broadcasts the payload to all of its siblings in the second dimension. Further
discussion of these features is beyond the scope of this work; here we focus on
traditional NOC workloads that require point-to-point communication.
4.2.5 Comparison to Prior Work
MECS bear some resemblance to conventional multi-drop (broadcast) buses;
however, a bus is an all-to-all medium, whereas MECS is a one-to-many topol-
ogy. The YARC router [62] employed an 8x8 grid of switches to implement
a radix-64 router. Each switch was connected to other switches in a given
row via a dedicated bus, making it a one-to-many configuration similar to
MECS. In each column, point-to-point channels connected each switch to oth-
ers, analogous to the flattened butterfly configuration. The difference between
YARC and MECS is our use of uni-directional one-to-many channels in both
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dimensions with intelligent repeaters for conserving power. This gives MECS
desirable scalability properties in terms of performance and energy efficiency.
Kim et al. [40] proposed to extend the flattened butterfly with non-
minimal routing through the use of bypass links, which provide additional exit
points in an otherwise point-to-point channel. This bypassing is similar in
nature to the multi-drop capability in MECS. However, its use in the flattened
butterfly network requires a complex reservation protocol as input ports are
shared between regular and bypassed channels. MECS do not need special
routing, have dedicated input ports, and require significantly fewer channels.
Finally, Express Virtual Channels [44] attempt to reduce the latency
and energy overhead of routers in a mesh topology through an aggressive flow
control mechanism. MECS is a topology which also aims to eliminate the
impact of intermediate routers and has a broader objective of making efficient
use of the available on-chip wire budget.
4.3 Generalized Express Cubes
Due to constraints imposed by planar silicon, scalable NOC topologies are best
mapped to low-dimensional k-ary n-cubes augmented with express channels
and concentration. Other NOC topologies map well to this basic organization;
for instance, the flattened butterfly can be viewed as a concentrated mesh with
express links connecting every node with all non-neighboring routers along the
two dimensions. This section explores the resulting space of topologies, which
we refer to as Generalized Express Cubes (GEC), and includes both MECS
and the flattened butterfly.
Building on the k-ary n-cube model of connectivity, we define the six-
tuple 〈n, k, c, o, d, x〉 as:
n - network dimensionality
k - network radix (nodes/dimension)
c - concentration factor (1 = none)
o - router radix (output channels/dimension in each node)
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d - channel radix (sinks per channel)
x - number of networks
The router radix, o, specifies the number of output channels per net-
work dimension per (concentrated) node, equalling two in a mesh (one in each
direction) and three in the flattened butterfly of Figure 4.1(b). The channel
radix, d, specifies the maximum number of sink nodes per channel. A value of
one corresponds to point-to-point networks; greater values define MECS chan-
nels. Finally, replicated topologies, which allow bandwidth to be distributed
among several networks, can be expressed via the x parameter. Using this tax-
onomy, the six-tuple for the 64-terminal MECS network from Figure 4.1(c) is
〈2, 4, 4, 2, 3, 1〉, indicating that the baseline topology is a single-network 4-ary
2-cube employing 4-way concentration, with radix-4 routers and up to three
nodes accessible via each channel. In general, we note that this taxonomy
is not sufficient to specify the exact connectivity for a large set of networks
encompassed by the GEC model. Here, our intent is to focus on a small set
of regular topologies attractive for on-chip implementation with sufficiently
diverse characteristics.
Figure 4.4 shows several possible topologies (one-dimensional slices)
that can be specified with the GEC model, with MECS (from Figure 4.1(c))
at one end of the spectrum and the flattened butterfly (Figure 4.4(d)) at the
other. In wire-rich NOCs, channel bandwidth may be wasted when link width
exceeds the size of a frequently-occurring but short packet type, such as a read
request or a coherence transaction. Wide channel topologies, like CMesh and
MECS, are vulnerable to this effect while narrower channel topologies, such as
the flattened butterfly, are less susceptible. Partitioning the bandwidth across
multiple channels can reduce this type of wasted bandwith.
One means of partitioning, shown in the 〈2, 4, 4, 4, 3, 1〉 network of Fig-
ure 4.4(a), divides each baseline MECS channel into two, each with one-half
of the bandwidth. This configuration can improve bandwidth utilization and
reduce head-of-line blocking for short packets by doubling the router radix,
o. Latency for long packets, however, might suffer as a result of increased
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(a) MECS with replicated channels: 〈2, 4, 4, 4, 3, 1〉
(b) MECS with replicated networks (MECS-X2): 〈2, 4, 4, 2, 3, 2〉
(c) Partitioned MECS (MECS-P2): 〈2, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1〉
(d) Fully-partitioned MECS as flattened butterfly: 〈2, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1〉
Figure 4.4: MECS variants for cost-performance trade-off. Only one dimension
is shown for simplicity.
serialization delay. Another potential downside is an increase in arbitration
complexity due to the doubling in the number of ports.
An alternative approach replicates the networks, increasing x, such that
each network has full connectivity of the original but with a fraction of the
bandwidth. The resuling 〈2, 4, 4, 2, 3, 2〉 topology is shown in Figure 4.4(b).
An advantage of such a design is that it does not increase the router radix
and reduces the combined crossbar area. While replicated topologies have
been proposed in the past to exploit greater bandwidth with a given router
design [5, 28], our work shows that replication in wire-rich substrates can
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yield significant throughput gains and energy savings for a given bisection
bandwidth.
A third option that enables a more aggressive area reduction in a MECS
topology at a cost of reduced performance partitions each multidrop channel
into two (or more), interleaving the destination nodes among the resulting
links. The 〈2, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1〉 network of Figure 4.4(c) increases the router radix
o and decreases the channel radix d. This partitioned MECS, or MECS-P2,
topology has reduced network buffer requirements proportional to the parti-
tioning factor and can decrease router crossbar complexity.
In the limit, completely partitioning a MECS topology yields a point-to-
point network, such as the 〈2, 4, 4, 3, 1, 1〉 flattened butterfly in Figure 4.4(d).
While further analysis of networks in the space of Generalized Express Cubes is
beyond the scope of this paper, the experimental results in Section 4.5 include
three of the networks of Figure 4.4.
4.4 Experimental Methodology
Topologies
To compare the different topologies, we used a cycle-precise network simulator
that models all router pipeline delays and wire latencies. We evaluated the
mesh, concentrated mesh, flattened butterfly, and MECS topologies. We also
considered two topologies with replicated networks, Cmesh-X2 and MECS-X2,
and a partitioned MECS variant called MECS-P2. For the largest simulated
network size, we considered a variant of the flattened butterfly that limits the
maximum channel span to four nodes. This topology, called FBfly4, reduces
the number of bisection channels in exchange for increased per-channel band-
width. As a result, FBfly4 enjoys a lower serialization delay compared to the
regular flattened butterfly but exposes a larger network diameter.
Mesh-based topologies feature eight virtual channels per network in-
put port; low-diameter networks have only two VCs per port with depth
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determined by the maximum (edge-to-edge) round-trip credit latency in an
unloaded network. The relative dearth of VCs in low-diameter topologies
increases the likelihood of head-of-line blocking; however, it is partly com-
pensated for by increased path diversity in these networks. In addition, low
VC counts reduce arbitration complexity, which is a prominent concern in
high-radix routers.
In all configurations, we model a 3-stage router pipeline consisting of
virtual channel allocation, switch allocation, and switch traversal. All topolo-
gies employ look-ahead routing, which removes route computation from the
critical path. Mesh routers also benefit from speculative switch allocation,
which overlaps virtual channel and crossbar allocation [56]. When successful,
speculation reduces router latency to two cycles. All other topologies have a
3-cycle zero-load pipeline. We used delay models developed by Li-Shiuan Peh
to estimate the latency of VC and switch allocation in the simulated high-radix
routers [55]. The most aggressive design we evaluate is an 18-port flattened
butterfly router in a 256-terminal network. Our analysis shows that even in
this configuration, both VC and XB allocation fit comfortably in a single 20
FO4 cycle.
Network parameters
We considered network sizes of 64 and 256 terminals. Except for the mesh,
all topologies use 4-way concentration, reducing the effective node count to
16 and 64, respectively. Where applicable, parameters for various topologies
are the same as those in the analytical comparison of Section 4.2.3. Table 4.2
summarizes the simulated configurations.
As the bisection bandwidth across all topologies is kept constant, the
concentrated mesh has twice the per-channel bandwidth of the basic mesh,
while the flattened butterfly, MECS, and all replicated and partitioned topolo-
gies evenly distribute this bandwidth among their links. We double the bi-
section bandwidth in the 256-terminal network from that in the 64-terminal
configuration to match the increase in network radix. All of the networks em-
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64 terminals 256 terminals
Topologies & Mesh: 288 Mesh: 576
channel BW (bits) Cmesh: 576 Cmesh: 1152
Cmesh-X2 288 Cmesh-X2: 576
FBfly: 144 FBfly: 72
FBfly4: 115
MECS: 288 MECS: 288
MECS-X2: 144 MECS-X2: 144
MECS-P2: 144
Network 8x8x1: Mesh 16x16x1: Mesh
organization (AxBxC) 4x4x4: Cmesh* 8x8x4: Cmesh*
A: rows FBfly FBfly*
B: columns MECS* MECS*
C: concentration
Router latency Mesh: 2 Mesh: 2
(cycles) Cmesh*, FBfly, MECS*: 3 Cmesh*, FBfly, MECS*: 3
VCs/channel Mesh, Cmesh*: 8 Mesh, Cmesh*: 8
FBfly, MECS*: 2 FBfly* MECS*: 2
Buffers/VC Mesh, Cmesh*: 5 Mesh, Cmesh*: 5
FBfly, MECS*: 10 FBfly*, MECS*: 18
Traffic patterns bit complement, uniform random, transpose
Traffic type 64- and 576-bit packets, stochastic generation
Table 4.2: Simulated network configurations.
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Cores 64 on-chip, Alpha ISA, 2 GHz clock, 2-way out-of-order,
2 INT ALUs, 1 INT mult/div, 1 FP ALU, 1 FP mult/div
L1 cache 32KB instruction/32KB data, 4-way set-associative,
64B lines, 3 cycle access time
L2 cache fully shared S-NUCA, 16MB, 8-way set-associative,
64B lines, 8 cycle/bank access time
Memory 150 cycle access time, 8 on-chip memory controllers
PARSEC Blackscholes, Bodytrack, Canneal, Ferret,
applications Fluidanimate, Freqmine, Vip, x264
Table 4.3: Full-system configuration.
ploy dimension-order routing (DOR), resulting in paths with minimal length
and hop-count.
Synthetic workloads
Our synthetic workloads consist of three traffic patterns: bit complement,
uniform random, and transpose – permutations that exhibit diverse behaviors.
The packet sizes are stochastically chosen as either short 64-bit packets, typical
of requests and coherence transactions, or long 576-bit packets, representative
of replies and writes.
Application evaluation
To simulate full applications, we use traces from the PARSEC parallel appli-
cation benchmark suite [8]. The traces were collected using the M5 full-system
simulator, which was configured to model a 64-core CMP with the Alpha ISA
and a modified Linux OS [9]. Table 4.3 summarizes our system configuration,
comprised of two-way out-of-order cores with private L1 instruction and data
caches, a shared NUCA L2 cache and eight on-die memory controllers. All
benchmarks in Table 4.3 were run with sim-medium input sets with the ex-
ception of blackscholes, which was simulated with sim-large. The remaining
PARSEC benchmarks are currently incompatible with our simulator.
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We capture all memory traffic past the L1 caches for replay in the net-
work simulator. While we correctly model most of the coherence protocol
traffic, certain messages associated with barrier synchronization activity are
absent from our traces, as their network-level behavior artificially interferes
with traffic measurements in the simulator. These messages constitute a neg-
ligible fraction of network traffic.
Area and Energy
We use a combination of CACTI 6.5 [51] and custom interconnect models to
estimate area and energy overheads of channels and routers for 64- and 256-
terminal networks in 32 nm technology. On-chip Vdd is 0.9 V and frequency
is 2 Ghz. Our interconnect model assumes intermediate-layer wires with 100
nm width/spacing (200 nm pitch), an aspect ratio of 1.8, resistance of 1.67
kΩ/mm, and capacitance of 210 fF/mm. We apply power-delay optimizations
for repeater insertion described in Weste and Harris [81] to arrive at wire
energy consumption of 0.052 pJ/bit/mm assuming random data. Repeaters
are placed at 270 µm intervals and contribute 20% to link energy consumption.
We apply this interconnect model to generate area and power profiles for links
and crossbar switch fabrics. Crossbars are segmented [79] with two stages each
per input and output plane. Channel wires are assumed to be routed over logic
and do not contribute to link area.
For assessing buffer costs, we modify CACTI to support modestly-sized
SRAM configurations with uni-directional data flow (input port to switch fab-
ric) characteristic of router flit buffers. In MECS topologies, we model the
stacked port configuration depicted in Figure 4.3. This configuration incurs
an additional wire energy expense on switch traversals proportional to the
height of the stack.
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4.5 Evaluation
4.5.1 Synthetic Workload: 64 terminals
Figure 4.5 summarizes the evaluation of a 64-terminal system with the three
synthetic traffic patterns. In general, we observe that the mesh has the highest
latency at low loads, exceeding that of other topologies by 35-96%. The con-
centrated mesh variants have the second-highest latency, trailing the flattened
butterfly by 12-33%. The baseline MECS topology consistently has the lowest
latency at low injection rates, outperforming FBfly by 9%, on average. MECS
x2 has zero-load latencies comparable to those of the flattened butterfly.
The results are consistent with our expectations. The mesh has a high
hop count, paying a heavy price in end-to-end router delay. The Cmesh im-
proves on that by halving the network diameter, easily amortizing the increased
router latency. The flattened butterfly and MECS x2 have the same degree
of connectivity, same number of bisection channels, and same bandwidth per
channel; as such, the two topologies have similar nominal latencies. Finally,
the single-channel MECS has the same connectivity as the flattened butterfly
but with twice as much per-channel bandwidth, which results in the lowest
zero-load latency.
The picture shifts when one considers the throughput of different topolo-
gies. The mesh, due to its high degree of pipelining, yields consistently good
throughput on all three workloads. The Cmesh topology is inferior to the
mesh in terms of throughput as it has fewer channels and thus supports few
concurrent transfers. Cmesh x2 restores the bisection channel count lost in
the baseline Cmesh due to concentration, and as a result, shows comparable
throughput to the basic mesh. The flattened butterfly has the lowest through-
put on two of the three traffic patterns as it cannot effectively utilize all of the
available channels with dimension-order routing. MECS and MECS x2 show
a high degree of variability across the different traffic patterns. We examine
each traffic pattern individually to gain insight into the performance of MECS
networks.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of different topologies in a 64-terminal NOC.
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On random traffic, MECS performance is inferior to that in mesh-based
topologies due to 1) lower bandwidth out of each concentrated MECS node,
and 2) the large (3:1) ratio between input and output bandwidth into each
MECS router. These two factors compromise throughput by creating a load
imbalance at turn nodes, where the traffic switches from rows to columns.
Because random traffic is naturally balanced, every node acts as a turn node
and impact on performance is limited.
The transpose pattern, on the other hand, represents an adversarial
scenario for many topologies, including MECS, under dimension-order rout-
ing. This permutation mimics a matrix transpose operation, in which all
nodes from a given row send messages to the same column. In MECS, packets
from different source nodes in each row arrive at the “corner” router via sep-
arate channels but then serialize on the shared outbound link, compromising
throughput. The turn node is a bottleneck in mesh and Cmesh topologies as
well; however, the mesh benefits from the lack of concentration, so the traffic
is spread among more channels, while the Cmesh enjoys very wide channels
that help throughput. Finally, the flattened butterfly achieves better through-
put than MECS by virtue of its high-radix switch, which effectively provides
a dedicated port for each source-destination pair. In all cases, throughput can
be improved through the use of improved routing policies, which we discuss in
Section 4.6.3.
On the bit-complement permutation, MECS achieves the highest per-
formance among the examined topologies. On this traffic patter, each MECS
source node communicates with its target with no contention at the inter-
mediate router. Thus, throughput is limited only by channel width and the
contention between the different terminals at each concentrated node. Traffic
in the flattened butterfly topology enjoys a similar contention-free network
passage; however, throughput is roughly half of that in the MECS topology
since the channels are 50% narrower.
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4.5.2 Synthetic Workload: 256 terminals
In the larger network, the basic mesh becomes decidedly unappealing at all
but the highest injection rates due to enormous network traversal latencies,
which, at low loads, are 1.4-2.8x higher than in other topologies. Cmesh
also sees its latency rise significantly, exceeding that of the flattened butterfly
and MECS by 35-100% at low injection rates. In all mesh-based networks,
the degradation is due to the large increase in the average hop count. As
expected, all MECS variants enjoy the lowest latency at low loads due to a
good balance of connectivity, channel count, and channel bandwidth. As such,
they outperform the flattened butterfly by 13-24% in terms of latency.
In terms of throughput, Cmesh x2 and the mesh show the highest degree
of scalability. The relative performance of MECS and MECS x2 topologies fol-
lows trends similar to that in a 64-terminal network. These topologies achieve
the highest throughput among evaluated networks on the bit-complement per-
mutation; are average on random traffic; and are second-to-worst on transpose.
Analysis of these performance trends in Section 4.5.1 applies here as well. The
partitioned MECS, MECS p2, performs worse than MECS x2 since it has the
same per-channel bandwidth as the latter but with a more restricted connec-
tivity model. MECS p2 thus appears attractive for large networks that are
sensitive to area, energy and latency but have modest bandwidth requirements.
All MECS variants outperform the flattened butterfly and FBfly4 on two of
the three traffic patterns. On transpose, the flattened butterfly achieves higher
throughput as it is able to load all of the outgoing channels at the turn nodes.
On other traffic patterns, both flattened butterfly variants saturate early, as
they are unable to keep all of the channels utilized. FBfly topologies also suffer
from high serialization delays induced by relatively low channel width. These
delays increase the topologies’ zero-load latency by 14-31% versus MECS vari-
ants.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of different topologies in a 256-terminal NOC.
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4.5.3 Area
We assess the area-efficiency of various NOC organizations by comparing the
contribution of links and routers to network area based on the methodology
detailed in Section 4.4. To summarize, we assume that channel wires are
routed over active areas and only include the area of drivers and repeaters
when computing the link area. Our router model accounts for flit buffers and
the crossbar switch fabric, which are the primary contributors to router area.
Figure 4.7 shows the results of the evaluation.
In the 64-terminal network, low-diameter topologies have a 34-71%
advantage in area-efficiency over mesh-based networks. The single-network
Cmesh topology has the worst energy efficiency due to the large crossbar at
each concentrated router. In contrast, a two-way replicated Cmesh (Cmesh
x2) is the most efficient organization among meshes. Cmesh x2 reduces the
switch area over the single-network Cmesh while benefiting from fewer nodes
compared to the basic mesh topology. Reduction in switch area stems from
the lower channel width. As noted in Section 4.2.3, crossbar area is quadrat-
ically related to port width. Since the datapath of the Cmesh x2 network is
one-half as wide as that in the unreplicated Cmesh, each switch is a factor
of four smaller. With two networks, switch area savings approach 2x over a
single wide Cmesh.
MECS routers have the same switch complexity, as measured by the
number of ports and the width of each port, as routers in Cmesh x2. However,
MECS reduces buffer area over Cmesh x2 by virtue of having fewer VCs per
router and avoids the area expense of a second network. As a result, MECS
has a 34% lower area footprint than Cmesh x2. In turn, MECS x2 reduces
switch area over the single-network MECS organization through replication,
and yields the second most area-efficient organization. The lowest network
area at fixed bisection bandwidth is found in the flattened butterfly. While
FBfly requires more router switch ports than MECS variants (10 ports in
FBfly, eight in MECS), it does not have the overhead of a second network and
is 23% more area efficient than MECS x2 at the same channel width.
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Figure 4.7: Area requirements of different NOC organizations under fixed
bisection wire budget.
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As we scale up the networks to support 256 terminals, we grow the bisec-
tion bandwidth to match the 2x increase in network radix. Because mesh-based
topologies have relatively few channels, the available bandwidth is sufficient to
provision them with 576-bit links, which is the maximum packet width in the
simulated system. Since channels wider than 576 bits provide no additional
benefit, the single-network Cmesh has one-half of the bisection bandwidth of
Cmesh x2 and other topologies. Link width stays constant in MECS compared
to the 64-terminal organization, as the increase in channel count matches the
growth in bisection bandwidth. In contrast, the flattened butterfly experiences
a 2x reduction in its per-channel bandwidth due to the quadrupling in channel
count.
As before, mesh-based topologies are inferior to low-diameter ones in
terms of area efficiency. Mesh and Cmesh x2 have a similar area footprint,
which is 64-82% greater than that of low-diameter networks. The switch fabric
dominates the cost of mesh-based topologies. The single-network Cmesh has
one-half the bandwidth, and therefore one-half the area, of Cmesh x2. MECS
is 64% more area-efficient than Cmesh x2. MECS x2 provides an additional
10% area reduction over MECS thanks to a more compact switch at each
router. Finally, the flattened butterfly enjoys the lowest network area due to
the smallest datapath width among the evaluated networks. The flattened but-
terfly reduces buffer area relative to both replicated- and unreplicated MECS
topologies, as the latter have the same number of input ports at each router
as FBfly, but have higher per-port bandwidth. The flattened butterfly also
has lower link area than MECS variants, explained by the fact that while the
center of the FBfly network has a high concentration of links, the number of
links tapers off toward the edges of the network. MECS does not have such
tapering and features a uniform channel count across all network cuts. Fewer
channels in MECS networks translate into higher per-channel bandwidth and
superior performance relative to the flattened butterfly; however, these fea-
tures come at an area penalty of 51% and 45%, respectively, for MECS and
MECS x2 organizations. FBfly does require a high-radix 18-port switch fabric
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at each router, but the area cost is offset through low per-port bandwidth.
4.5.4 Energy
To evaluate the relative energy efficiency of different topologies, we introduce
the notion of a transaction. A transaction is composed of a 72-bit Request
packet and a 576-bit Reply. We consider two types of transactions – those with
high locality and no locality. Transactions with high locality communicate over
a distance of one or two hops in a mesh network (zero or one hops in a Cmesh).
Those with no locality have an average communication distance equal to that
under random traffic, which is 5.3 (2.7) hops in a 64-terminal mesh (Cmesh)
network, and 10.7 (5.3) hops in 256-terminal mesh (Cmesh) organization.
Figure 4.8(a) shows the energy per transaction for the evaluated topolo-
gies in the 64-terminal networks. The mesh is the least efficient topology, as
it exposes the network diameter and requires the largest number of router
traversals. Concentration reduces the network diameter and eliminates some
fraction of link traversals for local traffic whose destination is the same as the
source node. As a result, the Cmesh topology is 22% (2%) more efficient on
local (non-local) traffic. The Cmesh x2 network has a more compact switch
at each router than the unreplicated Cmesh, which helps reduce the energy
expense of switch traversal. This feature improves the energy-efficiency of
Cmesh x2 by 13% (8%) on local (non-local) traffic over the single-network
Cmesh. MECS reduces the number of router traversals on non-local traffic
over mesh-based topologies, improving energy efficiency by 10% over Cmesh
x2. The savings are limited as the inter-tile wire energy dominates the router
energy. When considering only the router component of energy consumption,
MECS improvement in energy efficiency over Cmesh x2 is 43%. FBfly and
MECS x2 are the most efficient organizations thanks to rich connectivity and
modest switch size, with up to 8% (4%) improvement over MECS on local
(non-local) traffic.
Similar trends are observed in the larger, 256-terminal, network. Re-
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Figure 4.8: Energy per transaction in different NOC organizations.
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sults are shown in Figure 4.8(b). The gap between mesh and express channel
topologies grows as a larger fraction of the energy in mesh and Cmesh networks
is expanded in routers due to increased network diameter. On non-local traffic,
routers constitute 42-52% of NOC energy expense in mesh-based topologies,
while contributing just 16-20% to network energy in low-diameter organiza-
tions. Cmesh and Cmesh x2, which have the same energy profile due matching
datapath widths, are 28% more efficient than the unconcentrated mesh on lo-
cal accesses, and 16% more efficient on non-local ones. In turn, MECS is
13% more energy-frugal on local (28% on non-local) traffic than Cmesh orga-
nizations due to richer connectivity and a narrower datapath, which reduces
switch energy expense. Finally, MECS x2 and FBfly show the highest degree
of energy efficiency with 17% (6%) savings in network energy over MECS on
local (non-local) transactions.
The MECS crossbar energy data in Figure 4.8 includes both the switch
traversal energy as well as the energy expanded in the switch input bus. This
bus spans the height of the input port stack and allows the multiple network
ports from a common direction to share a switch port (see Figure 4.3). The
energy expanded in the bus is a function of the stack height, which, in turn,
depends on the number of network ports in the stack and the depth of the flit
FIFOs at each port. In a 64-terminal concentrated network, the network radix
is four; as a result, up to three ports compose a stack. In the 256-terminal
NOC, the radix is eight and the stack grows to seven ports. Furthermore,
the larger network requires more flit buffers per port to accommodate the
longer credit return delays, an attribute that necessitates deeper flit FIFOs.
The end result is that the switch input bus accounts for 10% (18%) of the
switch energy in the smaller MECS (MECS x2) network, while consuming
29% (45%) in the larger network with 256 terminals. While the absolute
contribution of the input bus to switch energy is the same in both MECS and
MECS x2 networks, the relative contribution is greater in MECS x2 due to
a more compact crossbar layout, which reduces the energy expanded in the
crossbar proper.
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Figure 4.9: Topology comparison under a fixed 10 mm2 area budget.
4.5.5 Area-normalized Topology Comparison
Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 assessed the area- and energy-efficiency of different
topologies under a fixed bisection bandwidth constraint. Here, we analyze the
topologies assuming a 10 mm2 NOC area budget in a 256-terminal network.
Figure 4.9(a) breaks down the NOC area by link, buffer, and crossbar costs
in each of the concentrated topologies. The line, which corresponds to the
secondary Y-axis, shows the datapath width for the respective configurations.
Wider datapaths would increase the network area beyond the 10 mm2 target,
while narrower designs would fall short of it.
As expected, meshes feature the widest datapaths due to the limited
number of channels in these topologies. However, their area is crossbar-
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dominated and less than 24% of the network is devoted to channels. As a
result, these topologies have the lowest bisection bandwidth (not shown in
the diagram). MECS has the most balanced allocation of resources across the
network and affords the widest datapath (221 bits) among the low-diameter
topologies. Compared to Cmesh x2 (248 bits wide), MECS provides 78% more
bisection bandwidth while sacrificing just 11% in channel width. Compared
to the flattened butterfly (100 bits wide), MECS has 45% less bisection band-
width but 121% more per-channel bandwidth.
Figure 4.9(b) compares the topologies on energy-efficiency assuming
uniformly distributed traffic. MECS is 18-23% more frugal than Cmesh and
Cmesh x2, which is a similar advantage to that observed with topologies nor-
malized to fixed bisection bandwidth. In contrast, the energy advantage of the
flattened butterfly over MECS diminishes to just 3%, as the wider datapath
reduces the efficiency of the FBfly topology.
4.5.6 Application-based Workloads
Figure 4.10 shows the relative performance and energy of various topologies
on our PARSEC trace-driven workloads in a 64-terminal network. The topolo-
gies have equal bisection bandwidth. Results reflect total network energy and
average per-packet latency. Because the injection rates in the simulated ap-
plications are low, latency appears to be a more stringent constraint than
bandwidth for evaluating the topologies. MECS has the lowest latency, con-
sistently outperforming the flattened butterfly and MECS x2 by nearly 10%.
The mesh has by far the highest latency as a result of its high hop count,
followed by the Cmesh x2 and the basic Cmesh.
Energy trends also track closely the results of our analytical model. The
mesh is the least efficient organization, followed Cmesh and Cmesh x2. MECS
reduces the NOC energy consumption by 10-23%, while MECS x2 provides an
additional 3% energy reduction over MECS. The flattened butterfly has the
same performance and energy profile as MECS x2 on these workloads.
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Figure 4.10: Performance and energy efficiency of different topologies on the
PARSEC suite.
4.5.7 Summary
Our evaluation shows that the MECS topology provides a good balance of
performance, area-, and energy-efficiency in both 64- and 256-terminal config-
urations. On random traffic at low network utilization, MECS reduces packet
latency by no less than 19% and up to 58% over mesh-based organizations. The
latency advantage is 9-19% over the low-diameter flattened butterfly topology.
While maximum throughout of MECS is often lower than that of mesh net-
works, MECS typically bests the flattened butterfly at maximum sustained
load.
The performance benefits of MECS come at modest area and energy
cost. By virtue of its low network diameter, MECS incurs only a fraction of
router traversals compared to mesh-based networks. As routers are respon-
sible for considerable energy expense in NOCs, the rich connectivity reduces
energy overheads in a MECS topology. MECS further limits the router en-
ergy consumption through a compact switch organization that has multiple
network ports sharing a switch port. The low-radix switch design is advan-
tageous from an area perspective as well. In general, a MECS network is 9%
to 39% more energy-efficient and 26-57% more area-frugal than mesh-based
organizations with the same bisection bandwidth. While a flattened butterfly
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has a lower area profile and somewhat better energy efficiency, the benefits
come at a price of significantly lower per-channel bandwidth due to the large
number of links required by the topology. MECS area and energy overheads
can be reduced through replication. A two-way replicated MECS topology is
able to match the flattened butterfly on energy efficiency and narrows the gap
in area efficiency.
Under a fixed area budget, MECS maintains its benefits over mesh-
based organizations in terms of energy efficiency. Compared to the flattened
butterfly, MECS enjoys a significant advantage in per-channel bandwidth with
virtually identical energy characteristics.
4.6 Discussion
In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of the MECS topology to virtual
channel organization, switch connectivity, and area budget. For brevity, we
only present the results for a 64-terminal NOC; however, the trends and con-
clusions hold in the larger network as well.
4.6.1 VC Sensitivity
Network VCs
We first evaluate the sensitivity of MECS networks to the number of virtual
channels at network interfaces. We experiment with 1, 2, and 4 VCs per
network port and compare MECS, MECS x2, and FBfly topologies. The
traffic patterns are random, bit complement, and transpose. The low-diameter
networks in Section 4.5.1 used an organization with 2 VCs per port. Our
analysis considers only the performance implications of virtual channels and
ignores issues such as deadlock avoidance that may necessitate additional VCs.
The results are summarized in Figure 4.11. Both MECS variants appear
less sensitive to the number of virtual channels than the flattened butterfly.
This is explained by the fact that the switch fabric in MECS is oversubscribed
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Figure 4.11: VC sensitivity of low-diameter topologies in a 64-terminal NOC.
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in the sense that there are more inputs into the switch than outputs. As a
result, if a packet at one input port is unable to acquire a downstream virtual
channel, a packet at another port targeting a different destination may succeed
in allocating a VC. As long as packets from different input ports content for
the same output port but target different destination routers, the switch stays
fully utilized and little benefit can be derived from multiple virtual channels.
This behavior is observed in random and transpose permutations. In the
bit complement pattern, on the other hand, packets from different nodes do
not interfere at link level, but packets from different terminals of a given
node do. As a consequence of this behavior, multiple virtual channels are
advantageous under this workload. Furthermore, the benefit of multiple VCs
is greater in a single-network (67% improvement in throughput over 1 VC)
than in a replicated (19% improvement over 1 VC) MECS organization. Since
replication enables concurrent transfer of multiple packets on disjoint networks,
it partly makes up for the lack of virtual channels.
In contrast, the symmetric high-radix switch in the flattened butterfly
enables concurrent transfers between all unique input-output pairs. Thus,
across all traffic patterns, performance is inhibited in organizations with 1 VC
per input port, as packets from different ports targeting a common destination
experience frequent VC stalls. The low channel bandwidth of the flattened
butterfly further exacerbates the need for multiple virtual channels due to the
long serialization delays that increase the likelihood of contention.
Finally, we note that across all topologies and traffic patterns, two VCs
per port is sufficient for maximum performance and virtually no additional
benefit is derived in the 4 VC configuration.
Injection VCs
We also consider the sensitivity of the low-diameter networks to the number
of virtual channels at the local interfaces. Results under uniform random
traffic with 1 and 2 injection VCs are shown in Figure 4.12. In the legend,
the number following the topology name is the number of injection VCs. The
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity of low-diameter topologies to injection VC count.
baseline low-diameter networks evaluated in Section 4.5.1 featured 1 injection
VC per terminal. All organizations use 2 network VCs per port.
Compared to an organization with 1 injection virtual channel, a 2-VC
flattened butterfly registers a 23% improvement in throughput, MECS x2 sees
a 19% benefit, while single-network MECS shows virtually no throughput gain.
In the case of MECS, the benefit of a second VC is negligible due to contention
for switch and output bandwidth. In MECS x2, the second network allows
for concurrent packet transfers, but a single injection VC causes head-of-line
blocking in cases where one network backs up due to congestion. With 2
injection VCs, a packet that stalls at an injection interface due to congestion
on one network does not block packet injection from the affected terminal,
as the second VC allows another packet to proceed via a different network.
Similarly, in the flattened butterfly topology with 2 VCs, the high-radix switch
and dedicated channels allow enable transfers to uncongested nodes in the
presence of a stall to a congested destination. As before, FBfly is more sensitive
to VC availability due to low per-channel bandwidth. This attribute increases
the serialization bottleneck and leads to early onset of congestion, whose effect
can be diminished via multiple virtual channels which help combat head-of-line
blocking.
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4.6.2 Switch Connectivity
Limited crossbar connectivity is one aspect of the MECS topology that may
hinder its performance, as evidenced by the analysis in Section 4.6.1. To
evaluate the effect of switch configuration on performance of a MECS network,
we experimented with three design choices.
Baseline: The baseline switch design is the symmetric low-radix configura-
tion with four network inputs shown in Figure 4.3 and used throughout the
evaluation. This configuration has the highest degree of port over-subscription
on input to the switch and is expected to provide the lowest performance.
Max: Our second configuration maximizes connectivity and features a dedi-
cated switch input interface for each network port. In a 64-terminal concen-
trated network with four nodes per dimension, there will be six network input
ports (three per dimension) at every router. The max crossbar configuration
provisions each of these ports with a dedicated switch interface. The resulting
switch is asymmetric, with six input and four output interfaces.
Balanced: The last design seeks to achieve a cost-performance compromise
between the previous two configurations. Similar to the baseline, the balanced
crossbar features four switch input interfaces. However, this configuration
maps input ports to switch interfaces in a manner that minimizes the degree of
over-subscription on switch inputs. We leverage the observation that routers
near the edge of the die have fewer connected inputs from the direction of
the nearby chip edge than from the opposite direction. By mapping network
inputs so as to approximately balance the number of connected ports per
switch interface, we hope to reduce switch pressure and improve performance.
An additional benefit of this design is that the height of the input stack is
reduced from k − 1 to k/2 ports.
Figure 4.13 shows the performance of the different schemes on uniform
random traffic in an unreplicated MECS network. Both max and balanced
switch configurations boost throughput by around 9% over the baseline de-
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Figure 4.13: Sensitivity of MECS to crossbar connectivity.
sign. The modest degree of improvement is explained by the fact that in all
configurations, the output ports are oversubscribed with respect to the input
ports. Performance gains are therefore tempered by the difference in input
and output bandwidth of a MECS router. In light of this finding, we conclude
that a balanced crossbar is the most attractive design point for a MECS router,
since it improves performance relative to the baseline configuration without
the additional hardware overhead of the max scheme.
4.6.3 Adaptive Routing
Adaptive routing can improve network load balance and boost throughput
by smoothing out traffic non-uniformities [68]. To evaluate its impact across
the topologies, we focused on a family of adaptive routing algorithms based
on O1Turn [65]. We consider both the original (statistical) approach and a
number of adaptive variants that use various heuristics to estimate network
congestion and choose the first dimension in which to route. Among the heuris-
tics considered were the degree of link multiplexing, downstream VC and credit
availability, and a simple variant of RCA. After evaluating each routing policy
on every topology, we picked the algorithm that performed best for a given
topology across all three of our synthetic traffic patterns.
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Figure 4.14: Performance of routing policies and topologies on transpose traffic.
The topologies see little benefit from adaptive routing on uniform ran-
dom and bit-complement traffic patterns. However, Figure 4.14 shows that
all topologies demonstrate a substantial throughput improvement under the
transpose permutation. The mesh achieves the highest throughput relative to
other topologies, as the lack of concentration allows each source to use a YX
route without interference from any other node in the network. The Cmesh,
despite having wider channels, does not have this luxury, as all terminals of
a single concentrated node share the same set of output ports. The flattened
butterfly and MECS have the same limitation as Cmesh, but also have nar-
rower channels, thereby saturating at a lower injection rate. MECS is able to
cover most of the gap relative to the flattened butterfly, almost matching its
throughput.
Because the best routing algorithm is typically tied closely to the charac-
teristics of the topology, comparing all of the topologies using O1Turn deriva-
tives is neither complete nor completely fair. For example, the path diversity
available in the flattened butterfly motivated the authors of that paper to use
a non-minimal adaptive routing algorithm in their evaluation [40]. Because
non-minimal routing incurs design complexity overheads and energy penal-
ties for non-minimally routed packets, adaptive routing algorithms must bal-
ance throughput needs and energy targets of NOCs. Results on the PARSEC
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benchmarks suggest that these real-world applications have modest injection
rates, implying that NOCs may be more sensitive to latency and energy than
throughput.
4.7 Summary
Designing a scalable NOC fabric requires balancing performance, energy con-
sumption, and area. To address these constraints, this chapter introduced a
new family of topologies called Multidrop Express Channels (MECS) which are
composed of point-to-multipoint unidirectional links. MECS-enabled networks
enjoy a high-degree of inter-node connectivity, low hop count, and bisection
channel count that is proportional to the arity of the network dimension.
Compared to mesh-based topologies, MECS offers a significant improve-
ment in network latency and energy-efficiency by virtue of its rich connectiv-
ity. However, under a fixed bisection bandwidth constraint, MECS has inferior
throughput under high load. Lower throughput in a MECS network is due to
a mismatch in bandwidth into and out of each router, a feature that helps
reduce cost and complexity. Compared to a richly-connected flattened butter-
fly network, MECS offers competitive energy efficiency while improving both
latency and throughput. The performance benefits arise as a result of wider
channels afforded in a MECS topology due to the fact that it requires fewer
links versus the flattened butterfly.
In the broader perspective, we observe that MECS belongs to a larger
class of networks expressible via Generalized Express Cubes – a framework
that extends k-ary n-cubes with concentration and express channels. We ex-
plore several GEC-expressible topologies, including the flattened butterfly, es-
tablishing area, energy and performance advantages of various configurations
that differ in channel count, connectivity and bandwidth. We expect that fur-
ther research in this space of networks will provide additional insight into and
solutions for scalable NOCs.
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Chapter 5
Preemptive Virtual Clock: A
Flexible, Efficient, and
Cost-effective QOS Scheme for
Networks-on-Chip
Integration of multiple execution and storage resources on a single die has
boosted processor capabilities and has even resulted in the emergence of novel
usage models for computers, such as server consolidation and cloud comput-
ing. However, as the number of on-chip compute resources increases, so does
the number of intra- and inter-application threads executing concurrently on
a given substrate. These threads compete for shared resources, such as cache
space, specialized accelerators, on-chip network bandwidth, and off-chip mem-
ory bandwidth. Ensuring application stability, scalability, and isolation in the
face of significant fine-grained resource sharing is emerging as an important
problem for single-chip systems.
Today’s CMPs lack a way to enforce priorities and ensure performance-
level isolation among the simultaneously-executing threads. For instance, in
Portions of this chapter appear in the published version of the work [32].
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a cloud setting, multiple users may be virtualized onto a common physical
substrate. This scenario creates a number of concerns, including inadvertent
interference among the users, deliberate denial-of-service attacks, and side-
channel information leakage vulnerabilities. Researchers have demonstrated
a number of such attacks in a real-world setting on Amazon’s EC2 cloud
infrastructure, highlighting the threat posed by chip-level resource sharing [59].
At the interconnect level, a number of elegant QOS disciplines have
been developed over the years to provide hard guarantees, strong isolation,
and good performance. However, these mechanisms targeted conventional
networks characterized by a different set of constraints as compared to single-
chip systems. In an on-chip setting, these approaches incur significant area,
energy, and delay overheads due to their high buffer requirements and complex
scheduling policies.
In this chapter, we seek to understand the qualities of an ideal QOS
solution for networks-on-a-chip (NOCs). We draw on traditional QOS litera-
ture and supplement it with our own observations to enumerate the attribute
set of an ideal NOC QOS scheme. Our insights lead us to propose Preemp-
tive Virtual Clock (PVC), a novel QOS scheme specifically designed for cost-
and performance-sensitive on-chip interconnects. Unlike all prior approaches
for providing network quality-of-service, PVC requires neither per-flow buffer-
ing in the routers nor large queues in the source nodes. Instead, PVC pro-
vides fairness guarantees by tracking each flow’s bandwidth consumption over
a time interval and prioritizing packets based on the consumed bandwidth
and established rate of service. PVC avoids priority inversion by preempting
lower-priority messages. The system provides guarantees and low latency for
preempted messages via a dedicated ACK/NACK network and a small win-
dow of outstanding transactions at each node. Unique to this approach is the
ability to trade the strength of throughput guarantees of individual flows for
overall system throughput. Finally, PVC simplifies network management by
enabling per-thread, per-application, or per-user bandwidth allocation.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 motivates
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the work by outlining the requirements for NOC QOS techniques and presents
an overview of prior approaches for network quality-of-service. Section 5.2
introduces PVC and compares it to prior schemes based on the attributes
from Section 5.1. Section 5.3 covers the evaluation methodology, while Sec-
tion 5.4 presents the results of the evaluation. Section 5.5 characterizes PVC
under different topologies and flow control regimes. Section 5.6 concludes the
chapter.
5.1 Motivation
5.1.1 NOC QOS Requirements
An ideal NOC QOS solution should possess a number of attributes with regard
to guarantees, performance and cost. In this section, we draw on traditional
QOS literature and supplement it with our own observations to detail the
desirable feature set. Items a, b, c, e, i, j are taken from or inspired by a
similar list compiled by Stiliadis and Varma [71], while f comes from Demers
et al. [17].
a) Fairness: Link bandwidth must be divided among requesting flows equi-
tably based on individual reserved rates for both guaranteed and excess
service.
b) Isolation of flows: Rate-observing flows should enjoy the illusion of a
private network with bandwidth proportional to the specified rate, re-
gardless of the behavior of other flows.
c) Efficient bandwidth utilization: Flows should be free to claim idle net-
work bandwidth regardless of their reserved rate or bandwidth usage
history.
d) Flexible bandwidth allocation: It should be possible to allocate bandwidth
at granularity of a core, a multi-core application, or a user. Coarser
granularities simplify provisioning and improve bandwidth utilization.
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e) Low performance overhead: Compared to a similarly provisioned net-
work with no QOS support, a QOS-enabled network should enjoy ap-
proximately equal latency and overall throughput.
f) Delay proportional to bandwidth usage: Flows that observe their assigned
bandwidth should enjoy faster service than flows that exceed their band-
width ceiling.
g) Low area overhead: Per-flow buffering at each network node may be too
expensive for on-chip networks that typically feature wormhole switching
and a small number of virtual channels.
h) Low energy overhead: Energy may be the biggest constraint in future
CMPs and SOCs [54]. Minimizing buffering is one way to reduce the
energy overhead of a QOS subsystem.
i) Good scalability: As the network is scaled up in size, the QOS subsys-
tem should be easy and cost-effective to scale proportionately, without
compromising performance or guarantees.
j) Simplicity of implementation: Design and verification time are impor-
tant contributors to overall system cost, and a simpler QOS solution is
generally preferred to one with greater complexity.
5.1.2 QOS Service Disciplines
A number of distinct disciplines have emerged over the years for providing fair
and differentiated services at the network level. We partition these into three
classes based on their bandwidth allocation strategy – fixed, rate-based, and
frame-based – and cover the most important representatives of each class.
Fixed bandwidth allocation
Approaches such as Weighted Round Robin use a static packet schedule to
deliver hard guarantees at low implementation complexity. The cost, however,
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is potentially poor network utilization, as resources held by idle flows cannot
be rapidly redistributed to flows with excess demand.
Rate-based approaches
Rate-based service disciplines aim to allocate bandwidth to contending pack-
ets based on the provisioned rate. Idle bandwidth due to under-utilization by
one or more flows is instantaneously redistributed among the competing flows.
Service order is determined dynamically based on the set of active flows and
their respective reserved rates by computing the service time for each flow and
granting the flow with the earliest deadline. In general, rate-based approaches
excel at maximizing throughput and providing strong isolation, but necessi-
tate per-flow queueing and may require computationally expensive scheduling
algorithms.
Fair Queueing (FQ) is a well-known rate-based approach that emulates
a bit-by-bit round-robin service order among active flows on a packet basis [17].
Its generalized variant, Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), enables differentiated
services by supporting different service rates among the flows. Both schemes
offer provably hard fairness guarantees at a fine granularity and excellent band-
width utilization. Unfortunately, computing the service time in FQ has O(N)
complexity, where N is the number of active flows at each scheduling step,
making the algorithm impractical for most applications.
In contrast, Virtual Clock [82] offers a simple deadline computation
that emulates a Time Domain Multiple Access (TDMA) scheduler but with
ability to recycle idle slots. Packets in a Virtual Clock system are scheduled
using virtual time slots that are assigned based on the provisioned service
rate. Packet service time is simply its flow’s virtual clock value, which is
incremented every time the flow is serviced. In flows that respect the reserved
rate, termed rate-conformant flows, virtual time tracks the service time under
TDMA. Flows can exceed the specified service rate and “run ahead” of schedule
by incrementing their virtual clock beyond the current round. Problematically,
flows that run ahead are subject to starvation by rate-conformant flows until
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the rate-scaled real time catches up with their virtual clock. Additionally,
routers implementing either Virtual Clock and Fair Queueing require per-flow
queues and a sorting mechanism to prioritize flows at each scheduling step,
resulting in high storage overhead and scheduling complexity in networks with
a large number of flows.
Frame-based approaches
Whereas rate-based disciplines aim for tight guarantees at a fine granularity
by scheduling individual packets, frame-based approaches seek to reduce hard-
ware cost and scheduling complexity by coarsening the bandwidth allocation
granularity. The common feature of these schemes is the partitioning of time
into epochs, or frames, with each flow reserving some number of transmission
slots within a frame. A disadvantage of frame-based disciplines lies in their
coarse throughput and latency guarantees, which apply only at the frame gran-
ularity. Coarse-grained bandwidth allocation can cause temporary starvation
of some flows and high service rate for others, making jitter guarantees impos-
sible. Frame-based approaches also require per-flow buffering at each routing
node, necessitating enough storage to buffer each flow’s entire per-frame band-
width allocation. Schemes such as Rotating Combined Queueing (RCQ) [41]
that support multiple in-flight frames to improve network bandwidth utiliza-
tion incur additional area and energy overheads in the form of even greater
buffer requirements.
Globally Synchronized Frames (GSF) is a frame-based QOS approach
recently proposed specifically for on-chip implementation [45]. GSF also em-
ploys a coarse-grained bandwidth reservation mechanism. However, it moves
the buffering and much of the scheduling logic from the network routers into
the source nodes, thereby reducing the routers’ area and energy overhead.
Source nodes in GSF tag new packets with a frame number and slot them
into their source queue. GSF supports bursts by allowing packets from future
frames to enter the network, up to a maximum allowed burst size. A fast bar-
rier network synchronizes the frames over the entire chip by detecting when the
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Figure 5.1: Scenario demonstrating poor bandwidth utilization with GSF.
head frame has been drained and signaling a global frame roll-over. To ensure
fast frame recycling, injection of new packets into the head frame is prohibited.
Packets from multiple frames may be in the network at the same time, and
age-based arbitration on the frame number is used to prioritize packets from
older frames over younger ones. GSF does not specify the service order within
a frame, preventing priority inversion by reserving a single virtual channel
(VC) at each input port for the head frame; however, in-flight packets from
future frames may be blocked until their respective frames become the oldest.
Although GSF significantly reduces router complexity over prior ap-
proaches, it suffers from three important shortcomings that limit its appeal:
performance, cost, and inflexible bandwidth allocation.
The performance (throughput) limitations of GSF arise due to its
source-based bandwidth reservation mechanism. With only limited support
for excess service, bound by the finite number of in-flight frames, GSF is in-
herently restricted in its ability to efficiently utilize network bandwidth. Once
a source node has exhausted its burst quota, it is immediately throttled and
restricted to its reserved allocation in each frame interval.
Figure 5.1 highlights a scenario that compromises a node’s throughput
despite idle network capacity. A set of nodes, in grey, all send traffic to a
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Figure 5.2: Performance of GSF with various frame (first number in legend)
and window (second number) sizes versus a similarly provisioned network with-
out QOS support.
common destination, colored black. The combined traffic causes congestion
around the black node, exerting backpressure on the sources and impeding
global frame reclamation. As frame reclamation slows, an unrelated node,
striped in the figure, in a different region of the network suffers a drop in
throughput. The striped node is only sending to its neighbor, yet is throt-
tled upon exhausting its burst quota, letting the requested link go idle. We
simulated this scenario on a 64-node network with an aggressive GSF configu-
ration (2000 cycle frame, 6-frame burst window, and 8 cycle frame reclamation)
and equal bandwidth allocation among nodes, under the assumption that the
actual communication pattern is not known in advance. We observed that
throughput for the striped node saturates at around 10%, meaning that the
link is idle 90% of the time. Increasing both the size of the frame and the burst
window ten-fold made no difference in actual throughput once the striped node
exhausted its burst capacity.
Another drawback of GSF is the cost associated with the source queues,
where packets are slotted to reserve bandwidth in future frames. Longer frames
better amortize the latency of barrier synchronization and support bursty traf-
fic, but necessitate larger source queues. Our experiments, consistent with
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results in the original paper, show that in a 64-node network, a frame size of
1000 flits or more is required to provide high throughput on many traffic pat-
terns. To support asymmetric bandwidth allocation, whereby any node may
reserve a large fraction of overall frame bandwidth, source queues must have
enough space to buffer at least a full frame worth of flits. Assuming a frame
size of 1000 flits and 16-byte links, GSF requires a 16 KB source queue at each
network terminal. Scaling to larger network configurations requires increasing
the frame size and source queues in proportion to the network size.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance of GSF under the uniform random
traffic pattern on a 256 node network with different frame lengths and window
sizes (number of in-flight frames). To reach a level of throughput within 10%
of a generic NOC network with no QOS support, GSF requires a frame size of
8000 flits, necessitating 128 KB of storage per source queue.
Finally, GSF is inflexible in its bandwidth allocation, as bandwidth may
only be assigned at the granularity of individual nodes, complicating network
management. For instance, a parallel application with a fluctuating thread
count running on multiple cores can cause a network to be reprovisioned every
time a thread starts or ends, placing a burden on the OS or hypervisor.
5.2 Preemptive Virtual Clock
Our motivation in designing a new QOS system is to provide a cost-effective
mechanism for fairness and service differentiation in on-chip networks. Pri-
mary objectives are to minimize area and energy overhead, enable efficient
bandwidth utilization, and keep router complexity manageable to minimize
delay. Another goal is to simplify network management through a flexible
bandwidth reservation mechanism to enable per-core, per-application, or per-
user bandwidth allocation that is independent of the actual core/thread count.
This section details the resulting scheme, which we term Preemptive Virtual
Clock (PVC).
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5.2.1 Overview
Bandwidth allocation
As the name implies, PVC was partly inspired by Virtual Clock due its rate-
based nature and low scheduling complexity. Each flow in PVC is assigned
a rate of service, which is translated into a certain amount of reserved band-
width over an interval of time. Routers track each flow’s bandwidth utilization,
computing a packet’s priority based on its respective flow’s bandwidth con-
sumption and assigned rate. The packet with the highest priority at each
arbitration cycle receives service. Similar to Virtual Clock, flows may con-
sume bandwidth beyond the reserved amount, potentially subjecting them to
subsequent starvation from rate-conformant flows. This problem arises as a
result of relying on past bandwidth usage in priority computation.
To reduce the history effect, PVC introduces a simple framing strategy.
At each frame roll-over, which occurs after a fixed number of cycles, bandwidth
counters for all flows are reset. Thus, PVC provides bandwidth and latency
guarantees at frame granularity but uses rate-based arbitration within a frame.
Because flows are free to consume idle network bandwidth, PVC does not
require multiple in-flight frames or sophisticated frame completion detection
to achieve good throughput. Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) compare the framing
schemes of GSF and PVC, respectively. GSF supports multiple in-flight frames
whose completion time is determined dynamically via a global barrier network
that detects when all packets belonging to a frame have been delivered. In
contrast, PVC has only one fixed-duration frame active at any time. Packets
in PVC are not bound to frames, and a given packet may enter the network
in one frame interval and exit in the next.
Freedom from Priority Inversion
PVC uses relatively simple routers with a small number of virtual channels per
input port. Without per-flow queueing, packets from flows that exceed their
bandwidth allocation in a frame may block packets from rate-conformant flows.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of GSF and PVC framing strategies. GSF features
multiple in-flight frames whose duration is determined dynamically via a global
barrier network. PVC has a single in-flight frame of fixed duration.
Similarly, flows that greatly exceed their assigned rate may impede progress
for flows that surpass their allocation by a small margin. Both situations
constitute priority inversion. PVC uses a preemptive strategy to deal with
such scenarios, removing lower priority packets from the network, thus allowing
blocked packets of higher priority to make progress.
To support retransmission of dropped packets, PVC requires a pre-
emption recovery strategy. One option for preemption recovery is a timeout.
Establishing a safe timeout interval is often difficult, however. Additionally,
timeouts necessitate large source buffers to support a sufficient number of out-
standing transactions to cover the timeout delay. Instead, we choose to use
a dedicated non-discarding ACK network for signaling packet completion and
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preemption events. The cost of such a network is low as its width is small
compared to the wide on-chip data network. In addition, this cost may be
amortized by integrating the network with the chip’s fault-tolerance logic to
provide end-to-end data delivery guarantees, which may be required as sub-
strates get less reliable due to technology scaling.
As packets are subject to discard, they must be buffered at the source
until an acknowledgement from the destination is received. In the case of
dropped packets, preemption of the header flit generates a NACK message to
the source node. Once received at the source, the NACK triggers a retrans-
mission of the dropped packets. Thus, PVC requires a small source window to
buffer outstanding transactions. Advantageously, a small window size acts as a
natural throttle, or rate-controller, preventing individual nodes from overflow-
ing the network’s limited buffering. The window only needs to be big enough
to support high throughput when the interconnect is congestion-free and al-
lows for prompt ACK return. In our experiments, a 64-node network sees little
benefit from source windows larger than 30 flits on most traffic patterns. As
the network size is scaled up, the window size must increase in proportion to
the network diameter to cover the longer ACK round-trip time. In a mesh
topology, the diameter is proportional to the square root of the mesh size;
thus, quadrupling a PVC network from 64 to 256 nodes requires doubling the
source window to 60 flits.
Researchers have previously studied the use of preemption to overcome
priority inversion in interconnection networks. Knauber and Chen suggest its
use in wormhole networks for supporting real-time traffic [42]. Their work,
however, does not consider impact on fairness, overall throughput, and re-
covery mechanisms. Song et al. also propose using preemption for real-time
traffic [69]. Their scheme requires a dedicated FIFO at each router node where
preempted packets are stored. The FIFO must have enough buffering to store a
full-sized packet for each supported priority level, except the highest, requiring
a significant storage overhead in systems with a large number of priority levels.
Their work also does not consider fairness and other QOS-related issues.
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Flow Tracking and Provisioning
Finally, PVC routers must track each flow’s bandwidth utilization for schedul-
ing and preemption purposes. While this requires additional storage, the pres-
ence of per-flow state at each router offers important advantages in network
provisioning and bandwidth utilization. For instance, several threads from an
application running on multiple cores can share the same flow identifier. The
ability to combine multiple flows into one enables per-application bandwidth
allocation, reducing management overhead when the thread count changes
over the lifetime of the application. In addition, coarser bandwidth allocation
granularity enables better bandwidth utilization by allowing communication-
intensive threads of an application to recover idle bandwidth from less active
threads.
5.2.2 QOS Particulars
Preemption Throttling
A common definition of priority inversion in a network is the presence of one or
more packets of lower priority at a downstream node, impeding a higher prior-
ity packet’s progress. A PVC system based on this definition experiences very
high preemption rates under congestion, considerably degrading throughput as
a result. To address this problem, we use an alternative definition that poten-
tially sacrifices some degree of fairness in exchange for improved throughput.
Specifically, priority inversion in a PVC network occurs when a packet cannot
advance because all buffers (virtual channels) at the downstream port are held
by packets of lower priority. Thus, as long as one or more downstream VCs
belong to a packet of same or higher priority as the current one, preemption is
inhibited. In addition, PVC employs three mechanisms for further controlling
preemption aggressiveness and balancing fairness with throughput.
The first mechanism is the allocation of some reserved bandwidth per
flow per each frame interval. The amount of reserved bandwidth, in flits, is
a function of the frame size and the flow’s reserved rate. Any flit within the
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reserved envelope is not subject to preemption, forming the basis for PVC’s
bandwidth guarantee.
The second mechanism for preemption throttling is based on reduc-
ing the resolution of bandwidth counters by masking out some number of
lower-order bits via a programmable coarsening mask. Doing so reduces the
resolution of the computed priority values, effectively forming coarser priority
classes. Packets that map to the same priority class may not preempt each
other.
The final preemption control technique built into PVC addresses a
pathological case in which multiple retransmissions of a packet reduce a flow’s
priority by incrementing the bandwidth counters up to the preemption point.
With each unsuccessful transmission attempt, the flow’s priority is further re-
duced, compromising throughput. To avoid this pathology, PVC transmits
the hop count up to the preemption point as part of the NACK sent back to
the source node. In turn, the source embeds the count in a dedicated field
of the retransmitted packet. This counter is decremented at each hop until it
reaches zero and inhibits the update of the flow’s bandwidth counter as long
as it is non-zero.
Guarantees
PVC is able to make four important guarantees: minimum bandwidth, fair-
ness, worst-case latency, and in-order delivery for rate-compliant flows. The
last guarantee requires a deterministic routing function. In order for these
guarantees to be met, a PVC system must comply with the following require-
ments:
1. No link in the system is overbooked. Thus, for every link, the sum of
provisioned rates across all flows does not exceed 100%.
2. The number of reserved flits for each flow is no less than the size of the
source window used for buffering outstanding transactions.
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3. Resource arbitration collisions (multiple requesters with the same prior-
ity) are broken fairly (e.g., randomly). Similarly, when multiple packets
at an input port have the same priority and one must be preempted, the
selection mechanism is fair.
The OS or hypervisor must satisfy the first two requirements whenever
the network is configured and rates are assigned to flows. The last requirement
is ensured at design time. Note that the first requirement does not prevent
flows from exceeding the assigned rate whenever idle network bandwidth is
available, as rate enforcement occurs only under contention.
Minimum bandwidth: Each PVC flow gets a certain number of re-
served flits, computed as a fraction of the frame size based on the flow’s ne-
gotiated rate. These flits are not preemptable. They also cannot be blocked
by packets from other flows that have exhausted their bandwidth reserve in
the current frame, as preemption guarantees freedom from priority inversion.
Finally, per the first requirement above, no link in the system is overbooked.
Thus, all reserved flits that enter the system by the start of the frame are
guaranteed to be delivered by the end.
Fairness: A PVC network distributes excess bandwidth in a fair, rate-
proportional manner, choosing the flow with the lowest relative throughput
(rate-adjusted bandwidth utilization) at each arbitration event. To resolve re-
source conflicts, PVC uses fair (per requirement 3) priority arbiters, described
in Section 5.2.3. The degree of fairness and the strength of bandwidth guaran-
tees is a function of the resolution of the bandwidth counters used in priority
computation.
Worst-case Latency: Once a packet enters a source window, PVC
guarantees its delivery by the end of the following frame interval. The guar-
antee is a direct outcome of requirement 2 and the minimum bandwidth guar-
antee. In essence, any packet in the source window will be within the reserved
bandwidth cap in the new frame, thus assuring its delivery in that frame.
In-order delivery Rate-compliant flows in a PVC-enabled system with
a deterministic routing function can enjoy in-order delivery, a guarantee based
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on two factors. The first is non-preemption of rate-compliant traffic by other
flows, due to the reserved bandwidth quota in each frame interval under which
all rate-compliant packets fall. The second is order preservation among packets
from the same flow, which arises as a result of the monotonicity of the prior-
ity function. Priorities under PVC monotonically decrease over the duration
of a frame because they are inversely proportional to bandwidth utilization.
Therefore, for any pair of packets within a flow at a common arbitration point,
the younger packet’s priority is guaranteed to be no greater than that of the
older packet. The fairness requirement, which dictates that higher priority
packets are granted network resources ahead of packets with lower priority,
allows older packets to proceed ahead of younger ones. To preserve relative
priorities across frame boundaries, packets can be tagged with an injection
time stamp or sequentially numbered at the source. Arbiters can than use
these additional hints to break ties among packets with equal priorities.
5.2.3 Microarchitecture
Our baseline is a generic NOC router with no QOS support, described in
Section 2.2. Its three-stage pipeline consists of virtual channel allocation (VA),
crossbar allocation (XA), and crossbar traversal (XT). Figure 5.4 shows the
modifications to this baseline design required to support PVC. Compared to
the baseline, a PVC router needs priority computation logic, which includes
the per-flow bandwidth counters and reserved rate registers. It also requires
priority arbiters for virtual channel and switch arbitration instead of priority-
oblivious matrix arbiters in the baseline router. Finally, a PVC router needs
a preemption mechanism. All of these components are detailed next.
Priority computation logic
To support per-flow bandwidth tracking and rate-based arbitration, PVC
routers must maintain per-flow bandwidth counters for each output port. In
addition, each flow needs a reserved bandwidth register and a rate register,
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Figure 5.4: PVC router microarchitecture. Highlighted structures are new;
crosshatched structures are modified relative to the baseline. Italics indicate
a register name.
which can be shared across the ports. Finally, one mask register per router
stores the bandwidth counter coarsening mask.
When a packet header arrives at a router’s input port, priority compu-
tation logic uses the packet’s flow identifier to access the bandwidth counter
at the requested output port (computed at the previous hop). The access
is a read-modify-write operation that increments the counter by the size of
the packet, in flits. Concurrent with the update, the pre-incremented counter
value is masked using the bandwidth counter coarsening mask and scaled by
the flow’s rate register. The resulting priority value is used for virtual channel
and crossbar arbitration in subsequent cycles.
Unfortunately, the above approach adds a new pipeline stage for prior-
ity computation, increasing router delay. To remove priority calculation from
the critical path, we propose using the priority value computed at the previous
hop for virtual channel arbitration in the first cycle at a given node. Concur-
rent with VC allocation, the flow updates its bandwidth counter and priority.
The updated priority is then used for any subsequent VA retries and switch
arbitration requests.
The resulting approach is safe if each source node has a unique flow
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identifier, as the flow’s bandwidth utilization at the previous node is guar-
anteed to be no less than its usage through any output port at the current
node. In other words, the new priority can never be lower than that of the
previous hop. However, this technique is not safe if multiple sources share the
same flow identifier, as the guarantee breaks down under a convergent traffic
pattern. Fortunately, we can still use this approach with a minor modification:
if a flow wins virtual channel arbitration in its first cycle but the computed
priority is lower than the value used for arbitration, the winning request is not
granted and must rearbitrate with the updated priority.
Priority arbiter
Allocation delay frequently determines the router’s clock frequency in conven-
tional networks, necessitating fast arbiters. PVC benefits from not requiring
per-flow buffering, which keeps arbitration complexity modest even as the net-
work size is scaled up. At the core of our arbiter is a low-latency comparator
design proposed by Harteros and Katevenis, which uses a binary comparison
tree with several acceleration techniques based on fast adder circuits [34]. We
anticipate that a single-cycle priority arbiter based on this comparator design
can be realized for NOC networks that have up to 64 virtual channels per
router.
Preemption mechanism
To support preemption, PVC requires a modification to the virtual channel
allocator that enables it to assign a VC to a requester even when none of the
VCs at a downstream port are free. For that purpose, PVC maintains Min
priority and Max priority registers at each output port, corresponding to the
downstream virtual channel with the minimum and maximum priority value,
respectively. In parallel with virtual channel arbitration, each requester’s pri-
ority is compared to the value of the Max priority register. If the requester’s
priority exceeds Max priority, the virtual channel corresponding to Min prior-
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Feature WFQ GSF PVC
a) Fairness + + +
b) Isolation + o o
c) Bandwidth utilization + o +
d) Flexible bandwidth + - +
allocation granularity
e) Performance overhead o + +
f) Delay proportional + - +
to bandwidth usage
g) Area overhead - - +
h) Energy overhead - o o
i) Performance scalability + o o
j) Implementation complexity o + o
Table 5.1: Feature comparison of QOS schemes. ’+’ indicates good, ’o’ is fair,
and ’-’ is poor.
ity is tentatively marked for preemption. VA logic assigns this virtual channel
to the winning requester if none of the legal VCs are free. Of course, any
packet within the reserved bandwidth envelope is not eligible for preemption.
In the next cycle, while the winning VC arbitrates for crossbar access,
the resources associated with the preempted packet are released at the current
node. If some part of the preempted packet has already been transferred,
preemption logic sends a kill signal to the downstream node over a dedicated
wire. The process of releasing resources held by the packet is repeated at each
downstream hop until the header flit is encountered. Preemption of the header
flit generates a NACK message to the source, which triggers a retransmission
of the message.
5.2.4 Comparison to Prior Approaches
Table 5.1 compares three QOS schemes – WFQ, GSF, and PVC – on the
feature set presented in Section 5.1.1. WFQ has excellent fairness guarantees
and strong performance isolation that scale well with network size. However,
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it requires per-flow queueing and complex scheduling, resulting in large area
and energy cost, with potentially high per-hop latency.
GSF, on the other hand, has simple routers and modest frame manage-
ment hardware, yielding low router delay and low implementation complexity.
However, by pushing much of the scheduling responsibility into the terminals,
GSF sacrifices throughput and has no flexibility in its bandwidth allocation.
GSF’s other shortfall lies in its poor suitability to fine-grained communication,
as our experimental evaluation in Section 5.4 confirms. Because injection into
the head frame is disallowed, the scheme introduces additional latency under
contention. Thus, delay is unrelated to bandwidth usage. In fact, aggressive
senders can temporarily block network access to sources with low injection
rates, making the scheme susceptible to a denial-of-service attack.
PVC has good bandwidth efficiency, modest router complexity and low
area overhead. A shortcoming of PVC compared to GSF is PVC’s higher
implementation complexity, which stems from the distributed protocols asso-
ciated with preemption and ACK/NACK handling, as well as the logic for
per-flow bandwidth tracking at each router node.
Both PVC and GSF provide only fair isolation of flows, which stems
from their lack of per-flow buffering at each router node. They also have
some undesirable energy overheads. In PVC, the overhead results from re-
transmission of packets, flow table lookups, and the ACK network; in GSF,
it is from source queue accesses. Finally, both approaches leave room for
improvement with regard to performance scalability. As the network size is
scaled up, GSF becomes increasingly prone to bandwidth coupling and other
efficiency overheads that reduce its throughput. In PVC, more nodes increase
the likelihood of contention which can cause preemptions and reduce through-
put as a consequence.
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5.3 Methodology
We use a custom cycle-precise simulator to evaluate three QOS schemes –
WFQ, GSF, and PVC – on performance and fairness using the metrics from
Section 2.3.4. As a baseline, we use a generic NOC with no QOS support.
Details of the simulation infrastructure are summarized in Table 5.2.
Experiments: To evaluate the ability of different schemes to meet fair-
ness guarantees while maximizing throughput, we use hotspot and uniform ran-
dom synthetic traffic patterns whose network behavior is easy to understand,
simplifying analysis. The uniform random pattern is also used to understand
how well the different approaches scale when the network size is increased from
64 to 256 nodes.
Additionally, we assess the ability of GSF and PVC, the two schemes
without per-flow buffering, to provide efficient fine-grained communication and
performance isolation in the face of a denial-of-service attack. For this exper-
iment, we dynamically combine traffic from PARSEC [8] application traces
with synthetic “attack” traffic. The traces were collected using the M5 full-
system simulator [9] executing PARSEC benchmarks in their entirety. We
simulate the six applications in Table 5.2, representative of different types and
granularities of parallelism.
We also demonstrate PVC’s ability to provide differentiated services by
specifying a custom bandwidth allocation on a hotspot traffic pattern. Finally,
we evaluate energy and storage overheads of different schemes. For energy
analysis, we use modified versions of CACTI 6 [51] and ORION 2 [37].
For all configurations except PVC’s differentiated services experiment,
we assume that the actual traffic pattern is not known ahead of time and
allocate all flows an equal share of network bandwidth.
WFQ configuration: Weighted Fair Queueing represents our ideal
QOS solution with respect to fairness, performance isolation, and bandwidth
utilization efficiency. Although we believe that WFQ is a poor fit for most NOC
substrates due its high buffer requirements and complex schedule computation,
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Network 64 and 256 nodes, 16 B link width, XY-DOR routing
Synthetic hotspot and uniform random;
benchmarks 1- and 4-flit packets, stochastically generated
PARSEC traces blackscholes, bodytrack, ferret, fluidanimate,
vips, x264: sim-medium datasets
Baseline network 6 VCs per network port, 5 flits per VC;
1 injection VC, 2 ejection VCs
WFQ network Per-flow queueing at each router node:
64 (256) queues, 5 flits per queue
GSF network 2K (8K) cycles frame duration, 6 (24) frames in-flight,
8 cycle frame reclamation delay;
6 VCs per network port: 1 VC reserved, 5 flits/VC;
1 injection VC, 2 ejection VCs
PVC network 50K cycles frame duration, 30 (60) flit source window
6 VCs per network port: 1 VC reserved, 5 flits/VC;
1 injection VC, 2 ejection VCs
Table 5.2: Simulation methodology details; 64-node (256-node) network.
we use it as a yard-stick for evaluating the two other QOS schemes. We idealize
the WFQ routers by endowing them with an unrealistically low 3-cycle pipeline
latency in the contention-free case – the same latency enjoyed by GSF and PVC
routers that have simple schedule computation and no per-flow queueing.
GSF configuration: The baseline GSF configuration in the 64-node
network features a 2000-cycle frame, 6 in-flight frames and an 8-cycle frame
reclamation delay. The routers have 6 VCs per input port, with one reserved
VC for the head frame. This configuration is similar to the default setup in the
original paper by Lee et al. [45], except that we use a shorter frame reclamation
delay and larger frame size, both of which improve GSF’s performance. For
the scalability experiment, we quadruple both the frame and window size to
8000 cycles/frame and 24 frames, ensuring good performance (as shown in
Figure 5.2).
PVC configuration: In a PVC network, the choice of the frame size
has important implications for both throughput and fairness. Longer frames
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are desirable to amortize various protocol overheads and minimize the effect of
gently relaxed fairness settings. On the other hand, longer frames may result
in greater drift among the different flows’ bandwidth consumption, increas-
ing the likelihood of preemption for flows with high bandwidth utilization.
Empirically, we found 50,000 cycles to be a good frame length for balancing
these conflicting requirements. We compute each flow’s reserved bandwidth
quota by multiplying its rate by 95% of the frame size. Five percent of frame
bandwidth is uncommitted, allowing PVC to tolerate various overheads, such
as router delays and ACK return latencies, without compromising bandwidth
guarantees.
Our PVC baseline is configured to maximize fairness, potentially at the
expense of throughput, using unmasked bandwidth counter values for priority
computation. We also show the effect of relaxed fairness settings on select
experiments by increasing the bandwidth counter coarsening mask to 8 and
16 bits. The latter configuration completely eliminates all preemptions by
effectively masking out the full value of the bandwidth counter.
PVC’s router configuration is similar to that of GSF with 6 VCs per
port, including one for reserved flits. Unlike GSF, PVC does not require a
reserved VC, since preemption guarantees freedom from priority inversion.
However, we found that reserving a VC can eliminate some preemptions, re-
ducing energy and latency cost of retransmissions. PVC uses 30-flit source
windows for buffering outstanding packets for possible retransmission. In the
256-node network, we double the source window to 60 flits.
For the ACK network, we assume a simple design with single-flit mes-
sages and a single 10-flit buffer per input port. Message size is 16 bits in the
64 node network (20 bits with 256 nodes), which is sufficient to cover the ad-
dress, index of the acknowledged packet, hop count to the preemption point
(if applicable), and status (ACK or NACK).
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5.4 Evaluation
5.4.1 Quality-of-Service
First, we evaluate the QOS schemes on their ability to provide fair bandwidth
allocation in a highly congested network and compare them to a system with-
out QOS support. To do so, we use a hotspot traffic pattern in which all
nodes send traffic to a common destination. We designate a corner node as
the hotspot, and simulate 5 million cycles after the warm-up interval. Per
Section 2.3.4, we are interested in relative throughput of different nodes. A
tight distribution of throughput values across all flows is desirable, indicating
a fair allocation of bandwidth to all nodes.
For each configuration, Table 5.3 shows the minimum and maximum
throughput across all flows, as well as the standard deviation, all measured
as a percentage of the mean throughput. We also include aggregate system
throughput relative to the theoretical maximum in the measurement interval
in order to assess the efficiency of different schemes in utilizing the available
bandwidth.
In general, we see that all three QOS schemes are capable of fair band-
width allocation. WFQ achieves the tightest distribution of bandwidth to
nodes, benefiting from per-flow queueing and a sophisticated scheduling pol-
icy. GSF also performs very well, as source-based bandwidth reservation en-
sures equitable bandwidth allocation within each frame. However, GSF has
the lowest aggregate throughput of any scheme, exposing inefficiencies in its
bandwidth allocation. PVC has the most slack in its bandwidth distribution,
but still offers good fairness with little deviation among nodes and standard
deviation of just 0.8% of the mean throughput. Finally, a network with no
QOS support offers high aggregate throughput but no fairness, with the node
farthest from the hotspot receiving just 2.1% of the mean bandwidth.
Slack in PVC’s throughput fairness has two primary causes. The first
is due to fixed frame length, which allows some flows to be slightly ahead of
their peers in bandwidth consumption by frame rollover. This favors nodes
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throughput min max std dev
(% of max) (% of mean) (% of mean) (% of mean)
No QOS 100% 2.1% 127.2% 45.7%
WFQ 100% 100.0% 100.0% 0.01%
GSF 95.3% 99.8% 100.2% 0.07%
PVC 98.3% 98.7% 101.7% 0.78%
Table 5.3: Relative throughput of different QOS schemes.
mean (cycles) max (cycles) std dev
No QOS 264 20,675 214
WFQ 63 63 0
GSF 63 1,949 239
PVC 63 1,645 30
Table 5.4: Packet delay variation (jitter) of different QOS schemes.
closer to the hotspot, as flits from different nodes progress in wavefronts under
this traffic pattern. We attribute the second source of diminished fairness to
our definition of priority inversion, described in Section 5.2.2, which inhibits
preemptions whenever a downstream VC is held by a packet of same or higher
priority as that of a requester upstream. Thus, multiple packets of lower
priority can occupy other VCs at a given downstream port and make progress
whenever the VC held by the higher priority packet experiences a stall.
We also measure the packet delay variation, or jitter, associated with
different QOS approaches. We modify our experimental setup to generate only
single-flit packets, thus simplifying analysis. During the measurement phase,
we compute the delay difference for each pair of consecutive packets within a
flow. We record all such differences, and use them to compute the metrics for
each flow. The aggregate mean, max and standard deviation across all flows
is presented in Table 5.4.
As expected, WFQ has the tightest distribution of jitter values, with
virtually no variation across the flows or within any flow, benefiting from
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per-flow queueing coupled with a powerful scheduling function. GSF, on the
other hand, shows the worst distribution of jitter values among QOS schemes
due to unordered packet service within a frame. In contrast, PVC’s standard
deviation of jitter values is nearly eight times lower than GSF’s, due to PVC’s
rate-based scheduling within a frame. Like GSF, PVC does not provide any
jitter guarantees, as it is ultimately a frame-based approach. However, PVC’s
rate-based features can reduce packet delay variation in many cases, as this
example shows.
5.4.2 Throughput and Performance Scalability
We use a uniform random traffic pattern to assess the performance of the
different QOS approaches in terms of latency and maximum throughput. This
all-to-all workload is self-balancing, loading all bisection links uniformly and
not favoring any particular node. In fact, no fairness mechanism is necessary
to achieve equal bandwidth distribution among the network nodes. Thus, this
pattern is effective at exposing the performance overheads associated with the
respective QOS approaches.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the latency-throughput curves for the various
schemes. Three PVC curves show the difference in throughput between our
baseline (conservative) fairness setting and two relaxed configurations that
mask eight bits (PVC LAX8) and the full 16 bits (PVC LAX16) of the band-
width counters when computing packet priorities. Labels on the baseline PVC
curve show the number of wasted hops due to dropped flits as a percentage of
all hop traversals at 20%, 25%, and 30% injection rates. The drop rate peaks
at 35% injection rate with 5.9% of all hop traversals resulting in a preemption
(not shown in the figure).
The best throughput is achieved by the generic NOC due to high VC
buffer utilization. In comparison, our WFQ implementation binds each flow
to a dedicated queue, causing head-of-line blocking within each flow with a
deleterious effect on throughput. GSF and the most lax PVC configuration
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Figure 5.5: Performance of WFQ, GSF and PVC on uniform random traf-
fic. Labels on the PVC BASE curve show the number of retried hops as a
percentage of total hop traversals.
(PVC LAX16) have similar performance, but fall short of a QOS-oblivious
network on throughput due to restrictions on VC utilization. In both of these
schemes, multiple packets are not allowed to share a given virtual channel
to avoid priority inversion. The NO QOS configuration is not hampered by
this restriction, allowing multiple packets to queue up behind each other in a
VC, thereby improving buffer utilization and boosting throughput. The PVC
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network with the strictest fairness setting (PVC BASE) degrades throughput
by 10% relative to the laxest configuration (PVC LAX16) due to preemptions.
Figure 5.5(b) shows the effects of scaling the network size to 256 nodes.
The relative performance of different schemes remains unchanged. The fairest
PVC configuration again exhibits some throughput loss due to dropped pack-
ets, which result in 3.4% of hops wasted at a 15% injection rate and saturate
near 30% injection rate (not shown in figure) with 9.5% of all hop traversals
leading to a preemption. One way to combat the performance overhead of
packet drop is through relaxed fairness settings, which the figure confirms to
be an effective way to improve throughput.
5.4.3 Performance Isolation
To test the ability of NOC QOS schemes to provide performance isolation
without per-flow queueing, we orchestrate a denial of service (DOS) attack
against multi-threaded applications from the PARSEC suite. Figure 5.6 shows
the configuration for this experiment. Black nodes in the left-most column are
“aggressors” which send packets to the striped node in the lower-right corner
of the mesh at an average rate of 20%. The rest of the nodes, including the
striped node, belong to PARSEC threads. The aggressors may be a virus
intentionally trying to disrupt network performance or may be benign threads
accessing a shared cache bank at the noted location. We compare the average
latency of PARSEC packets in this configuration to their latency executing
alone on a substrate without any interference.
Our PVC baseline maps each core to a different flow with a distinct
bandwidth allocation. However, PVC offers the capability to map all threads of
an application to a common flow, allowing idle bandwidth from one application
thread to be transparently used by another. This feature maximizes bandwidth
utilization by reducing the likelihood of preemption among communication-
intensive threads from the same application. To evaluate the performance of
PVC that maps all PARSEC threads to a single flow, we provisioned the flow
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Figure 5.6: Experimental setup for PARSEC workloads.
with 7/8-ths (87.5%) of the network capacity, which is the sum of rates of
individual PARSEC threads in our PVC baseline.
The results of the evaluation are presented in Figure 5.7. Five bars for
each of the benchmarks show the average latency of PARSEC packets. The
first bar corresponds to a network with no QOS support; the second and third
are for GSF and PVC baselines, respectively; the fourth bar shows the PVC
configuration with PARSEC threads aggregated into a single flow; the last bar
marks the performance of each PARSEC application executing with no attack
traffic.
Without QOS support, “aggressor” threads overwhelm network’s lim-
ited buffering, effectively preventing PARSEC packets from entering the net-
work. The rate at which PARSEC packets are able to acquire network re-
sources is lower than their injection rate; as a result, their delays grow very
large due to our open-loop simulation methodology.
By comparison, both GSF and PVC offer some degree of performance
isolation. In a PVC network, the maximum latency increase for an average
PARSEC packet over an isolated execution is 22%, with a mean increase of
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Figure 5.7: Experimental results on PARSEC workloads.
18% across the six workloads. In contrast, GSF increases average packet la-
tency by over 500% in the worst case, with a mean of 405%. The reason for
GSF’s poor performance is its scheduling mechanism. Because GSF does not
allow injection into the head (oldest) frame to accelerate frame reclamation,
new packets are assigned to a future frame. This forces newly generated PAR-
SEC packets to compete for buffer space with packets from aggressor threads
that may belong to a more future frame, exposing PARSEC traffic to priority
inversion. Importantly, GSF violates property (f) from Section 5.1.1, which
states that delay should be proportional to bandwidth usage and explains
GSF’s poor performance in this scenario.
Finally, we note that the PVC configuration which aggregates all PAR-
SEC threads into one flow (PVC 1FLOW) shows even better resilience to the
attack than the PVC baseline, increasing PARSEC’s average packet latency
by just 13% over stand-alone execution. The improvement comes as a result
of improved bandwidth utilization among PARSEC threads, as bandwidth re-
served for threads that rarely communicate can be recycled among remaining
threads.
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mean min max std. dev.
1% allocation 1.01% 0.99% 1.04% 1.3%
10% allocation 10.05% 9.39% 10.28% 1.6%
Table 5.5: Differential bandwidth allocation in PVC.
5.4.4 Differentiated Services
To better support concurrent execution of multiple applications on a single
substrate, PVC allows for differential bandwidth allocation to satisfy applica-
tions’ diverse run-time requirements. To demonstrate PVC’s ability to enforce
a differential bandwidth allocation, we modify our hotspot configuration by
provisioning four network nodes with 10% of the bandwidth each. These well-
provisioned nodes are the three corners other than the hotspot, as well as a
node in the center of the network. The rest of the nodes each get 1% of the
bandwidth. The packet generators at the nodes exceed the provisioned rate,
ensuring the relevance of the QOS mechanism.
Table 5.5 shows the mean, minimum, and maximum throughput among
the nodes, along with the standard deviation from the mean, for the two
allocations. PVC is successful in differentiated bandwidth provisioning with a
standard deviation of under 2% for both allocations. The difference between
minimum and maximum throughput among the nodes with a small bandwidth
allocation is 4.5%, and 3.5% among those with a large allocation. The greater
difference in bandwidth distribution among the nodes with a 1% allocation is
partly due to preemptions suffered by certain nodes in the path of flows with
high provisioned bandwidth. The fewer hops a flow with the low allocation
shares with a high-allocation flow, the less likely it is to experience preemptions
and diminished throughput.
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Figure 5.8: PVC energy overhead over a generic NOC with no QOS support.
5.4.5 Energy
Figure 5.8 shows the energy expended in a 64-node PVC network relative to
a baseline NOC with no QOS support on a uniform random traffic pattern.
Four primary components of PVC’s energy overhead are the source buffers,
flow table lookups, ACK network, and retransmission of preempted messages.
Prior to saturation, PVC expends 13% more energy than the baseline
due to source queue writes, flow table look-ups and updates, and ACK network
overhead. As few preemptions occur before saturation, retransmissions incur
very little energy overhead. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, the preemption
rate peaks when the injection rate reaches 35% and holds steads thereafter,
which Figure 5.8 confirms. In saturation, retransmissions are responsible for
an additional 6% of the energy consumed. Other components of PVC’s energy
overhead also increase by 5-8% in saturation, contributing an insignificant
amount to the overall energy budget.
WFQ, GSF, and PVC each have energy advantages and disadvantages.
WFQ requires large per-flow buffers within each router, and a message must
be written into and read from each of these as it traverses the network. GSF
eliminates these buffers, but instead requires large source queues. Additionally,
the large buffer capacity in both WFQ and GSF incur a non-trivial leakage
energy penalty. PVC requires only small source buffers and also eliminates
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64 nodes 256 nodes
bytes relative bytes relative
No QOS 1,920 1 1,920 1
WFQ 5,120 2.7 20,480 10.7
GSF 33,920 17.7 129,920 67.7
PVC 3,376 1.8 6,564 3.4
Table 5.6: Per-node storage requirements of different QOS schemes. Absolute
values and relative to a generic NOC without QOS.
the per-flow buffers, giving it a potential storage energy advantage relative to
the other two schemes.
5.4.6 Storage Requirements
We compare the storage requirements of different QOS schemes in 64- and
256-node networks in Table 5.6. For each configuration, both the absolute
amount of storage, in bytes, and relative increase over a generic baseline with
no QOS support is specified. For simplicity, we ignore the area overhead of
the packet scheduling and buffer management logic, as well as the buffering at
the local interfaces.
In WFQ, the primary source of storage overhead are the per-flow queues
at each routing node. In contrast, GSF does not require per-flow buffering at
the routers, instead necessitating large queues at the source nodes. PVC has
three primary sources of area overhead: per-flow state in each router, buffering
for outstanding transactions at each source interface, and flit buffers in the
ACK network.
To store per-flow state, PVC needs bandwidth counters (one per flow)
for each output port, as well as a reserved rate register and a reserved band-
width register that may be shared across the ports, for a total of seven registers
per flow. With a frame duration of 50,000 cycles or less, PVC requires 16 bits
of storage per register.
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In the 64-node network, PVC has 1.5 times less buffering than WFQ
and 10 times less than GSF. In the larger network, PVC’s storage footprint
is 3 times smaller than WFQ’s and 20 times smaller than GSF. Although
the difference between WFQ and PVC may not appear significant, WFQ’s
scheduling and buffering overheads are in the critical path of each router node,
which is undesirable in latency and energy sensitive on-chip interconnects.
5.5 Discussion
The preemptive aspect of PVC enables a low-cost NOC QOS architecture
with strong guarantees. Unfortunately, preemptions tend to diminish network
throughput and energy-efficiency. Because preemptions arise as a result of
limited network storage, we wish to study the effect of flow control, which
manages storage resources, on fairness and preemption incidence. We also
study the role of topology in a PVC network. More specifically, we wish to
understand whether reducing the network diameter helps lower the preemption
rate by reducing the number of arbitration events.
5.5.1 NOC Flow Control Mechanisms
Flow control mechanisms manage two essential network resources: buffers and
bandwidth [15]. In general, flow control schemes can be classified into one
of two categories: packet-level and flit-level. As the name implies, packet-
level approaches manage network resources at a packet granularity. As such,
they allocate storage at each node for a whole packet and switch an entire
packet completely before transferring another packet via the same interface.
Examples of packet-level flow control approaches include store-and-forward
and virtual cut-through (VCT) [38]. In contrast, flit-level mechanisms assign
network buffers and bandwidth on a per-flit basis. Best-known examples of
such schemes include wormhole [12] and virtual channel [11] flow control.
By managing buffers and bandwidth at a fine granularity, flit-level flow
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control approaches can reduce buffer requirements compared to packet-level
regimes. In fact, most NOC designs are based on flit-level wormhole or virtual
channel flow control. However, modern NOCs can be designed with packet-
level flow control with no loss in efficiency, especially in cases where the baseline
design is based on virtual-channel flow control. The reason is that wide NOC
datapaths translate even the largest packets into a small number of flits. For
instance, a 576-bit packet that encapsulates a 64-byte cache line requires just
five flits to transfer over a 128-bit link. In a mesh network with a 3-cycle router
pipeline and one cycle of wire delay between adjacent routers, the minimum
amount of buffering to cover the credit round-trip time is at least five flits.
Thus, an entire 5-flit packet can comfortably fit in a router input buffer. Long
link spans found in richly-connected topologies necessitate additional buffer
capacities, a feature that further diminishes the benefit of flit-level flow control.
The PVC network evaluated in Section 5.4 was based on a flit-level
virtual channel flow control architecture. In this design, flits from different
packets may interleave in the channel. One problem with such interleaving is
that it can increase the average packet transfer latency and retard VC turnover.
Slow VC turnover in a congested network raises the likelihood of preemption.
On the other hand, a packet-level architecture has the effect of accelerating
VC turnover in the presence of multi-flit packets due to its interleaving-free
nature. By relieving VC pressure through faster VC recycling, packet-level
flow control may help in reducing preemption incidence.
Given a PVC-enabled network with packet-based flow control, it may
also be possible to reduce preemption incidence by inhibiting the preemptive
mechanism while a packet transfer to a requested output port is in progress.
Preemptions should only be initiated at the time of VC allocation, which
begins when a port is free or about to become free. However, a potential
danger of such a design is that fairness may suffer if a high priority packet is
delayed by the transfer of a lower-priority one.
An additional benefit of packet-level flow control is that it can be re-
alized with a fused buffer and switch allocator. In contrast, flit-level virtual
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Flow throughput min max std dev
control (% of max) (% of mean) (% of mean) (% of mean)
Flit 98.3% 98.7% 101.7% 0.78%
Packet 100% 99.0% 101.6% 0.68%
Table 5.7: Relative throughput under flit- and packet-level flow control in a
64-terminal PVC network.
channel architectures necessitate separate VC and switch allocators that de-
couple virtual per-packet storage (VC) from physical flit buffers. NOC routers
implementing packet-level allocators can thus eliminate an entire allocation
stage thereby reducing node delay.
5.5.2 Effect of Flow Control on Fairness
We start by comparing the fairness of flit- and packet-level allocators in a
PVC-enabled mesh network. Our experimental setup is identical to the one in
Section 5.4.1 and is based on a hotspot traffic pattern in a 64-terminal mesh
network. The baseline router uses flit-level allocation with a 3-stage router
pipeline previously evaluated. We compare it against a VCT-like architecture
that features a 2-stage pipeline with a fused VC-switch allocator operating
at a packet granularity. As described above, the preemptive mechanism in
a router using packet-level allocation is inhibited during transfers to the re-
quested output.
Table 5.7 summarizes the results of the evaluation. Compared to flit-
level flow control, a packet-level architecture does not diminish fairness. In
fact, the packet-granularity allocator improves the standard deviation from the
mean by nearly 13%, which indicates a tighter bandwidth distribution among
the nodes. In addition, packet-level flow control improves overall network
throughput (second column in the table) by virtue of faster VC turnover and
a shallower router pipeline.
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5.5.3 Effect of Flow Control and Topology on Preemp-
tion Incidence
We examine PVC network efficiency under different flow control regimes as well
as topologies. In this context, network efficiency refers to susceptibility of the
network to preemptions. Since preemptions reduce network throughput and
increase energy consumption, a network that reduces preemption incidence is
more efficient than a preemption-prone system.
Per Section 5.5.1, we anticipate that packet-granularity flow control
with the optimized preemptive mechanism that inhibits preemptions to active
output ports will reduce the incidence of packet drop compared to the baseline
flit-level allocator. With respect to topologies, we hypothesize that organiza-
tions that improve network connectivity are less susceptible to preemptions
than architectures with a large network diameter. This hypothesis is based on
the observation that preemptions are triggered by resource allocation events,
which only occur at router traversals. Thus, an organization that diminishes
the network diameter also reduces the number of arbitration points, which, in
turn, cuts down the likelihood of preemption.
To evaluate our hypotheses, we compare preemption incidence in a
mesh, concentrated mesh (Cmesh), and Multidrop Express Channels (MECS)
topologies on random traffic. Each topology is assessed with flit- and packet-
level flow control. Our metrics are the number of preempted flits and the
number of replayed hops. Since the hop count is a function of the topology,
we express it in hops in an unconcentrated mesh network (mesh-hops).
64-terminal network
Figure 5.9 plots the preemption rate in (a) flits and (b) mesh-hops against net-
work load in a 64-terminal system. For a given organization, the preemption
rate in flits always exceeds the hop-level metric. The reason is that preemp-
tions tend to occur at or close to the source node, since a packet that has
advanced by several hops in a highly congested environment is likely of suffi-
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(b) Fraction of replayed hops
Figure 5.9: Preemption incidence in mesh, Cmesh, and MECS topologies with
flit- and packet-level flow control in a 64-terminal network.
ciently high priority that its chances of being preempted in subsequent hops
are low. In saturation, preemption rates are steady across all simulated or-
ganizations, which allows us to conclude that PVC-based systems are stable
under load. The highest preemption rates are observed in a mesh topology
with flit-level flow control, with under 8% of flits (under 5% of hops) discarded.
In terms of flow control, the proposed packet-level allocator significantly
reduces the maximum preemption rate compared to the flit-level architecture.
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This conclusion holds for all three topologies and both preemption metrics.
Thus, a mesh network with packet-granularity flow control reduces the maxi-
mum preemption incidence by a factor of three compared to a flit-level archi-
tecture. Similarly, Cmesh and MECS topologies enjoy a 2.4x and 3.1x lower
preemption rate, respectively, with packet-level flow control.
Our hypothesis regarding the relationship between network diameter
and susceptibility to preemptions turns out to be only partly correct. When all
three topologies are in saturation, the hypothesis holds. Thus, for a given flow
control regime, the mesh network is clearly more susceptible to preemptions
than the Cmesh, which, in turn, is inferior to MECS.
The hypothesis breaks down due to the differences in maximum sus-
tained load across the topologies. Since the preemption rate is highest in
saturation, a network in saturation may likely experience higher preemption
incidence than another network with a different topology that is not in sat-
uration under the same load and traffic parameters. From Section 4.5.1, we
know that the mesh topology on random traffic has a performance advan-
tage at high load rates over Cmesh and MECS organizations. As a result, as
the latter topologies enter saturation, their preemption rate exceeds that of
the mesh. The advantage of lower-diameter networks in reducing preemption
incidence emerges only once the mesh approaches saturation.
256-terminal network
Figure 5.10 shows the effect of scaling the network size to 256 nodes. To
focus the discussion, we only present the results for packet-level flow con-
trol due to its greater efficiency compared to flit-level allocation. The larger
network size amplifies the differences between the topologies. In particular,
the low-diameter MECS organization shows significantly lower susceptibility
to preemptions than mesh-based designs. In mesh networks, the increased
network diameter in the 256-terminal organization results in more arbitration
points compared to the 64-terminal system, which increases the probability of
discard. In contrast, the network diameter of MECS stays remains unchanged
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(b) Fraction of replayed hops
Figure 5.10: Preemption incidence in mesh, Cmesh, and MECS topologies
with packet-level flow control in a 256-terminal network.
under scaling, reducing the effect of network size on preemption rate. As a
result, preemption incidence in MECS at high load rates is 4-8 times lower
than that of mesh-based NOCs.
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5.6 Conclusion
Future CMP and SOC substrates will integrate hundreds or thousands of com-
pute and memory elements on a single die. These elements will be connected
by an on-chip network, which will shoulder the responsibility of providing
fair access to shared resources while meeting performance, area, and energy
targets. Prior network QOS schemes suffer from high buffer overheads, com-
plex scheduling functions or poor bandwidth utilization, motivating us to pro-
pose Preemptive Virtual Clock, a novel QOS scheme specifically designed for
on-chip interconnects. By combining features of frame-based and rate-based
approaches, PVC provides strong guarantees, enforces flow isolation, and en-
ables efficient bandwidth utilization with modest hardware cost and complex-
ity. PVC does not require per-flow buffering, reducing router area and energy
footprint. Priority inversion in a PVC network is averted through preemp-
tion of lower-priority packets. To ensure packet delivery in a discarding NOC,
PVC relies on a dedicated low-bandwidth ACK network and a small window
of outstanding transactions at each node. Finally, PVC enables flexibility in
network provisioning by allowing bandwidth to be allocated at any granularity
from a single thread to an application to a user.
An evaluation of PVC shows that it can guarantee fairness and pro-
vide differentiated services with low latency and good throughput. PVC also
delivers strong performance isolation, demonstrated in a denial-of-service sce-
nario against several PARSEC benchmarks. Results confirm that the average
latency of PARSEC packets increases by less than 22% with PVC over their ex-
ecution in isolation. In comparison, a previously proposed NOC QOS scheme
called GSF causes latency to increase by up to 500%.
The preemptive QOS architecture minimizes PVC’s storage require-
ments, which helps keep the NOC area footprint small. While limited buffering
at router input ports is desirable from an energy-efficiency standpoint, it can
result in preemptions at high load rates when buffers are scare. Preemptions
decrease network energy-efficiency due to the need to retransmit discarded
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packets. Our work shows that various mechanisms can successfully reduce
preemption incidence in a PVC network, thereby boosting efficiency and per-
formance. These mechanisms include coarsening of priority levels, which has a
side-effect of weakening the guarantees, as well as using packet-level, instead of
flit-level, flow control. We expect that additional research aimed at reducing
preemption incidence will further reduce the overheads of PVC.
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Chapter 6
Kilo-NOC: A Heterogeneous
Network-on-Chip Architecture
for Scalability and Service
Guarantees
In this chapter, we focus on NOC scalability from the perspective of energy,
area, performance, and quality-of-service. While Chapter 4 showed that a
direct low-diameter topology improves latency and energy efficiency in NOCs
with dozens of nodes, we identify critical scalability bottlenecks in such topolo-
gies once scaled to configurations with hundreds of network nodes. Chief
among these is the buffer overhead associated with large credit round-trip
times of long channels. Large buffers adversely affect NOC area and energy
efficiency. The addition of QOS support further increases storage overhead,
virtual channel (VC) requirements, and arbitration complexity. For instance,
a kilo-terminal NOC with a low-diameter MECS topology and PVC QOS sup-
port may require 750 VCs per router and over 12 MBs of buffering per chip,
as detailed in Sec. 6.2.1.
Portions of this chapter appear in the published version of the work [33].
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To tackle the scalability challenges of existing NOCs, we propose a hy-
brid network-on-chip architecture that offers low latency, small footprint, good
energy efficiency, and SLA-strength QOS guarantees. The architecture is de-
signed to scale to a large number of on-chip nodes and is evaluated in the
context of a thousand terminal (Kilo-NOC) system. To reduce the substantial
QOS-related overheads, we address a key limitation of prior NOC QOS ap-
proaches which have required hardware support at every router node. Instead,
our proposed topology-aware QOS architecture consolidates shared resources
(e.g. memory controllers) within a portion of the network and only enforces
QOS within subnetworks that contain these shared resources. The rest of the
network, freed from the burden of hardware QOS support, enjoys diminished
cost and complexity. Our approach relies on a richly-connected low-diameter
topology to enable single-hop access to any QOS-protected subnetwork, ef-
fectively eliminating intermediate nodes as sources of interference. To our
knowledge, this work is the first to consider the interaction between topology
and quality-of-service.
Despite a significant reduction in QOS-related overheads, buffering re-
mains an important contributor to our router area and energy footprint. We
eliminate much of the expense by introducing a light-weight elastic buffer
(EB) architecture that integrates storage directly into links, again using the
topology to our advantage. To avoid deadlock in the resulting network, our
approach leverages the multi-drop capability of a MECS interconnect to estab-
lish a dynamically allocated escape path for blocked packets into intermediate
routers along the channel. In contrast, earlier EB schemes required multi-
ple networks or many virtual channels for deadlock-free operation, incurring
significant area and wire cost [48]. In a kilo-terminal network, the proposed
single-network elastic buffer architecture requires only two virtual channels
and reduces router storage requirements by 8x over a baseline MECS router
without QOS support and by 12x compared to a QOS-enabled design.
Our results show that these techniques synergistically work to improve
performance, area, and energy efficiency. In a kilo-terminal network in 15 nm
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technology, our final QOS-enabled NOC design reduces network area by 30%
versus a modestly-provisioned MECS network with no QOS support and 45%
compared to a MECS network with PVC QOS. Network energy efficiency is
improved by 29% and 40% over MECS without and with QOS support, re-
spectively, on traffic with good locality. On random traffic, the energy savings
diminish to 20% and 29% over the respective MECS baselines as wire energy
dominates router energy consumption. Our NOC obtains both area and en-
ergy benefits without compromising either performance or QOS guarantees. In
a notional 256mm2 high-end chip with a 125 W power budget, the proposed
NOC consumes under 7% of the overall area and 19% of power at a sustained
network load of 10%.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 exam-
ines existing NOC technologies and their scalability bottlenecks. Section 6.2
describes the proposed kilo-NOC architecture. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 present
the evaluation methodology and results. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this
chapter.
6.1 NOC Scalability Bottlenecks
This section examines existing NOC technologies for kilo-terminal chips and
analyzes their scalability bottlenecks. We start with conventional NOC at-
tributes – topology, flow control, and routing – followed by quality-of-service
technologies.
Topology
Low-diameter topologies are a critical kilo-NOC technology, since they re-
duce the significant delay and energy costs of router traversals in high-radix
networks. Potential scalability bottlenecks in low-diameter networks are chan-
nels, input buffers, crossbar switches, and arbiters. The scaling trends for these
structures are summarized in Table 6.1. The flattened butterfly requires O(k2)
bisection channels per row/column, where k is the network radix, to support
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Mesh FBfly MECS
Network diameter 2 · k 2 2
Bisection channels/dimension 2 k2/2 k
Buffers C k2 k2
Crossbar (network ports) 4× 4 k × k 4× 4
Arbitration log(4v) log(k · v) log(k · v)
Table 6.1: Scalability of NOC topologies. k: network radix, v: per-port VC
count, C: a small integer.
all-to-all intra-dimension connectivity. In contrast, the bisection channel count
in MECS grows linearly with the radix.
Buffer capacities need to grow with network radix, assumed to scale
with technology, to cover the round-trip credit latencies of long channel spans.
Thus, doubling the network radix doubles the number of input channels and
the average buffer depth at an input port, yielding a quadratic increase in buffer
capacity per node. Per-port buffer requirements grow to cover the longer wire
flights times, caused by increased resistivity of wires under technology scaling.
The relationship between network size and router buffer requirements under
technology scaling holds for both flattened butterfly and MECS topologies and
represents a true scalability obstacle.
Crossbar complexity is also quadratic in the number of input and output
ports. This feature is problematic in a flattened butterfly network, where port
count grows in proportion to the network radix and causes a quadratic increase
in switch area for every 2x increase in radix. In a MECS network, crossbar
area stays nearly constant as the number of output ports is fixed at four
and each switch input port is multiplexed among all network inputs from the
same direction, as shown in Figure 4.1(c). While switch complexity is not a
concern in MECS, asymmetry in the number of input and output ports can
limit throughput in this topology.
Finally, arbitration complexity grows logarithmically with port count.
Designing a single-cycle arbiter for a high-radix router with a fast clock may be
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a challenge; however, arbitration can be pipelined over multiple cycles. While
pipelined arbitration increases node delay, it is compensated for by the small
hop count of low-diameter topologies. Hence, we do not consider arbitration
a scalability bottleneck.
Flow Control
In a Kilo-NOC with a low-diameter topology, long channel traversal times
necessitate deep buffers to cover the round-trip credit latency. Meanwhile,
wide channels keep the number of flits per network packet small. These two
attributes diminish the benefits of flit-level flow control traditionally used in
NOCs, since routers typically have enough buffer capacity for multiple pack-
ets. Compared to flit-level flow control, a packet-level architecture couples
bandwidth and storage allocation, which has a desirable effect of reducing the
number of arbitration stages. Coarser flow control granularity also helps amor-
tize the allocation delay over the length of a packet. Thus, in a Kilo-NOC,
packet-level flow control is preferred to a flit-level architecture.
Elastic Buffering
Recent research has explored the benefits of integrating storage elements, re-
ferred to as elastic buffers (EB), directly into network links. The goal is to
reduce router complexity by distributing the buffering and flow control logic.
To that end, Kodi et al. proposed a scheme called iDEAL that augments a
conventional virtual-channel architecture with in-link storage, demonstrating
savings in buffer area and power [43]. An alternative proposal by Michelogian-
nakis et al. advocates a pure elastic-buffered architecture without any virtual
channels [48].
An important challenge for existing elastic buffer architectures is dead-
lock avoidance. To prevent protocol deadlock due to the serializing nature of
buffered links, iDEAL must reserve a virtual channel at the destination router
for each packet. As a result, its VC requirements in a low-diameter NOC under
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technology scaling grow quadratically with network radix, as explained above,
impeding scalability. On the other hand, a pure elastic-buffered architecture
enjoys linear scaling in router storage requirements, but needs multiple net-
works for deadlock avoidance (one network for each packet class), incurring
chip area and wiring expense.
Routing
The scalability of a routing algorithm is a function of the path diversity at-
tainable for a given set of channel resources. Compared to rings and meshes,
direct low-diameter topologies typically offer greater path diversity through
richer channel resources. Adaptive routing on such topologies has been shown
to boost throughput [40, 31]; however, the gains come at the expense of energy
efficiency due to the overhead of additional router traversals. While we do not
consider routing a scalability bottleneck, reliability requirements may require
additional complexity not considered in this work.
Quality-of-Service
Cloud computing, server consolidation, and real-time applications demand on-
chip QOS support for security, performance isolation, and guarantees. In many
cases, a software layer will be unable to meet QOS requirements due to the
fine-grained nature of chip-level resource sharing. We therefore anticipate that
hardware quality-of-service infrastructure will be a desirable feature in future
CMPs. Unfortunately, existing network QOS schemes represent a weighty
proposition that conflicts with the objectives of an area- and energy-scalable
NOC.
A quality-of-service architecture based on Preemptive Virtual Clock,
introduced in Chapter 5, significantly reduces the cost of providing QOS sup-
port as compared to prior work. However, in a low-diameter topology, PVC’s
virtual channel requirements grow quadratically with network radix (the anal-
ysis is similar to the one under Topology, above). PVC necessitates multiple
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virtual channels because packets from different flows are not allowed to share
a VC to prevent priority inversion within a FIFO buffer. Thus, longer links
require more, not deeper, VCs. Large VC populations adversely affect both
storage requirements and arbitration complexity. In addition, PVC main-
tains per-flow state at each router whose storage requirements grow linearly
with network size. Finally, preemption events in PVC incur energy and la-
tency overheads proportional to network diameter and preemption frequency.
These considerations argue for an alternative network organization that pro-
vides QOS guarantees without compromising efficiency in kilo-node chips.
Summary
Kilo-scale NOCs require low-diameter topologies, aided by efficient flow con-
trol and routing mechanisms, to minimize energy and delay overheads of multi-
hop transfers. Our analysis identifies buffer requirements of low-diameter net-
works as a true scalability bottleneck. Buffer demands in such networks grow
quadratically with network radix under technology scaling, diminishing area-
and energy-efficiency of large-scale NOCs. Quality-of-service further increases
storage demands and creates additional overheads. Supporting tomorrow’s
Kilo-NOC configurations requires addressing these scalability bottlenecks.
6.2 Kilo-NOC Architecture
6.2.1 Baseline Design
Our target in this work is a 1024-tile CMP in 15 nm technology. Figure 6.1(a)
shows the baseline organization, scaled down to 64 tiles for clarity. Light
nodes in the figure integrate core and cache tiles; shaded nodes represent
shared resources, such as memory controllers; ‘Q’ indicates hardware QOS
support at the node. We employ concentration [5] to reduce the number of
network nodes to 256 by integrating four terminals at a single router via a
fast crossbar switch. The nodes are interconnected via a richly connected
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Figure 6.1: 64-tile CMP with 4-way concentration and MECS topology. Light
nodes: core+cache tiles; shaded nodes: memory controllers; Q: QOS hard-
ware. Dotted lines: domains in a topology-aware QOS architecture.
MECS topology. We choose MECS due to its low diameter, scalable channel
count, modest switch complexity, and unique capabilities offered by multidrop.
QOS guarantees are enforced by PVC. Without loss of generality, we assume
that QOS is used to provide isolation among VMs. However, the following
discussion equally applies to application-level service guarantees.
The 256 concentrated nodes in our kilo-terminal network are arranged
in a 16 by 16 grid. Each MECS router integrates 30 network input ports
(15 per dimension). With one cycle of wire latency between adjacent nodes,
maximum channel delay, from one edge of the chip to another, is 15 cycles.
The following equation gives the maximum round-trip credit time, tRTCT [15]:
tRTCT = 2twire + tflit + tcredit + 1 (6.1)
where twire is the one-way wire delay, tflit is the flit pipeline latency, and tcredit
is the credit pipeline latency. With a three stage router datapath and one cycle
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for credit processing, the maximum tRTCT in the above network is 35 cycles.
This represents a lower bound for per-port buffer requirements in the absence
of any location-dependent optimizations. Dedicated buffering for each packet
class, necessary for deadlock avoidance, and QOS demands impose additional
overheads.
In the case of QOS, packets from different flows generally require sep-
arate virtual channels to prevent priority inversion within a single VC FIFO.
To accommodate a worst-case pattern consisting of single-flit packets from
different flows, an unoptimized router would require 35 VCs per port. Sev-
eral optimizations could be used to reduce the VC and buffer requirements at
additional design expense and arbitration complexity. As the potential opti-
mization space is large, we simply assume that a 25% reduction in per-port
VC requirements can be achieved. To accommodate a maximum packet size of
four flits, a baseline QOS router features 25 four-deep VC’s per port for a total
population of 750 VCs and 3000 flit slots per 30-port router. With 16-byte
flits, total storage required is 48 KB per router and 12 MB network-wide.
Without QOS support, each port requires just one VC per packet class.
With two priority levels (Request at low priority and Reply at high priority),
a pair of 35-deep virtual channels is sufficient for deadlock avoidance while
covering the maximum round-trip credit delay. The required per-port buffering
is thus 70 flits compared to 100 flits in a QOS-enabled router (25 VCs with 4
flits per VC).
6.2.2 Topology-aware QOS Architecture
Our first optimization target is the QOS mechanism. As noted in Section 6.1,
QOS imposes a substantial virtual channel overhead in a low-diameter topol-
ogy, aggravating storage requirements and arbitration complexity. In this
work, we take a topology-aware approach to on-chip quality-of-service. While
existing network quality-of-service architectures demand dedicated QOS logic
and storage at every router, we seek to limit the number of nodes requiring
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hardware QOS support. Our proposed scheme isolates shared resources into
one or more dedicated regions of the network, called shared regions (SRs),
with hardware QOS enforcement within each SR. The rest of the network is
freed from the burden of hardware QOS support and enjoys reduced cost and
complexity.
The Topology-Aware QOS (TAQ) architecture leverages the rich intra-
dimension connectivity afforded by MECS (or another low-diameter topology)
to ensure single-hop access to any shared region, which we achieve by orga-
nizing the SRs into columns spanning the entire width of the die. Single-hop
connectivity guarantees interference-free transit into an SR. Once inside the
shared region, a packet is regulated by the deployed QOS mechanism as it pro-
ceeds to its destination, such as a memory controller. To prevent unregulated
contention for network bandwidth at concentrated nodes outside of the SR,
we require the OS or hypervisor to co-schedule only threads from the same
virtual machine onto a node Figure 6.1(b) shows the proposed organization.
While the SR column in the figure is on the edge of the die, such placement is
not required by TAQ.
Threads running under the same virtual machine on a CMP benefit
from efficient support for on-chip data sharing. We seek to facilitate both
intra-VM and inter-VM data sharing while preserving performance isolation
and guarantees. We define the domain of a VM to be the set of nodes allocated
to it. The objective is to provide service guarantees for each domain across the
chip. The constraint is that QOS is explicitly enforced only inside the shared
regions. We achieve the desired objective via the following rules governing the
flow of traffic:
1. Communication within a dimension is unrestricted, as the MECS topol-
ogy provides interference-free single-hop communication in a given row
or column.
2. Dimension changes are unrestricted iff the turn node belongs to the same
domain as the packet’s source or destination. For example, all cache-
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to-cache traffic associated with VM #2 in Figure 6.1(b) stays within
a single convex region and never needs to transit through a router in
another domain.
3. Packets requiring a dimension change at a router from an unrelated
domain must flow through one of the shared regions. Depending on
the locations of the communicating nodes with respect to the SRs, the
resulting routes may be non-minimal. For instance, in Figure 6.1(b),
traffic from partition (a) of VM #1 transiting to partition (b) of the
same VM must take the longer path through the shared column to avoid
turning at a router associated with VM #2. Similarly, traffic between
different VMs, such as inter-VM shared page data, may also need to flow
through a shared region.
Our proposal preserves guarantees for all flows regardless of the loca-
tions of communicating nodes. Nonetheless, performance and energy-efficiency
can be maximized by reducing a VM’s network diameter. Particularly effective
are placements that form convex-shaped domains, as they localize traffic and
improve communication efficiency. Recent work by Marty and Hill examin-
ing cache coherence policies in the context of consolidated servers on a CMP
reached similar conclusions regarding benefits of VM localization [47].
Summarizing, our QOS architecture consists of three components: a
richly-connected topology, QOS-enabled shared regions, and OS/hypervisor
scheduling support.
Topology: TAQ requires a topology with a high degree of connectivity
to physically isolate traffic between non-adjacent routers. While this work uses
MECS, other topologies, such as a flattened butterfly are possible as well. We
exploit the connectivity to limit the extent of hardware QOS support to a few
confined regions of the chip, which can be reached in one hop from any node.
With XY dimension-ordered routing (DOR), the shared resource regions must
be organized as columns on the two-dimensional grid of nodes to maintain the
single-hop reachability property.
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Shared regions: TAQ concentrates resources that are shared across
domains, such as memory controllers or accelerators, into dedicated, QOS-
enabled regions of the die. In this work, we assume that cache capacity is
shared within a domain but not across domains, which allows us to elide QOS
support for caches. If necessary, TAQ can easily be extended to include caches.
The shared resource regions serve two purposes. The first is to ensure
fair or differentiated access to shared resources. The second is to support intra-
and inter-VM communication for traffic patterns that would otherwise require
a dimension change at a router from an unrelated domain.
Scheduling support: We rely on the operating system to 1) con-
trol thread placement at concentrated nodes outside of the SR, and 2) assign
bandwidth or priorities to flows, defined at the granularity of a thread, ap-
plication, or virtual machine, by programming memory-mapped registers at
QOS-enabled routers. As existing OS/hypervisors already provide schedul-
ing services and support different process priorities, the required additions are
small.
6.2.3 Low-Cost Elastic Buffering
Freed from the burden of enforcing QOS, routers outside of the shared re-
gions can enjoy a significant reduction in the number of virtual channels to
just one VC per packet class. As noted in Sec. 6.2.1, a MECS router sup-
porting two packet priority classes and no QOS hardware requires 30% fewer
flit buffers than a QOS-enabled design. To further reduce storage overheads,
we propose integrating storage into links by using a form of elastic buffering.
Normally, elastic buffered networks are incompatible with QOS due to the
serializing nature of EB flow control, which can introduce priority inversion
within a channel. However, the proposed topology-aware QOS architecture
enables elastic buffering outside of the shared regions by eliminating interfer-
ence among flows from different VMs. Inside SRs, conventional buffering and
flow control are still needed for traffic isolation and prioritization.
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Point-to-point EB networks investigated in prior work do not reduce
the minimum per-link buffer requirements, as storage in such networks is sim-
ply shifted from routers to links. We make the observation that in a point-
to-multipoint MECS topology, elastic buffering can actually decrease overall
storage requirements since each buffer slot in a channel is effectively shared by
all downstream destination nodes. Thus, an EB-enhanced MECS network can
be effective in diminishing buffer area and power. Unfortunately, existing EB
architectures require significant virtual channel resources or multiple networks
for avoiding protocol deadlock, as explained in Section 6.1. The resulting area
and wire overheads diminish the appeal of elastic buffering.
Proposed EB Architecture
In this work, we propose an elastic buffer organization that affords considerable
area savings over earlier schemes. Our approach combines elastic-buffered links
with minimal virtual channel resources, enabling a single-network architecture
with hybrid EB/VC flow control. Unlike the iDEAL scheme, which also uses
a hybrid organization, our architecture does not reserve a virtual channel for
a packet at the sending router. Instead, a VC is allocated on-the-fly directly
from an elastic buffer in the channel. Since neither buffer nor virtual channel
resources are reserved upstream, VC requirements are not dependent on the
link flight time. This approach provides a scalable alternative to iDEAL, whose
VC requirements are proportional to the link delay and result in high buffer
costs in future low-diameter NOCs.
Without pre-allocated buffer space at the target node, a network with
elastic-buffered channels is susceptible to protocol deadlock. Deadlock can
arise because low priority packets in the channel may prevent higher priority
packets from reaching their destinations. To overcome potential deadlock, we
exploit the multi-drop aspect of MECS channels to establish a dynamically
allocated escape path into an intermediate router along a packet’s direction of
travel. We introduce a new flow control mechanism called Just-in-Time VC
binding (JIT-VC), which enables packets in the channel to acquire a VC from
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Figure 6.2: Elastic buffer deadlock avoidance.
an elastic buffer. Under normal operation, a packet will allocate a VC once it
reaches the elastic buffer at the target (turn or destination) node. However,
should a high priority (e.g., reply) packet be blocked in the channel, it can
leverage the multi-drop capability of MECS to escape into an intermediate
router via a JIT-allocated VC. Once buffered at an escape router, a packet
will switch to a new MECS channel by traversing the router pipeline like any
other packet. To prevent circular deadlock, we do not allow packets to switch
dimensions at an escape node.
Figure 6.2 shows a high-level depiction of our approach. In (a), a high-
priority packet in a MECS channel is obstructed by a low-priority one; (b)
shows the blocked packet dynamically acquiring a buffer at a router associated
with the EB; in (c), the high-priority packet switches to a new MECS channel
and proceeds toward its destination.
The rerouting feature of the proposed deadlock avoidance scheme allows
for packets at the same priority level to be reordered. If the semantics of the
system require a predictable message order, than ordering may need to be
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enforced at the end points.
Figure 6.3 shows the proposed design in the context of a MECS network.
The EB, based on the design by Michelogiannakis et al. [48], uses a master-
slave latch combination that can store up to two flits. We integrate an EB into
each drop interface along a MECS channel and augment the baseline elastic
buffer with a path from the master latch to the router input port. A path
from the slave latch to the router already exists for normal MECS operation,
necessitating a mux to select between the two latches. We also add logic into
the EB control block to query and allocate router-side VCs. This setup allows
high priority packets to reactively escape blocked channels by dynamically
allocating a VC, draining into a router, and switching to another MECS link.
Deadlock Freedom
We achieve deadlock freedom in the proposed EB network via a set of rules
that guarantee eventual progress for higher-priority packets:
1. Each packet class has a dedicated VC at every router input port.
2. All arbiters enforce packet class priorities.
3. A router’s scheduling of a low-priority packet never inhibits a subsequent
high-priority packet from eventually reaching the first downstream EB.
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In essence, a high priority packet must be able to advance from a VC,
past the EB at a router’s output port, and to the first downstream EB. From
there, the packet can either proceed downstream if the channel is clear or
dynamically allocate a VC at the router, switch to a new MECS channel, and
advance by another hop. While the following discussion assumes two packet
classes, the same reasoning applies to systems with more packet classes.
Together, the above rules allow the construction of an inductive proof
showing that a high-priority packet will always be able to advance despite the
presence of low-priority packets in the network. A Reply packet occupying a
high-priority VC will eventually advance to at least the first downstream EB
(rules 2,3). From the EB, it can acquire a VC at the associated router using
JIT-VC (rules 1,2); buffer availability is guaranteed by virtue of another high-
priority packet advancing by a hop (rules 2,3). Hop by hop, a high-priority
packet will eventually reach its destination.
Additional care is required for handling two cases: (1) the first hop out
of a node, and (2) transfers to the shared regions. First hop is challenging due
to an EB at a router’s output port, which offers no escape path (Figure 6.3). A
reply can get stuck at this EB behind a request packet, violating Rule 3 above
and potentially triggering deadlock. We resolve this condition by draining
request packets into a low-priority VC at the first downstream node from a
packet’s source, allowing trailing packets to advance. The draining mechanism
is triggered after a predetermined number of consecutive stall cycles at the first
downstream EB and relies on JIT-VC allocation. To guarantee that a request
packet can drain into an adjacent router, the switch allocator at the sending
node checks for downstream buffer availability for each outbound request. If
the allocator determines that buffer space may be unavailable by the time the
request reaches the adjacent node, the packet is delayed.
Transfers to the shared region must also ensure destination buffer avail-
ability. The reason is that packets may escape blocked channels only through
routers within their respective domain. Switching to a channel outside of
a VM’s domain violates the non-interference guarantee necessary for the
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topology-aware QOS architecture. Since transfers to the shared region (SR)
may transit over multiple domains, buffer availability at an SR router must be
guaranteed at the source to ensure that all SR-bound packets are eventually
drained.
A single-network EB scheme described in this section enables a signifi-
cant reduction in storage requirements for nodes outside of the shared regions.
Assuming a maximum packet size of four flits and two priority classes, a pair
of 4-deep VCs suffices at each router input port. Compared to a PVC-enabled
MECS router with 25 VCs per port, both virtual channel and storage require-
ments are reduced by over 12x. Savings in storage requirements exceed 8x
over a baseline MECS router with no QOS support.
6.3 Experimental Methodology
Area and energy
Our target configuration is a 1024-tile (256 node) CMP in a 15 nm technology
with on-chip voltage of 0.7 V. For both area and energy estimation, we use a
combination of analytical models [36, 5], Orion [37], CACTI [51], previously
published data [61], and logic synthesis results. We model a fixed chip area
of 256 mm2 and assume ideal dimension scaling of all devices and wires from
32 nm technology to arrive at our area estimates. We further assume fixed
capacitance per unit length for both wires and devices to scale energy data
from 0.9 V in 32 nm down to 0.7 V in 15 nm technology. When valid is
transmitted through the network, we assume an activity factor of 25% for
wires and logic, which corresponds to a random bit stream.
Switch fabrics: We modify Orion to more accurately model crossbar
fabrics, carefully accounting for the asymmetric switch design in MECS. Cross-
bar wires are routed on local metal layers with a 50 nm pitch and 2x spacing.
To reduce switch energy, we split input and output crossbar wires into two
segments each and activate only the necessary segments [79]. Similarly, when
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profitable, we segment the long wires feeding the crossbar in MECS routers
with many network ports sharing a switch interface.
Buffers: We assume that VC FIFOs and PVC’s flow state tables are
SRAM-based. To model small SRAM FIFOs at router input ports, we modify
CACTI to support the required SRAM configurations with data flow typical
of a NOC router. We estimate the energy consumption of an elastic buffer
by synthesizing different primitive storage elements using a 45-nm technology
library and extrapolate the results to our target technology.
Channels: To reduce interconnect energy, we adopt a low-swing sig-
naling scheme over differential wires proposed by Schinkel et al. [61]. The
approach does not require a separate low-voltage power supply and supports
low-overhead pipelined operation necessary for MECS. At 15 nm, low-swing
wires improve energy-efficiency by 2.3x while reducing transceiver area by 1.6x
versus full-swing interconnects. The improvement in area efficiency is achieved
through elimination of repeaters required on full-swing links. Wire parameters
are summarized in Table 6.2.
Network configurations:
Network details are summarized in Table 6.2. There are 1024 terminals in the
system. We apply four-way concentration at each router to reduce the number
network nodes to 256, of which 64 are shared resources. Configurations with
topology-aware QOS support have four SR columns, with 16 shared resources
per column. All networks utilize virtual cut-through flow control. We couple
VC and crossbar allocation and perform switching at packet granularity to
eliminate the need for a dedicated switch allocation stage. All configurations
use look-ahead routing; PVC-enabled designs employ priority reuse [32]. These
techniques remove routing and priority computation from the critical path. We
model two packet sizes: 1-flit requests and 4-flit replies. Wire delay is one cycle
between adjacent routers; channel width is 128 bits.
Baseline MECS: We model two baseline MECS networks – with and
without PVC-based QOS support. Their respective VC configurations are
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Network 1024 terminals:
256 concentrated nodes, including 64 shared resources
128-bit links, DOR routing, packet-level flow control
Channels Low-voltage-swing signaling over intermediate-layer wires:
pitch: 100 nm, R: 8.6 kΩ/mm, C: 190 fF/mm
voltage swing: 125 mV
MECS (no PVC) Router: 2 VCs/port, 35 flits/VC,
3 stage pipeline: VA-local, VA-global, XT
MECS + PVC Router: 25 VCs/port, 4 flits/VC,
3 stage pipeline: VA-local, VA-global, XT
MECS + TAQ Outside SR: conventional MECS w/o PVC
Within SR: MECS+PVC
MECS + TAQ + EB Outside SR: Per-class pure EB MECS networks
REQUEST (72 bits), REPLY (128 bits)
1 EB stage b/w adjacent routers
2 stage EB router pipeline: XA, XT
Within SR: MECS + PVC
K-MECS Outside SR: single-network EB MECS
1 EB stage b/w adjacent routers
JIT-VC flow control
Router: 2 VC/port, 4 flits/VC, 2 stages: XA, XT
Within SR: MECS + PVC
Cmesh + PVC Router: 6 VCs/port, 4 flits/VC,
2 stage pipeline: VA, XT
common 1 injection VC, 2 ejection VCs per terminal
PVC QOS 400K cycles per frame interval
Workloads Synthetic: hotspot and uniform random; 1,4 flits/packet
PARSEC traces: see Table 6.3
Table 6.2: Simulated network characteristics.
described in Sec. 6.2.1.
MECS with TAQ:We evaluate a conventionally-buffered MECS net-
work with the topology-aware QOS architecture. Routers inside the SRs are
provisioned with PVC support and are identical to the MECS+PVC config-
uration in Table 6.2. The rest of the network features lighter-weight MECS
routers with no QOS logic.
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MECS with TAQ and dual-network EB: We augment the
MECS+TAQ configuration with a pure elastic buffered flow control architec-
ture [48]. The pure EB design eschews virtual channels, reducing router cost,
but requires two networks – one per packet class. The Request network has
a 72-bit datapath, while the Reply network has the full 128-bit width. Elas-
tic buffering is deployed only outside the shared regions, with MECS+PVC
routers used inside SRs. We do not evaluate an iDEAL organization [43], as
it requires more buffer resources than our proposed approach and is therefore
inferior in energy and area cost.
MECS with TAQ and single-network EB (K-MECS): Our pro-
posed network architecture is called Kilo-MECS (K-MECS). It combines TAQ
with our single-network EB scheme, featuring elastic-buffered links, two VCs
per router input port, and JIT-VC allocation.
Cmesh: We also evaluate a concentrated mesh (Cmesh) topology [5]
due to its low area and wiring cost. Each PVC-enabled Cmesh router has
six VCs per port and a single-stage VCT allocator. We do not consider a
Cmesh+TAQ design, since a mesh topology is not compatible with topology-
aware QOS organization.
Simulation-based studies
We use a custom NOC simulator to evaluate the performance and QOS impact
of the various aspects of our proposal. We first examine the effect of individual
techniques on performance and quality-of-service through focused studies on
synthetic workloads. While these workloads are not directly correlated to
expected traffic patterns of a CMP, they stress the network in different ways
and provide insight into the effect of various mechanisms and topology options.
To evaluate parallel application network traffic, we used the M5 simu-
lator [9] to collect memory access traces from a full system running PARSEC
v2.1 benchmarks [8]. The simulated system is comprised of 64 two-wide su-
perscalar out-of-order cores with private 32KB L1 instruction and data caches
plus a shared 16MB L2 cache. Following the Netrace methodology [35], the
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Simulated Simulated
Benchmark Input Set Cycles Packets
blackscholes small 255M 5.2M
blackscholes medium 133M 7.5M
bodytrack small 135M 4.7M
bodytrack medium 137M 9.0M
canneal medium 140M 8.6M
dedup medium 146M 2.6M
ferret medium 126M 2.2M
fluidanimate small 127M 2.1M
fluidanimate medium 144M 4.6M
swaptions large 204M 8.8M
vips medium 147M 0.9M
x264 small 151M 2.0M
Table 6.3: Simulated PARSEC traces.
memory traces are post-processed to encode the dependencies between transac-
tions, which we then enforce during network simulation. Memory accesses are
interleaved at 4KB page granularity among four on-chip memory controllers
within network simulation. Table 6.3 summarizes the benchmarks used in our
study. The benchmarks offer significant variety in granularity and type of par-
allelism. For each trace, we simulate no fewer than 100 million cycles of the
PARSEC-defined region of interest (ROI).
6.4 Evaluation Results
We first evaluate the different network organizations on area and energy-
efficiency. Next, we compare the performance of elastic buffered networks to
conventionally buffered designs. We then discuss QOS implications of various
topologies. Finally, we examine performance stability and QOS on a collection
of trace-driven workloads.
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6.4.1 Area
Our router area model accounts for four primary components of area overhead:
input buffers, crossbar switch fabric, flow state tables, and router-side elastic
buffers. Results are shown in Figure 6.4(a). For TAQ-enabled configurations,
the area breakdown of routers inside the shared regions is reflected in the
MECS+PVC bar. We denote a pure elastic buffered router outside of a shared
region as MECS+EB; in contrast, the configuration labeled MECS+TAQ+EB
in Table 6.2 refers to the entire heterogeneous network. Similarly, K-MECS*
refers to the proposed EB-enabled router, whereas K-MECS represents an
entire NOC. The intent of this additional notation is to help differentiate the
different router organizations in heterogeneous NOCs.
We observe that elastic buffering is very effective in reducing router
area in a MECS topology. Compared to a baseline MECS router with no QOS
support, K-MECS* reduces router area by 61%. The advantage increases to
70% versus a PVC-enabled MECS router. A pure EB router (MECS+EB) has
a 30% smaller footprint than K-MECS* for same datapath width; however,
pure elastic buffering requires two networks, for a net loss in area efficiency.
Figure 6.4(b) breaks down total network area into four resource types:
links, link-integrated EBs, regular routers, and SR routers. The last category
is applicable only to TAQ-enabled configurations. For links, we account for
the area of drivers and receivers and anticipate that wires are routed over logic
in a dedicated layer.
TAQ proves to be an effective optimization for reducing network area.
Compared to a conventionally-buffered MECS+PVC network, TAQ enables
a 16% area reduction (MECS+TAQ bar). The pure elastic-buffered NOC
further reduces the footprint by 27% (MECS+TAQ+EB) at the cost of a
56% increase in wire requirements. K-MECS offers an additional 10% area
reduction without the extra wire expense by virtue of not requiring a second
network. The conventionally-buffered SR routers in a K-MECS network make
up a quarter of the network nodes yet account for over one-half of the overall
router area. The smallest network area is found in the Cmesh topology due
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Figure 6.4: Router and network area efficiency.
to its modest bisection bandwidth. The Cmesh NOC occupies 2.8 times less
area than the K-MECS network but offers 8 times less network bandwidth.
Normalized to the same bisection bandwidth as MECS-based topologies, the
area footprint of a Cmesh network grows to 47.8 mm2, which represents a 66%
increase over K-MECS.
6.4.2 Energy
Figure 6.5(a) shows the energy expended per packet for a router traversal
in different topologies. As before, the MECS+EB and K-MECS* bars cor-
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respond to a router outside of the shared region, whereas the MECS+PVC
datum is representative of an intra-SR router. Energy consumption in a K-
MECS* router is reduced by 65% versus MECS with no QOS support and by
73% against a PVC-enabled MECS node. In addition to savings in buffer en-
ergy stemming from diminished storage requirements, K-MECS* also reduces
switch energy relative to both MECS baselines. Reduction in switch energy
is due to shorter input wires feeding the crossbar, which result from a more
compact ingress layout. A pure EB router (MECS+EB) is 34% more energy
efficient than K-MECS* by virtue of eliminating input SRAM FIFOs in favor
of a simple double-latch elastic buffer and shorter wires feeding the crossbar.
In a Cmesh topology, a significant source of energy overhead is the flow
state table required by PVC. Generally, in mesh networks, a large number of
flows may enter the router from a single port, necessitating correspondingly
large per-port state tables. In contrast, in a richly-connected MECS topol-
ogy with deterministic routing, only a fraction of all flows can enter a router
through any given port. As a result, flow state is distributed among many
ports in a MECS router, which helps reduce look-up energy at each port. Al-
though the total required per-flow storage is comparable in Cmesh and MECS,
the large physical tables in a Cmesh router incur a significant per-access energy
penalty.
Figure 6.5(b) shows network-level energy efficiency for three different
access patterns – nearest-neighbor (1-hop), semi-local (5 mesh hops), and ran-
dom (10 mesh hops). The nearest-neighbor pattern incurs one link and two
router traversals in all topologies. In contrast, 5-hop and 10-hop patterns are
assumed to require three router accesses in the low-diameter MECS networks,
while requiring 6 and 11 router crossings, respectively, in Cmesh. We assume
that 25% of all accesses in the multi-hop patterns are to shared resources, ne-
cessitating transfers to and from the shared regions in TAQ-enabled networks.
In general, we observe that EB-enabled low-diameter networks have
better energy efficiency than other topologies. A pure EB architecture is 22%
more efficient than K-MECS on local traffic and 6-9% better on non-local
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routes thanks to a reduction in buffer and switch input power. K-MECS re-
duces NOC energy by 16-63% over remaining network architectures on local
traffic and by 20-40% on non-local patterns. Links are responsible for a sig-
nificant fraction of overall energy expense, diminishing the benefits of router
energy optimizations. For instance, links account for 69% of the energy ex-
pended on random traffic in K-MECS. PVC-enabled routers in the shared
regions also diminish energy efficiency of K-MECS and other TAQ-enabled
topologies.
6.4.3 Performance
We evaluate the networks on a uniform random (UR) synthetic traffic pattern.
This workload is highly sensitive to buffer capacity and is expected to challenge
the storage-limited EB-enabled networks. We experiment with several different
activity regimes for network nodes, noting that program phases and power
constraints may limit the number of entities communicating at any one time.
We report results for 100%, 50%, and 25% of terminals active. The active
sources, if less than 100%, are chosen randomly at run time.
Figure 6.6 shows the results of the evaluation. Both EB configurations
(MECS+EB and K-MECS*) model homogeneous NOCs without SRs to isolate
the effect of elastic buffering on network performance. As before, a different
notation is meant to differentiate these EB-enabled networks from the het-
erogeneous NOCs of which they would be part of. MECS+EB has dedicated
request/reply networks. K-MECS* uses the JIT-VC allocation mechanism
described in Section 6.2.3. In networks equipped with PVC, we disable the
preemptive mechanism to avoid preemption-related throughput losses.
Among the evaluated organizations, low-diameter topologies with
router-side buffering offer superior throughput. With 100% of the terminals
communicating, K-MECS* shows a throughput loss of around 9% versus con-
ventional MECS networks. Throughput is restored at 50% of the terminals
utilized and slightly improves relative to the baseline when only 25% of the
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison of different topologies on random traffic.
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terminals are enabled. The improvement stems from the pipeline effect of EB
channels which often allow packets to reach their destination despite down-
stream congestion. Without elastic buffering, a congested destination applies
backpressure toward the source, causing head-of-line blocking at the injection
port and preventing packets from advancing to less congested nodes.
The dual-network MECS+EB organization shows inferior performance
versus other low-diameter designs despite a significant advantage in wire band-
width. Compared to K-MECS*, throughput is reduced by 14-26% depending
on the fraction of nodes communicating. Throughput suffers due to a lack of
buffer capacity in pure EB routers, which backpressure into a MECS channel
and block traffic to other nodes. Finally, the Cmesh network has the worst per-
formance among the evaluated designs. Average latency at low loads is over
35 cycles per packet, a 1.8x slowdown relative to MECS. The high latency
arises from the large average hop count of a mesh topology, while throughput
is poor because of the low bisection bandwidth of the Cmesh network.
6.4.4 Quality-of-Service
To evaluate the fairness of various network configurations, we use a hotspot
traffic pattern with a single hotspot node in the corner of the grid. We evaluate
Cmesh, MECS, and K-MECS with and without PVC support. As before, K-
MECS* represents a homogeneous organization with elastic buffering through-
out the network and no QOS support. Table 6.4 summarizes the results of the
experiment. The first two data columns show the minimum and maximum
deviation from the mean throughput; a small deviation is desired, since it in-
dicates minimal variance in throughput among the nodes. Similarly, the third
data column shows the standard deviation from the mean; again, smaller is
better. Finally, the last column plots overall network throughput with respect
to the maximum achievable throughput in the measurement interval; in this
case, higher is better since we seek to maximize throughput.
In general, all of the networks without QOS support are unable to
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min wrt max wrt std dev throughput
mean mean (% of mean) (% of max)
Cmesh -100% 1009% 372% 89.7%
Cmesh+PVC -9% 17% 5% 100%
MECS -51% 715% 180% 100%
MECS+PVC -1% 6% 1% 100%
K-MECS* -52% 713% 181% 98.8%
K-MECS -6% 5% 2% 100%
Table 6.4: Fairness and throughput of different NOCs.
provide any degree of fairness to the communicating nodes. In the CMesh
network without PVC, many nodes are unable to deliver a single flit. In
MECS and K-MECS*, the variance in throughput among the nodes is over
10x. PVC restores fairness. PVC-enabled MECS and K-MECS networks
have a standard deviation from the mean of just 1-2%, with individual nodes
deviating by no more than 6% from the mean throughput. Significantly, the
proposed K-MECS organization with Topology-Aware QOS support is able to
provide competitive fairness guarantees and good throughput while limiting
the extent of hardware support to just a fraction of the network nodes.
6.4.5 Trace-driven Evaluation
To assess the effectiveness of a topology-aware QOS architecture versus a con-
ventional organization, we combine PARSEC trace-based workloads with syn-
thetic traffic to model a denial-of-service attack in a multi-core CMP. We
evaluate the architectures on their ability to provide application performance
stability in the face of adverse network state.
Figure 6.7 shows the experimental setup. We model a modestly-sized
chip with 32 nodes, arranged in an 8x4 grid. On-chip memory controllers
(MCs) occupy four nodes; remaining nodes are concentrated and integrate four
core/cache terminals per node. Sixteen nodes are committed to a PARSEC
application, while the remaining 12 continuously stream traffic to the memory
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Figure 6.7: Experimental setup for PARSEC trace-based evaluation. PARSEC
nodes: plain; Streaming nodes: striped; Memory controllers: shaded.
controllers. Baseline MECS and CMesh networks use a staggered memory
controller placement (Figure 6.7(a)). This placement strategy is motivated by
the desire to better distribute memory traffic and reduce contention at the
MC interfaces, as suggested by Abts et al. [1]. The remaining NOCs employ
a single shared region containing the four MC tiles (Figure 6.7(b)).
Figure 6.8 plots the slowdown of PARSEC packets in the presence of
streaming traffic for the various network organizations. We evaluate Cmesh
and MECS topologies with staggered MCs (baseline) with and without PVC
support. We also evaluate a MECS network with a shared region MC place-
ment and PVC support inside the SR (MECS+TAQ). To isolate the benefits
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Figure 6.8: Average packet slowdown on PARSEC workloads with adversarial
traffic.
provided by the shared region organization, we introduce a MECS+SR vari-
ant that is similar to the MECS+TAQ network but without any QOS hard-
ware either inside or outside of the shared region. Finally, we evaluate the
heterogeneous K-MECS organization that combines a conventionally-buffered
PVC-enabled shared region with hybrid EB/VC buffering in the rest of the
network.
Without QOS support, all networks suffer a performance degradation in
the presence of streaming traffic. The degradation in MECS networks (MECS
and MECS+SR) is less severe than in the CMesh NOC due to a degree of traffic
isolation offered by a richly-connected MECS topology. Without QOS support,
MECS+SR appears more susceptible to congestion than the baseline MECS
organization. The latter is able to better tolerate network-level interference
due to a more distributed MC placement.
PVC largely restores performance in all networks through improved
fairness. Across the suite, all combinations of MECS and PVC result in a
performance degradation of just 2-3%. MECS+TAQ, which relies on PVC
only inside the shared region, shows the same performance resilience as the
baseline MECS+PVC network. K-MECS is equally resilient, while using a
fraction of the resources of other designs.
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Area Power @ Power @ Max
(mm2) 1% (W) 10% (W) load (%)
Cmesh+PVC 6.0 3.8 38.3 9%
MECS 23.5 2.9 29.2 29%
MECS+PVC 29.9 3.3 32.9 29%
MECS+TAQ 25.1 3.0 29.6 29%
MECS+TAQ+EB 18.2 2.2 22.2 24%
K-MECS 16.5 2.3 23.5 29%
Table 6.5: Network area and power efficiency.
6.4.6 Summary
Table 6.5 summarizes the area, power requirements, and throughput of differ-
ent topologies in a kilo-terminal network in 15 nm technology. Power numbers
are derived for a 2 GHz clock frequency and random (10-hop) traffic described
in Section 6.4.2. Throughput is for uniform random traffic with 50% of the
nodes communicating. We observe that the proposed topology-aware QOS
architecture is very effective at reducing network area and energy overhead
without compromising performance. Compared to a baseline MECS network
with PVC support, TAQ reduces network area by 16% and power consumption
by 10% (MECS+TAQ). Furthermore, TAQ enables elastic buffered flow con-
trol outside of the shared regions that further reduces area by 27% and power
draw by 25% but degrades throughput by over 17% (MECS+TAQ+EB). K-
MECS combines TAQ with the single-network EB design also proposed in this
work. The resulting organization restores throughput while improving area
efficiency by yet another 10% with a small power penalty and no impact on
QOS guarantees.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed and evaluated architectures for kiloscale networks-
on-chip that address area, energy, and QOS challenges for large-scale on-chip
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interconnects. We identify a low-diameter topology as a key Kilo-NOC technol-
ogy for improving network performance and energy efficiency. We extend prior
work on low-diameter architectures for on-chip networks [40, 31] by studying
their scalability and QOS properties. Our analysis reveals that large buffer re-
quirements and QOS overheads stunt the ability of such topologies to support
Kilo-NOC configurations in an area- and energy-efficient fashion.
We take a hybrid approach to network scalability. To reduce QOS over-
heads, we isolate shared resources in dedicated, QOS-equipped regions of the
chip, enabling a reduction in router complexity in other parts of the die. The
facilitating technology is a low-diameter topology, which affords single-hop
interference-free access to the QOS-protected regions from any node. Our ap-
proach is simpler than prior network QOS schemes, which have required QOS
support at every network node. In addition to reducing NOC area and en-
ergy consumption, the proposed topology-aware QOS architecture enables an
elastic buffering (EB) optimization in parts of the network freed from QOS
support. Elastic buffering further diminishes router buffer requirements by
integrating storage into network links. We introduce a single-network EB ar-
chitecture with lower cost compared to prior proposals. Our scheme combines
elastic-buffered links and a small number of router-side buffers via a novel
virtual channel allocation strategy.
Our final NOC architecture is heterogeneous, employing QOS-enabled
routers with conventional buffering in parts of the network, and light-weight
elastic buffered nodes elsewhere. In a kilo-terminal NOC, this design enables
a 29% improvement in power and a 45% improvement in area over a state-of-
the-art QOS-enabled homogeneous network at the 15 nm technology node. In
a modest-sized high-end chip, the proposed architecture reduces the NOC area
to under 7% of the die and dissipates 23W of power when the network carries a
10% load factor averaged across the entire NOC. While the power consumption
of the heterogeneous topology bests other approaches, low-energy CMPs and
SOCs will be forced to better exploit physical locality to keep communication
costs down.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Steady improvements in semiconductor process technology have enabled
single-chip systems that integrate dozens of cores, cache banks, memory con-
trollers, and other assets. Applications and system software have evolved
as well to accommodate the parallel processing capabilities of these multi-
core substrates. As a result, applications across a variety of market segments
have become increasingly parallel, while virtualization techniques have enabled
multiple operating systems to share a die. It is broadly expected that future
generations of chips will be characterized by greater degrees of resource in-
tegration, thread-level parallelism, and on-die software consolidation through
virtualization.
A critical resource in chip multiprocessors and systems-on-a-chip is the
on-die interconnection network. Similar to the off-chip interconnect of conven-
tional multiprocessors, the design of the NOC carries significant performance
implications. From a software perspective, a low-latency NOC reduces the
memory access time; in the case of parallel applications, a fast, high-bandwidth
network also reduces communication and synchronizations costs.
Parallel computers have been built for a variety of purposes over a num-
ber of decades. As a result, the art and science of designing off-chip intercon-
nects is well established and gradually evolves with technology. In contrast, the
field of networks-on-chip is young and distinguished by unique constraints and
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demands compared to off-chip networks. NOCs are characterized by modest
chip area and power budgets, short on-die communication distances, and wire
routing restrictions. These features impede the use of complex router microar-
chitectures, low-diameter topologies, and sophisticated non-minimal routing
schemes developed for off-chip networks. Existing network architectures that
are easily mapped onto a die, such as rings and meshes, show poor scalability
properties in terms of performance and energy-efficiency beyond a few dozen
nodes. Resource-intensive features such as quality-of-service support further
burden the NOC through increased cost and performance overhead. These
observations motivate the design of new network architectures, designed from
the ground up with die-level characteristics in mind.
7.1 Dissertation Summary
This dissertation proposes architectural and microarchitectural mechanisms
for performance, efficiency, and quality-of-service in on-chip networks of
highly-integrated chips. These mechanisms cover the principal aspects of in-
terconnection networks, namely routing, topology, flow control, and QOS. The
proposed solutions are complementary and together afford a NOC capable of
interconnecting over a thousand nodes with low latency, modest area and en-
ergy footprint, and strong service guarantees.
7.1.1 Congestion-Aware Routing
Energy and area considerations in on-chip networks preclude the use of non-
minimal adaptive routing schemes and buffer-rich routers. Without these fea-
tures, existing NOCs do not reach their performance potential as evidenced
by high latency and poor throughput on many workloads. Performance suf-
fers due to congestion effects that result from simplistic routing policies and
limited buffer resources.
We demonstrate that congestion-aware minimal adaptive routing is a
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cost-effective approach to boosting performance in resource-limited intercon-
nects through load balancing of network traffic. By judiciously spreading traf-
fic across network links, congestion-aware routing improves resource utiliza-
tion and reduces the effect of localized hotspots on network performance. One
problem with existing adaptive routers is their reliance on local-only congestion
indicators. Without knowledge of global network state, such locally-adaptive
routers can compromise performance on balanced traffic patterns through my-
opic decisions.
Together with another student, I developed Regional Congestion Aware-
ness (RCA), a light-weight approach for informing the route selection process
in adaptive routers with broader knowledge of network state. At each net-
work router, RCA aggregates local and non-local congestion indicators and
uses the information to (a) inform the local routing policy, and (b) notify ad-
jacent routers of local and downstream congestion. By considering congestion
information from certain network regions and assigning different priorities to
local and non-local estimates, RCA supports a range of policies. RCA uses a
dedicated low-bandwidth reduction network to propagate congestion informa-
tion among interconnected nodes, an approach that scales naturally to large
network configurations with minimal hardware and wiring cost.
Our evaluation reveals that on irregular traffic, RCA improves perfor-
mance compared to both deterministic and locally-adaptive routing. On bal-
anced permutations that benefit from deterministic routing, RCA preserves
performance to a higher degree compared to locally-adaptive designs. For
a given level of performance, RCA requires up to 50% less buffering than a
locally-adaptive router, a feature that may be used to improve network area
and energy efficiency. Starting with an RCA baseline tuned for a 64-node
mesh, we observed greater performance gains in a small 16-node network and
diminished, yet still considerable, benefit in a large 256-node NOC. Careful
tuning of the congestion-awareness mechanism to accommodate network char-
acteristics will likely improve performance; however, investigating additional
techniques to boost RCA’s performance scalability may prove worthwhile in
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the future. Also useful would be evaluating RCA’s suitability to off-chip in-
terconnection networks, as the basic technique appears broadly applicable.
7.1.2 Low-Diameter NOC Topologies
Single-chip multiprocessors and systems-on-a-chip are highly sensitive to per-
formance, energy, and area cost of chip-level interconnects. To date, most
NOCs have featured ring- or mesh-based organizations. While these topolo-
gies map well to silicon substrates and are attractive from a complexity per-
spective, they incur considerable delay and energy overheads in systems with
a non-trivial number of interconnected nodes. The overheads arise due to
the large number of router traversals that are necessary on traffic with lim-
ited or no locality. Each router crossing incurs both latency and energy cost
due buffer accesses, switch fabric traversal, and arbitration. Low diameter
topologies can be used to improve connectivity; however, such networks are
not always amenable to planar silicon substrates, require a large number of
dedicated point-to-point channels, and may incur high router complexity.
In this thesis, we introduce a novel communication fabric developed
specifically to accommodate the unique characteristics and requirements of on-
chip substrates. The salient feature of the proposed Multidrop Express Chan-
nels (MECS) topology is its use of point-to-multipoint channels that provide
rich inter-node connectivity with a limited number of links. Each pipelined
MECS link connects the source node to multiple destinations spanned by the
channel via light-weight drop interfaces. With just four multidrop channels
(one per direction), a MECS router can be fully connected to other nodes
in each of the X and Y dimensions. Rich connectivity and modest chan-
nel requirements improve the area and performance scalability of the MECS
topology in larger network organizations.
An evaluation of MECS shows that the topology offers good area- and
energy-efficiency, and is successful at minimizing communication latency at
low to moderate network loads. While mesh-based networks offer superior
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throughput on some traffic patterns, the advantage comes at the cost of sig-
nificant area and energy expense, as well as high latency at low network loads.
The flattened butterfly, which is an alternative low-diameter network organi-
zation proposed for on-chip implementation, offers similar or better area and
energy characteristics compared to MECS. However, the flattened butterfly re-
quires a dedicated point-to-point channel for each pair of interconnected nodes.
This attribute limits the channel width of affordable networks either through
high bisection bandwidth demands or overwhelming switch complexity. As a
result, the flattened butterfly shows higher serialization delays and offers lower
throughput under deterministic routing than the MECS topology.
In the broader perspective, we observe that MECS belongs to a larger
class of networks expressible via Generalized Express Cubes – a framework that
extends k-ary n-cubes with concentration and express channels. Our analysis
reveals that a number of existing NOC topology candidates can be readily
expressed in this framework, which may simplify their analysis and under-
standing. A common framework also facilitates derivation of new topologies,
which we demonstrate by evolving a new hybrid network organization with
features of both MECS and flattened butterfly. We expect that additional
research aimed at characterizing and classifying entire classes of networks will
expand our understanding of the field and yield new insights and solutions for
scalable NOC fabrics.
7.1.3 Preemptive QOS Architecture
Chip multiprocessors and systems-on-a-chip enable concurrent execution of
multiple applications or virtual machines. In the process of execution, these
applications and their respective threads may interfere at the NOC level in
their attempts to access various on-chip resources, such as cache banks, mem-
ory controllers, and specialized accelerators. The fine-grained nature of these
accesses limits of the usefulness of solutions at the software layer. Instead,
single-chip systems require hardware support to provide performance isola-
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tion, fairness, and QOS guarantees.
Prior techniques for providing network quality-of-service have too much
algorithmic complexity, cost (area and/or energy) or performance overhead to
be attractive for on-chip implementation. In response, we propose Preemptive
Virtual Clock (PVC), a light-weight QOS architecture for networks-on-chip. A
distinguishing feature of PVC is its use of preemption to reduce network buffer
requirements. A preemptive architecture effectively resolves in-network prior-
ity inversion situations without the need for per-flow queuing or bandwidth
reservation required by previous approaches. Preemption events in a PVC
network are signaled via a dedicated, low-cost acknowledgement network, en-
abling rapid retransmission of discarded packets by the source nodes.
An evaluation of PVC confirms that it provides fairness and supports
differentiated bandwidth allocation to flows. It offers strong performance iso-
lation, as demonstrated in a simulated denial-of-service attack against a set
of parallel workloads executing on a CMP. In a 64-terminal mesh network
with PVC, an average packet from the application suite experienced an 18%
slowdown due to the attack traffic. In contrast, network performance under
an earlier NOC QOS architecture called GSF was degraded by over 4x. PVC
has a modest effect on router area by virtue of not requiring per-flow packet
queues, although the scheme does require limited per-flow storage in the form
of bandwidth counters for prioritization purposes. PVC’s energy overhead is
also unexcessive, ranging from 13 to 19% over a conventional NOC with no
QOS support in a 64-terminal mesh. The greater overhead is due to preemp-
tions which arise at high network loads.
In general, preemptions tend to diminish both performance and energy-
efficiency due to the need to retransmit discarded packets, which consume
network bandwidth and energy. A PVC network can employ one or more
techniques to reduce preemption incidence. Packet-granularity flow control is
one such mechanism that we show to be particularly effective for this purpose.
Compared to flit-level flow control commonly used in existing NOCs, packet-
level resource management reduces preemption incidence by a factor of three
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in a 64-terminal mesh network. Future research into mechanisms for reducing
preemption incidence under PVC may further improve the efficiency of the
scheme.
7.1.4 Kilo-node NOC Architectures
Future chips will likely integrate hundreds or even thousands of diverse com-
ponents on-die. To meet the interconnect challenges of such richly integrated
substrates, we examine NOC scalability with respect to area, energy, perfor-
mance, and quality-of-service. Our analysis shows that low-diameter topolo-
gies in kilo-node substrates burden the network with high buffer requirements
in future technology nodes. QOS overheads further increase buffer require-
ments and control complexity in large-scale NOCs. As a result, existing NOC
architectures may fall short of meeting the efficiency demands of future chips.
To overcome the scalability limitations of existing NOCs, this thesis
proposes a heterogeneous network organization. We first address an impor-
tant limitation of existing QOS architectures that require hardware quality-of-
service support at every router node. Instead, we introduce a topology-aware
QOS architecture that isolates shared resources, such as memory controllers,
in dedicated regions of the die and provides QOS support only within these
regions. In doing so, we achieve a considerable reduction in router complexity
in parts of the network freed from QOS overheads. The proposed scheme re-
lies on a richly-connected topology to ensure single-hop access to QOS-enabled
regions.
We also target large buffer overheads of low-diameter networks through
a flow control optimization based on elastic buffering. Specifically, we develop
a hybrid flow control architecture that combines elastic buffered links with vir-
tual channel routers through a novel VC allocation mechanism. The resulting
organization significantly reduces network area and energy footprint with very
limited effect on performance.
Our final NOC architecture is heterogeneous, employing QOS-enabled
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routers with conventional buffering in parts of the network, and light-weight
elastic buffered nodes elsewhere. In a kilo-terminal NOC in 15 nm technology,
this design enables a 29% improvement in power and a 45% improvement in
area over a state-of-the-art baseline featuring a MECS topology with virtual
channel flow control and PVC QOS support throughout the network. The
gains in efficiency carry a minor performance overhead at high network load
and have no effect on the strength of the guarantees.
7.2 Concluding Thoughts
As process technology scaling drives greater degrees of on-chip integration,
NOCs will become increasingly critical to meeting performance and efficiency
objectives at the die level. To that end, this dissertation has explored tech-
niques to improve the scalability of on-chip interconnect fabrics with respect
to performance, area- and energy-efficiency, and quality-of-service. While our
work advances the general state of the art in the design of richly-integrated
chips from a network perspective, the proposed mechanisms have their limita-
tions and may not always be applicable or sufficient. To that end, the rest of
this chapter discusses the drawbacks of the proposed architectures and seeks
to identify venues for future investigation.
7.2.1 Limitations of Proposed Techniques
Regional Congestion Awareness
In our analysis, RCA has two potential drawbacks. The first are its virtual
channel requirements. Based on our evaluation, RCA does not yield any per-
formance benefits over locally adaptive routing with two virtual channels per
input port and requires up to four general-purpose VCs per port for signifi-
cant performance gains. Adaptive routing based on Duato’s model of deadlock
avoidance [20] requires a reserved VC per input port for an escape function,
which is based on dimension-order routing in our implementation. With two
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VCs per port, this restriction leaves just one VC for adaptive routing, thereby
complicating congestion estimation due to extreme scarcity of buffer resources.
Additional VCs can greatly boost network performance under RCA as com-
pared to DOR or locally-adaptive routing with a comparable buffer configura-
tion; however, the gains carry an area and energy cost of extra buffers.
The other challenging aspect of RCA has to do with its applications to
richly-connected topologies. While the scheme is easy to extend to support
routing with a minimal number of hops, as was done in Section 4.6.3, it is
not obvious how RCA can be used to prioritize paths with a non-minimal hop
count. The difficulty lies in estimating the weights for various paths, where
some of the paths have different numbers of intermediate routers and not all
channels in a given direction lie inside the minimal routing quadrant.
Multidrop Express Channels
An obvious bottleneck of a MECS topology is the asymmetry in the num-
ber of input (many) and output (few) router ports. While this organization
helps reduce router complexity and improves energy-efficiency, it limits the
bandwidth through a router and hurts performance at higher load rates. The
drawbacks of this design are particularly acute in systems with a large degree
of concentration, which are likely to experience contention for output ports
from the local interfaces, as well as under workloads that concentrate traffic
through a limited number of nodes. The transpose traffic pattern discussed in
Section 4.5.1 is an example of such a workload.
Several options exist for overcoming the limitations of the baseline
MECS organization. One possibility, discussed in this thesis, is network repli-
cation. Multiple networks increase the channel count in a cost-effective way,
but their benefits must be weighed against the increased serialization delay
of narrower links. Another option is to improve the bandwidth through the
switch. While a more potent switch does not relieve pressure for bandwidth
out of a router, it can help performance nonetheless. In Section 4.6.2, we
showed that mapping network ports to switch ports in a way that minimizes
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over-subscription on crossbar inputs yields a modest performance gain on uni-
form traffic. Increasing switch connectivity is another alternative which may
be most beneficial in networks with a large degree of concentration. In such
NOCs, additional switch interfaces can reduce instances of head-of-line block-
ing whenever traffic destined for both network and local outputs is competing
for ingress switch bandwidth.
In general, the imbalance between ingress and egress bandwidth in
MECS routers is integral to the topology, and is the feature that enables
MECS to achieve rich connectivity and high efficiency with a modest number
of links. So while it is worthwhile investigating techniques that boost perfor-
mance in a MECS network, a number of other topologies will likely provide
higher throughput for a given bisection wire budget.
Preemptive Virtual Clock
Energy and bandwidth losses due to preemptions are an important drawback
of PVC. Since their effect on network performance and efficiency was already
detailed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we focus on other issues here.
Implementation complexity is a potential roadblock to PVC’s deploy-
ment in a real system. The distributed preemption protocol is a challenging
verification target due to complex preemption scenarios involving unantici-
pated event sequences. For instance, a single wormhole-routed multi-flit packet
may be preempted at two different routers in one cycle. This scenario carries
several potential pitfalls, such as dealing with the fact that a preemption signal
from the tail of the packet chasing the header flit may never find the head due
to it already being discarded. To guarantee certain system properties, such
as eventual delivery of every message, it may be necessary to formally verify
the preemptive protocol for each design. Thus, system designers will need to
weigh the benefits of PVC against the verification complexity of its distributed
protocols.
Another possible limitation of PVC is its coarse latency guarantees,
which are specified at the granularity of frames. Based on empirical data, we
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believe that frame sizes in 10’s to 100’s of thousands of cycles work best in
systems from 64 to 1K terminals. On a chip with a 2 GHz clock, PVC would
thus be able to deliver all packets within the reserved bandwidth quota in a
sub-millisecond time frame for a range of NOC configurations. This result
indicates that despite long frame intervals, PVC may be able to meet the
latency demands of many real-time applications.
Kilo-NOC
The Kilo-NOC architecture extends MECS and PVC, and as such, it inherits
their respective drawbacks. In addition, the hybrid EB/VC flow control re-
quires its own non-trivial protocol for deadlock avoidance. The protocol has
several cases that necessitate special handling, such as transfers to and from
the shared regions. While likely not as complex as the preemption protocol in
PVC, a practical implementation of the hybrid flow control architecture would
necessitate a formal proof to guarantee deadlock freedom and extensive testing
to ensure functional correctness.
7.2.2 Future Challenges and Opportunities
Future CMPs and SOCs designs will be constrained by multiple factors, includ-
ing power, yield, and bandwidth limitations. To continue delivering advances
in energy-efficiency, performance, and functionality that consumers have come
to expect, it may be necessary to rethink various aspects of system architec-
ture. Three items stand-out as being particularly relevant with respect to the
issues covered in this thesis: (1) the need for hierarchical topologies to reduce
NOC area and wiring expense; (2) use of multiple small dies on top of a silicon
interposer instead of a single large die to reduce manufacturing expense and
off-chip bandwidth pressure; and (3) the ability to provide chip-wide service
guarantees for diverse application classes. We next discuss the challenges and
opportunities associated with each of these.
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Hierarchical Topologies
This thesis has focused on scaling on-chip networks to very large configura-
tions via an essentially flat interconnect model. A flat network organization
is attractive because it enhances programmability and performance stability
of parallel applications, since programmers do not need to worry about band-
width and latency implications of various levels of the interconnect hierarchy.
However, a flat low-diameter network is difficult to scale due to high router
complexity and significant wire demands in configurations with a large num-
bers of nodes.
At some point, it may make sense to abandon the flat model in favor
of a hierarchical organization. A hierarchical network typically features more
bandwidth and smaller communication latencies at lower levels of the inter-
connect hierarchy (i.e., closer to the terminals), while the opposite is true at
the higher levels. By reducing network bandwidth at the global interconnect
levels, hierarchical organizations enable a reduction in wire and router costs.
These benefits come at a price, such as increased programming burden and
load-balancing challenges for performance-sensitive parallel applications. In
addition, workloads with poor locality may incur energy and delay overheads
whenever accesses to global routers extend the travel path by routing away
from the destination. We anticipate that hierarchical networks will become
attractive once a very large number of resources is integrated on a die. Re-
search efforts should be directed at identifying hierarchical architectures that
reduce network cost and complexity while minimizing the overheads of a tiered
structure.
Multi-die Packages
Very fine geometries of existing and future technologies present significant
manufacturability challenges due to large variability and defect rates, which
have a deleterious effect on yield and production costs. One way to overcome
these challenges is to manufacture smaller dies, or slices, and “stitch” them
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together via a silicon interposer. The slices can be tested and binned indi-
vidually, which improves yield and margins as a faulty component results in
a loss of a small die instead of a large one. In addition to improving yield
and reducing cost, other benefits of the approach include the ability to mix
different process technologies at low cost as well as provide a high degree of
product customization by combining different slices to accommodate a diverse
customer base. In fact, Xilinx, a company which designs FPGA chips, has
announced their intent to use this “Stacked Silicon Interposer” technology in
their products [19].
System design based on slices does not necessarily require a major re-
design of the interconnect. The interposer can be thought of as a dedicated
high-bandwidth interconnect layer that extends the on-chip metal stack and is
reachable through high-density vias crossing from the individual slices to the
interposer. To reduce cost, the interposer will likely be manufactured in older
technology with coarser features compared to the slices. From an interconnect
perspective, coarser features are beneficial, since wires with larger dimensions
have better electrical characteristics (lower resistivity and smaller RC delay),
which reduces the need for repeaters or exotic signaling technologies.
One potential concern in a system with a large number of slices is the
area overhead presented by vias to the interposer layer. While these vias have a
finer pitch than package-level bumps, they are significantly larger than vias in
the on-die metal stack. A low-diameter topology in a system with many small
slices may carry a considerable area penalty due to the large number of vias
required from each slice’s router to the interposer. In such systems, topology
with more limited connectivity, including hierarchical interconnects and high-
diameter networks augmented with a limited number of express channels, may
be preferred for cost reasons.
Chip-level Service Guarantees
In this thesis, we introduced interconnect-level architectures for quality-of-
service. However, QOS is a system-level concern which requires understanding
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of QOS requirements at the application level, translating them into a set of
policies at the system level, and enforcing these policies via microarchitectural
mechanisms at the chip level. Significant work must be done at all three levels
to provide comprehensive service guarantees. For instance, QOS requirements
of virtualized web servers are likely different from those of cloud-based action
games. Understanding the requirements for diverse workload classes and find-
ing effective policies and common microarchitectural mechanisms for enforcing
them will likely be a fruitful research area going forth.
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